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NEW YORK
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in the

TWO BIG CONFLAGRATIONS AT THE
SAME TIME.

The

Parkhurst —The Police Have Been at

Is Tritli stranger than Fiction?
AMONG MARVELS!
$1,000 Reward to the Manufacturer of any Sarsaparilla who can show a bonafide curs
HRs the following:

Wit and Wisdom.
Poem: Scatter seeds of kindness.
Storyi Punch’s Example.
Page 7.
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Marine News.
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Portland Typographical Union meeting.
Woman’s Christian Association.
Judge Putnam’s first term.
Bev. Father Murphy’s 26th anniversary.
For Good Will farm.
St. Lawrence Street Church Building Fund.
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Dana’s is “The Kind That Cures.”
Wellington, Me., Deo. 17,1891.

Dana Saksapamlla Co.

THE

half

We

employed

seven

different physiAll they
morphine to

but they did him no good.
cians,
him
could do was

give

the First District Convention to be holden In

kill the pain. They unanimously said,
“I think the poor little fellow must
die. But if he Should live, he trill always be a cripple, his legs will

Committee.

Cape Elizabeth, April 2,1892.

never

straighten.”

He had been confined to the house for
seven months, and we were discouraged. One day we read of DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA and sent and got a
bottle, and before he had taken that one
hottlo the pain began to cease.
We stopped giving morphine. He kept
gaisting, and we continued giving him
until he
DANA’S SARSAPARILLA
had taken nine bottles, and HE IS
NGW WELL AN© GOING TO

This Means Yonl
Have you had the Grippe?
Are you weak and run down?
Is your Blood out of order?
Have you trouble with your
Head? Are your Nerves weak?
Then the medicine you need is

diseases,

Magnetic Compound

Is doing splendid work everywhere. If you try it once, you
will never be without it.

COVERED WITH A TASTELESS AND
SOLUBLE COATING.

TRY IT.
BUY IT.
’TWILL DO YOU COOP.

S90K HEADA0HE,!
|For
Swimming in the Head, Wind)
Dizziness,

HIDDEN MEDICINE CO.,

Hgrtgjport,

Mass.

IstplycM

marl!

or

< >

Body, Rheumatism, etc.
| ! Take four, five or oven
<
*

*

_J__^

said:
has not closed for years,
“Our closing today was not due to the
It is a concerted
action of the police.
plan in a great measure. If the public
Dr. Pfirkhurst, I
can stand it, we can.
believe, will find out that the people
know better what they want that he
does. It the people go dry a few Sundays, I think such a howl will arise as
will result in some satisfactory law permitting us to keep open during certain
hours Sunday.”
Notwithstanding this, it is said the
general closing of the saloons at 12 last
night and during today is due to the fact
that the police notified the saloon keepers that they must close.

place

RAILROAD TAXES.

six of Bee cham’s
» Pills, and in nine case* out of ten,
they toill give
in
for
the
pill will go direct *
relief twenty minutes;
to and remove the cause, the cause being no [
• more nor less than wind, together with poison| oue and noxious vapours, and sometimes < |
unwholesome food.
Of all druggists. Price 25 cent9 a box* < •
<'
New York Depot, 365 Canal 8t.

[

[

\

J./.m

Of Im.Efhnf-iirQ

72.E5
Biddeford & Saco Horse.
111.35
Bridgton & Saco liiver.
Canadian Pacific.
691.57
Franklin & Megan tic.
43.67
1.44
Fryeburg Horse.
84.84
Kennebec Central.
Knox & Lincoln.
2,217.14
Lewiston & Auburn Horse.
80.24
Lime Koek.
802.48
Maine Central. 51,320.46
Orchard Beach.
Portland Horse.
Portland & Rochester.
Phillips & Rangeley.
Rockport.
Rumford Falls & Brickfield.
Sandy River.
Sebasticook & Mooseliead.
Somerset.
St. Croix & Penobscot.

Waterville & Fairfield Horse.
York Harbor & Beach.

50.54

19.27

1,851.83
8,170.90
31.57

83.84
218.06
138.21

33.47
284.74
116.95

C3.72
331.70

Total.$125,043.05
The total excise tax is $115,043.05 and
the pro rata tax for the support of the
railroad commission $10,000.

MAY BE JUDGE PUTNAM.
The Parisian at Halifax.

Sea

NOW OPEN

Another

Is

Wanted

on

the

Behring

Many Homeless-

responded promptly.

ment

was so

high and

the cotton so

The wind

dry that it

The flames
burned like tissue paper.
ran high and in a short time had commucated to the press itself and were working their way along the woodwork of the
roof. The firemen worked hard to check
the progress of the flames, but their efAfter three reforts were unavailing.
peated alarms, a general alarm was sent
of
the
in and all the engines
city, except
two or three, were called out. The Fire
had
about
Proof press
10,000 bales of
This was entirely
cotton stored in it.
consumed. The firemen could not enter the press to save the staple for the
Flames Raged on Ever; Side.
Crowds of people rushed to the scene,
but were kept at a distance from the fire
by the police. Half an hour after the
flames started, the Fire Proof press was
totally consumed and the flames had
communicated to the Shipper press.
from
Tire fire attacked this

all

sides,

cutting

a

building
way
through

the woodwork with wonderful rapidity.
In this press was stored 50,000 bales of
cotton, some of which was saved. The
major portion of the staple was soon in
The fire ate its way along the
flames.
rafters of the press down through the
woodwork into the cotton stored beneath
the sheds. It was only the cotton stored
It required
in the yard that was saved.
but a short time, with the high wind that
The
was blowing, to destroy this press.
walls soon looked like charred pillars,
tottering to and fro and endangering the
lives of the firemen. Several of the latter
For at

had narrow escapes.

least

two

The
the entire square was in a blaze.
square formed almost a solid block of
fire.
Tlie East

Structure to Take Fire

It was gutted
the Orleans press.
and it3 contents, consisting of 20,000
bales, consumed.
Hard work kept the fire from spreading beyond the square burned by Peters,
Front, Thalia and Kobin streets. The
cotton burned is estimated at 80,000 bales
and was held by factors and commission
merchants and covered by their open
policies. Much of this cotton will be
sent to the pickeries and saved so the
total loss will probably not exceed $30
per bale, making a total loss on the cotwas

ton of

$2,400,000.

The

loss

on

presses

It is
and sheds is estimated at $150,000.
thought the fire started from a cigarette
some one threw among the cotton.
While the cotton press fire was raging,
an alarm was sent in for a fire in the residence portion of the city. At the time,

N.

__.mi

John D.

Watson's Lonely Death.

__:

+i.„ 4:_

—

Houses were dismantled and their contents carried away.

House after house

Rockland, April 2.—John D. Watson, went down and the efforts of the overa commercial traveller, died at the ThornJJ
-ATOne of Them Was the Second Mate, Who
worked firemen seemed in vain. Crowds
dike Hotel, Thursday night.
None of
Hailed from Maine.
gathered from far and near, and men and
in
the
his relatives are known.
He will be. boys assisted
removing
across
The fire
furniture.
Boston, April 3.—Captain Beck of the placed in a tomb in the hope of hearing Laurel street with greatswept
and
rapidity,
schooner Morris W. Child, at this port, from some through the press.
soon the whole section bounded by First,
that
from
A
Student’s
Jaw
Broken.
and
Pensacola,
reports
Laurel
Magazine
Saturday
streets, fourThird,
aprldtl
Every building in
March 28, at 5.30 a. m., Second Mate Ansquares, was ablaze.
Waterville, April 2.—During a prac- the
four squares mentioned, except four,
gus Carman, 22 years old, belonging in tice game of foot ball on the campus of was
The losses will aggredestroyed.
Deer Isle, Me., and a Russian seaman, Colby University today, C. F. Stimpson
gate $250,000.
the
sea
were washed off the jibboom into
of the class of ’93, was run down by a
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
and lost. It was blowing a gale and the fellow student and his
jaw was fractured.
rv ".
men
hove
the
was
vessel
to,
endeavoring
Pollard Gets 82,760.
In the legal proceedings growing out
to furl the jibs.
in the Lewiston
Skowhegan, April 2.—J. F. Pollard of the alleged fraud
a despatch from that
election,
municipal
YOU SMOKED
HATE
the
a
of
Maine
got verdict
$2,750 against
THE WEATHER,
city reports that Judge Wing, of Auburn,
Central Railroad today for an injury re- an ex-cliairman of the Republican state
ceived in the company’s yard by lumber committee, had been retained by the
Jfiffhtly Fair; Northwest Winds*
Democrats as counsel to work in connecfalling on him from a car.
tion with Judge Nathan Cleaves, of Port■Washington, April 3.—[8 p. m.]—
Plre at Bath.
land, and ex-mayor McGillicuddy, of
The following is the forecast of the
Bath, April 2.—Duncan & Jackson's Lewiston.
It is a very mild and delicweather for New England: Generally block
The Republicans have engaged eminent
shop was destroyed by fire this
ious cigar,
which is Hon. A. R. Savfair; slightly cooler, except stationary morning.
It was owned by Charles counsel, among
ex-mayor of Auburn. It is expected
temperature at Nantucket and Block Davenport; loss, $4,000; no insurance. age,
lO CENTS.
that writs will be served on Mayor NewIsland; northwest winds.
ell and city clerk Belleau early Monday.
The fire was incendiary.

J. R. LIBBY’S.

THE OLD 49

8 A. M. 8

FOR
Uar23

SALE

found the body of an inMaine Central track near
Topsliam Friday. There is reason to believe that a woman passenger on Thursday night’s Pullman gave birth to the
child, strangled it and threw the body
from the cars.

CIGAR

p.

M.

Political Pot

Boiling Briskly

in the Mis Modest Estimate of His Good
Work Among the French.

Smallest State.
MANY RHODE

ISLAND REPUBLI-

THE SUCCESSFUL DIPLOMAT WILL
RESUME EDITORIAL WORK.

CANS HEAR MR. REED.

men

He Tells Them of
tection and the

An Answer to Some Unfounded Criticisms
of

the Governor.

I. G.
Boss has written the Kennebec Journal a
statement regarding the letter written to
his brother, an employe at the insane
asylum, which has been reported in the
papers as involving Governor Burleigh.
Mr. Boss says the letter was stolen from
a private drawer in his brother’s sleeping

Augusta, Me., April

3.—Bev.

the Workings of ProDevotion of the Dem-

ocrats to the Great

Principle

of

that his brother or himself has done anything dishonorable in the matter is enHe adds: “Neither,
tirely unfounded.
so far as I know, has Governor Burleigh
said or done anything in relation to the
whole matter that has not been entirely
honorable and consistent with his recognized duty and declared purpose—that
the moral and political atmosphere of
the hospital should be kept as pure and
wholesome in all respects as in concert
with his council and board of trustees, he
might be able to make it.”

Be

Vote

es

from His

THEM.

EVERYWHERE.
WF&Mlm

Barometer. 29.867 29.813
Thermometer.55.2
00.5
34.
Dew Point. 50.

Humidity.

82.

Wind.SW

38.

W

9
Velocity.15
Weather.Cloudy Cl’dies
Mean daily ther.. .61.0jMax. vel. wind...24 SW
Maximum ther.. .72.0 Total precip.... .0
Minimum ther
.60.01
..

President Harrison Will

Re-elected—As to Himself, He Has

Come

Catching—The ex-Speaker Enthusiastically Received—Mr. Cleveland Preach-'

to

Resign

than

Rather

Seek

Office, but Can Hardly Conceive of an
American Great Enough to Refuse A

Favorite Text.

Presidential Nomination.

Providence, R. L, April 2.—The political excitement is at fever heat in the
state. The Republicans held a rousing
rally in Music Hall tonight and gave exSpeaker Reed a tremendous ovation. The
Garfield Club of Pawtucket escorted the
Folex-Speaker and others to the hall.
lowing came Gov. Ladd, Lieut. Governor
Stearns, Hon. Roswell G. Horr, Isaao L.
Goff, Henry E. Tiepke and other Republicans of local prominence.
Gov. Ladd
The
presided and presented Mr. Reed.
ex-Speaker was received with tremendous applause, and said: “Tothink that
we have to fight for Rhode Island seems
to me something grotesque.
Here is a
state small in area but full of success
and prosperity owing to the fact that its
manufacturers have secured them by
protection in the markets of the United

came into the possession of
Mr. Boss says:
Campbell.
“How,as the most extravagant stories are
in circulation, professedly based upon
the letter in question, I desire to say that
there was nothing in it which, properly
understood, reflects in anyway upon my
brother, or myself, or upon Governor
Burleigh.” He then gives the letter in
full, followed by a complete explanation
of the circumstances ante-dating it. In States.
closing, he says that any implication enough

It
Treasurer

room.

He Believes that

Yet some people are
simple
to listen to this wandering collection of Western and Kentucky Congressmen who are trying to persuade you that
the best thing for Rhode Island is to give
up her manufactures and let England have
her markets. Here you are, built up by
the system
of
protection, and vet
is
whether
it
disputed
coolly
are
for
your interests or
going
you
Democratic
orators
from
them.
against
the West and South in Congress a week
ago were speaking for fr ee silver. But

while here

New York, April 3.—Hon. Whitelaw
Reid, United States minister to France,
returned from Paris on the La Champagne and was seen on board the steamship this morning. He brought with him
the reciprocity and extradition treaties
between the United States and France,
signed by Mr. Reid and M. Ribot, the
French minister of foreign affairs. Mr.
Reid said: “The signing of these treaties
completes, in all but a few details every
matter of negotiation pending between
the two countries. It only remains for
the United States Senate and the French
Chamber of Deputies to ratify them,
bringing to a successful issue these questions that have been in many respects
attended with much difficulty, owing
largely to the difference between the
French civil law code and the English
law system, the accepted pracin this country. The reciprocity
will
doubtless be of benefit to both
treaty
countries, although trade in the articles
affected by it is not as great as might be
supposed. The French do not get a great
deal of sugar or molasses from us much
of their supplies coming direct from
common

tice

Martinique
onrlc H

and

other

West

India

A cl

Mr. Keid said the lifting of the emfrom American pork had doubtless created an increase in quantity imported, although there were some complaints about the method of inspection
There was
from American shippers.

bargo

They Tell You Nothing
that point.
Great Prejudice Against This Article,
“For the past 32 years the Democratic
and the French administration in raising
Proud of the Murders He Committed for
over
has
been
simply
party
turning
Two years Rgo, every one of the embargo had to encounter a strong
the Cause.
things.
their leaders was shouting like mad for opposition. To placate this feeling they
free silver.
The people, as a general made the inspection rules very strict.
Paris, April 8.—Ravachol, the Anarknow what they want and, in 1890 This feeling is diminishing and the rules
thing,
chist, says in the case of the explosion did not wish anything done. So they will doubtless be relaxed. The duties
in the Boulevard St. Germaine, he depos- elected a Democratic House. The people on pork are high, being 200 per cent.
Whenever he Droached the subject to
ited the infernal machine on the stair- were right.
Nothing has been done.
them, Mr. Reid was met with the very
Mattheu watched They marched up to the 70-cent reasonable answer that they were only
case of the house.
dollar and then they marched back
out the system of protection inthe street, Beala was stationed in the
temporarily. They were going to reduce carrying
by his own government.
wineshop opposite, and Cliaumard and the tariff. Why did not they?
They augurated
a very strong
“Thore’s
protection
Rhode
Island
manufacto
catch
the
want
the
the woman Joubert brought
dynaparty in France,” continued Mr. Reid.
turers’ vote by giving him free wool.
mite in a saucepan. The Lobau barracks
“That
I
have
a
fawill,
policy
believe,
They say it will be better to have wool
explosion was effected with dynamite cheaper. In the same breath they turn vorable result on the nation’s commerce.
packed in a metal mould used in baking around to the former and say that wool The French government made a mistake
cakes. He said to the magistrate: “I
will be higher.
Democratic legislation in endeavoring to reach at one leap what
You will not
am proud of what I did.
in
the
It catches has gradually been building
always works both ways.
of
of
out
a
word
For
single
repentance
get
both going and coming.
That’s United States for nearly a century.
If I had not been arrested, I would people
me.
advanced
duties in some
it never becomes a law. They want instance, they
have continued my explosions, sparing why
to take the tax off binding twine on the: cases as high as 400 per cent without a
moment’s warning and the result has
nobody connected with the condemnaGreat Principle of Vote Catching;.
I would
tion of the Ober anarchists.
been to disturb commercial relations.
have liked to blow up the Chamber of
want lumber on the free list to This is especially true between France
They
and Spain.”
Deputies for imposing upon the dyna- catch
the
lumbermen’s
vote.
miters the penalty of death. I murdered When
Mr. Reid stated that
have
these
got
they
and
others
simMarieou
the two sisters
will
abolish
the
they
The Dynamite Explosion in Paris
things
to
assist
the
cause.
to
procure money
ply
duties all over the United States and
No An- crush out
had
not
created such terror as was repI could never stoop to begging.
high wages. Great Britain is
1 won’t work.
Labor is on the same
archist begs.
with us on all mat- resented by the newspapers.
footing
an injustice as long as it endures an emters save wages.
It is surprising that
Mr. Reid said he believed the Repubployer who gives his workers just enough those most interested in this contest can- licans would win in the next Presito keep body and soul together. When not see that the tariff has an influence in
dential campaign.
He said he had seen
there are many men like me, the rich
bettering wages. I make this assertion his name mentioned as a Presidential
I am a martyr in a and
will come to terms.
The
contradiction.
defy
laboring candidate, and stated that he could hardhumanitarian cause.
man today has higher wages than he had
ly conceive of any American great
in 1800 by 50 per cent.
Everything that enough to refuse the Presidential nominOBITUARY.
the laboring man buys today lie can get ation, but he
thought the possibility of
RAVACHOL’S DEFIANCE.

on

25 per cent

Isaiali

Elder.

who died in Deering
born in Windham, (id
years ago, but had passed most of his
life in Deering. He had been one year a
selectman—when that city was a town—
and was always guided by what he
thought was for the best interests of the
place. For several years he has been a
contractor for much of the work done by
the Portland Water Company in Doering.
He was a member of the Society of the
He leaves a widow and
Golden Cross.
nine children—three sons and six daughMr. Isaiah

yesterday,

Elder,

was

vers.

Obituary Notea.
Luther Perkins of Poland dropped
dead in his house at 8 o'clock Saturday
morning. He had been a representative

in the legislature, a county commissioner
and had held many town offices.
Alvin Googins, a highly respected resident of Old Orchard, died quite suddenly Saturday night, of congestion of the
For a number of
brain, aged 65 years.
years he was a selectman of Old Orchard
the
time
of
death was street
at
his
and

cheaper

on

an

average than

32 years ago.”
Mr. Reed continued, speaking

tariff issue and

making
interesting argument.

a

on

the

powerful and

FOR FREE TRADE.
Mr.

Cleveland

Adds

His

Hobby

to

the

Ten Commandments.

Providence, R. I., April2.—TheDemcratic campaign reached its climax here
today, when ex-President Cleveland addressed a great gathering in the Opera
He was .given an ovation by
House.
great crowds which lined the streets
through which he drove from the station to the place of meoting. Mr. Cleveland spoke of tariff reform and said the
Democratic party still championed the
cause

which defeat could not induce it to

surrender, and which no success short of
complete accomplishment could tempt it
to neglect.
Continuing, he said: •‘If
the Democratic party does not give to
the State of Rhode Island during the
present session of Congress the free raw
commissioner.
materials she needs, it will be because
or
executive
the Republican Senate
Miss Wlnnifreil Smith.
its
Our opponents
thwarts
design.
Miss Winnifred Smith, the young lady
in
the
national
canvass,
coming
must,
who was so severely burned at Cumber- settle
accounts with us on the issue of
land Mills, Thursday, died during Fri- tariff reform. It will not do for them to
day night. Her death has cast a gloom say to us that this is an old and deterover the
community where she was mined contention.
The Ten Commandbeloved.
ments are thousands of years old, but
they and the dootrine of tariff reform
BRIEFLY TOLD.
will be taught and preached until mankind and the Republican party shall heed
Blaine
has
returned
to his the injunction, ‘Thou shalt not steal.’
Secretary
Ex-Governor Campbell of Ohio followdesk in the State department
His humorous style
A wealthy Montreal syndicate has pur- ed Mr. Cleveland.
He devoted his
chased all "the cotton mills in the Do- captured his audience.
speech to the tariff issue.
minion.
Nine Chicago aldermen and one memBLAINE MAY BE NOMINATED

ber of the board of education have been
indicted by the Chicago grand jury for

boodling.
Justice Lamar’s condition is serious.
He has had several hemorrhages from
the lungs and is said to have symptoms
of Bright’s disease.
A call has just been sent out to the

And Mr.

Grace of Brooklyn is Quoted

his

forward

as

a

candidate

settlement of various international questions has been wise and statemanlike
and given great satisfsction. During his
term of offiee, the business interests of
the country have not suffered. While I do
not think he has the adaptability that
would render him personally popular, he
has popularized nis administration by
his official acts.”
Mr. Reid will resume bis duties on the
New York Tribune.
Chartered the Forest Queen.
Hon. E. P. Walker of Vinalhaven has

chartered the steamer Forest Queen of
the Casco Bay line to run from Rockland
to Vinalhaven, from now until June 1st,
when she will come back to this city to
run on the island route.
The Rockland
Company are having a new boat, built
which will be ready at that time. The
Queen will leave today for Rockland,
and the Emita will take her route hero.
Highland Evaporated Cream.
W. L. Wilson & Co. will give a free exhibition of the Highland Evaporated
Cream, sei vod with their famous Turkish coffee, commencing today.
Go in
and try a cup.

as

Saying He Will Accept.

Chicago, 111, April 2.—The Post this
evening published the following dispatch
from Washington concerning the possibility of James G. Blaine becoming the
Republican standard bearer in the coming campaign: “W. H. Grace, a prominent Brooklyn Republican, came here
yesterday by appointment, and going at
once to the Blaine mansion, was closeted

colleges of the country for the formation
of a Republican national league of colThe ice is leaving the Penobscot and lege and university clubs in the interest
The Pension List.
the first steamer is expected at Bangor of the Republican party.
Washington, April 3.—The follow- today.
The championship meet of the L. A
ing pensions have been granted to people
W. will be held in Washington, July 17,
the
in Maine:
The hearing of
important equity 18 and It). The racing board has decided with the Secretary for two hours. He
case of Flavius O. Beal and Ezra L.
that every club must obtain its section spent the day with some Blaine men, and,
original.
Sterns vs. Joseph P. Bass and the Eastern before
when seen at the Capitol later, just beholding a meet.
Samuel P. Stone,
Edward S. Fifield,
Maine Fair Association has begun in
fore his departure for home, said:
Wm. M. C. Pliilbrick.
Haskell.
The
case
before
Judge
at
Bangor
A New Station
“As a result of my talk with Blaine I
Phillips.
increase.
involves the ownership of Maplewood
the prediction that he will be nomFarmington,
April 2.—The Sandy make
Park. Mr. Bass’s answer in the suit was
Andrew Clendenon,
Horace J. Ellerson,
inated at the Minneapolis convention,
Simon S. Andrews,
made at a previous trial, and Saturdav River and Philips <fc Rangeley railroads and I desire to state
Ephraim D. Tasker.
openly that if nomhave arranged to build a handsome union
an answer was filed by Judge J. W.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
inated he will not refuse to accept.’’
at
Phillips.
Diana Morse.
Symonds and A. L. Simpson, as the aus- depot
\

being put

He remarked:
“I have
very remote.
come home for the sake of resigning,
rather than to seek office.”
He said he
thought that President Harrison had
given the country a clear and wholesome

<*akinu
POWDER

^

is of extra quality and pleases the majority.
THY

Report.
Portland, Me, April 3,1892.

Local Weather

.4 TALK WITH MR. REID.

AT FEVER HEAT.

MR. ROSS WRITES A LETTER.

New Orleans, April 3.—One of the
most destructive cotton fixes on record
broke out at 10.30 this morning among
some cotton on the sidewalk in front of
the Fire Proof press on North Front
street, between Race and Orange. The
parties who saw the smoke issuing from
the bales gave an alarm and the depart-

[Special to

Halifax,

Commission.

TWO LOST OVERBOARD.

5c.

A meeting of the Kennebunk board of
trade was held Friday afternoon for the
purpose of considering the advisability
of constructing an electric railway between Kennebunk and Sanford.
The
meeting wa6 largely attended and very
enthusirstic.

Wild Scenes of Panlo.

the fire department, police and a large
the Press.]
of the residents of tlie burning
S., April 3.—The Parisian majority
district were at the cotton press fire. The
arrived last night and landed 1057 pasWashington, April 2.—Judge Putnam sengers. She left at 7 this morning for flames were fanned in all directions.
of Maine called on the President today in Portland.
Chief O’Connor sent several engines to
the scene, but, before they could get to
company with Senator Hale and his visit
Flro at Waldoboro.
active work, a dozen houses were in
at this particular time started the rumor
Waldoboro, April 2.—Fire was dis- flames. Every available engine on both
to
in
conthat he is to be assigned
duty
covered at 9 o’clock this morning in the sides of the river was summoned to the
The heat was intense and the
scene.
nection with the Behring Sea controversy
billiard saloon of Willie A. Davis, in the wind blew the
tongues of flames across
as either one of the arbitrators or one of
Mathews block, and, but for the efforts the street. People who lived in the
the counsel on the part of the United
of the fire department, a disastrous con- square bounded by Laurel, Magazine,
States. It is impossible to verify the
The Second and Third streets packed up tneir
flagration would have resulted.
rumor but it finds many believei'S from
valuables, but as the fire refused to be
the
stock
of
and
N.
C.
Austin
the report that the President desires to building
subdued they
have both political parties represented on and George Bliss are damaged by smoke
Took Fright and Wild Scones Ensued.
the board of arbitration.
and water; fully insured.

Report SaysSHe

NEW SPRING

Attention,

blocks, the flames shot upward. Smoke
and sparks from the fire, were blown into
railroads in the state are as follows:
the streets and choked and singed the
Aogusta, Hallowell & Gardiner.$ 361.53
235.43
Aroostook liiver.
spectators.
26.11
Houlton liranohes.
Suddenly a small flame was seen to
Grand Trunk. 12,984.47
from the Corner of the InBoston & Maine.44,114.00 leap skyward
707.16 dependent press and in a few seconds,
Bangorstreet.

Monson.

<

\
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f

J1
•; Pain, and Spasms at the Stomach, Pains in
|! the Back, Gravel, and flying Pains in the J!
|!

]

arrests.

Augusta, April 2.—The taxes assessed
by the hoard of states assessors against

the

honest medicine.

Hidden’s

Nbw Yobk, April 3.—It was difficult
today to find a saloon in this' city to
A
which admittance could be gained.
few did admit customers through side
doors or rear entrances, but they had
“look-outs” stationed outside and no one
who was not well known could get in.
The most frequented places down town
were closed tight.
Men might be seen
singly and in groups going from saloon
It
to saloon in vain search for drink.
was probably the dryest Sunday New
Most of the hotel
York has ever seen.
bars were closed, and in some drinks
were served with crackers and cheese
at tables. Dr. Parkhursts’s agents were
out in force, but it is doubtful if they
A larger numsecured much evidence.
ber than usual of policemen in citizen’s
clothes were going from saloon to saloon, but they were able to make but few

following prominent

by

While It Absorbed
Started and Made

Action—liquor Sellers

What Maine Lines Must ray to the State
This Tear.

eitizens in Wellington:—S. S. Huff,
Hotel Keeper; Herbert Lawrence, Mershant; Sarah E. Harriman, P. M.;
Isaiah Whitehouse, Selectman; Rev.
Franklin T. Frye ; C. C. Whitehouse.

rheumatism,
diseases of the
neuralgia,
female
weaknesses,
blood,
and all stomach troubles, it
It is a clean, pure,
is KING.

to

SCHOOE.
Respectfully vours,
MR. & Mrs. ASA SMITH.
The trntk of the above is certified
to

It
All the druggists sell It.
costs $1.00 per bottle.
or constitutional
For local
nervous

son

Eersons

Cape Elizabeth.
Republicans of Cape Elizabeth arc requested to meet at the Town Hall on Saturday, the 9th day of April at 4 o'clock in the
afternoon to choose delegates to the Republican State Convention to be holden at Bangor on
April 27,1892; and also to choose delegates to

paralysis,

:

Henry Smith
who is now 13 years of age, was taken
last fall with a severe pain in his
legs, extending to his hips,
which increased to such an extent that
the cords contracted until his legs
were drawn up to his body, and
It hurt him so to move that it took t hree
to remove him from his bed.
is hip swelled to three times its
Three rnnnlng
natural size.
sores appeared, one upon the side of
his hip discharged some days nearly
Gentlemen:—Our

CAUCUS.

Per order Town

are Cheaper,
sore Doses,

Sarsaparillas
Some haw

SPECIAL NOTICES.

4,1882.

MARVEL

A

Spurred

One Was in the Cotton Presses and Store
Houses and Caused a Loss of Millions—

Claim that They Are Causing Thirst to
Secure More Liberal Laws.

HENRY

Page 8.

weakness,

Result of the Crusade of the Rev. Dr.

Bast

S.

Music and drama.
Deaths and marriages.
The Atkinson opening.
Fire at Peak’s Island.
Havana market
Meeting of the Mile Track Association.
The death rate.

* ay

The postoffloe at Maple Grove, Aroostook county, is to be discontinued April
15th.

fant on the

Personal and peculiar.
Buying stamps in Hungary.
Where civilization and savagery meet.
Page

the Eastern Maine state fair

Section

Page 4.

Editorials.

of

Four salmon have
already been taken
from Penobscot waters, this spring.

The richest actor.
Shelby M. Cullom.

Portland,

wer

corporation.

1

Page 1.
General telegraph news.
Weather indications.

Obituary.

CRESCENT OF FIRE.

HfflTIfi FOR DRIES.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

{gglfl'S'inAt^rTERj

1892.

Absolutely Pure.

of tartar baking powder. Highest of
leavening strength.—Latest United States
Government Food Report.
KOY'AL UakiXG POYYPEB Co., 106 Wall St MY
A cream

ill in

MISCEIXA NEOUS.

TO YORK -THE BUCKINGHAM HOTEL
For Permanent and Transient Guests.

BUCKINGHAM
:

REGAINED

HAS

)TEL.

(European Plan)—Fifth Avenue, Few York.
This deservedly popular house situate in the
fashionable, convenient and healthy lot
calitv, with magnificent dining-rooms, unsurpassed cuisine, elegant public and private sitting-rooms. Every modern improvement, perfect sanitation and moderate charges.
Tariff—single rooms from one to two dollars
per day—double bed rooms with bath attached,
two to six dollars per day. Magnificent suites,
Parlor, large airy bed room, with bath and
dressing room attached, six dollars, and upward per day according to size and location.
most

WETHEBBEE & FUIXEK, Proprietors,
marll
F,M&\Vtcolnrml3

The

Downfall

HIS

GRIP.

Recovery of Speculator Keene.
and

James R. Keene is coming up again,
and in the right way. As fast as he
realizes on his new ventures h8 pays the
surplus on the debts he left when his big
failure occurred in 1884. He has already paid $1,000,000, and on the profits
of his last deal he paid $200,000.
This man’s fame is national, and so it
is a matter of national pride that he,
like Henry Clews,
S. V. White, Harry Meiggs and

others,
good in
prosperity all
many

makes

who lost money
by his adversity,
t, It is true that he
> could not otherwise acquire a
|T first class standV inginWall street,
to which he aspires, but it is
j. r. keene.
also to be noted
that these are debts of honor in the fullest sense of the phrase. They resulted
from practical wagers on puts and calls.
Mr. Keene is a native of the south, he
and his once famous partner, George
Crouch, being of English parentage.
He went to California in boyhood, became a lawyer, and while conducting
mining cases was led into speculation.
His success was wonderful. One day he
sprung a trap on Flood and O’Brien and
cleared $2,509,000 in Belcher and Crown
Point, and another time made $500,000
in Ophir. In 1876 he went to New York
with about $5,000,000. Wall street gossip ran to the effect that he had said he
came east with a parlor car full of cash
to drain Jay Gould, and that Gould replied that he would send Mr. Keene

V.™-i-,

no.

—--o--

FIGURED

China Silk.
A MAGNIFIGFNT BARGAIN!
A regular $1.00 quality
China Silk, 24INCHES
WIDE, fine, firm and

perfect.
We have twenty different styles, in both black
and white grounds, all
at the very low price of
Cents
a I'd.

©y
EASTMAN

BROS.

&

BANCROFT.
dlw

mar29

old-fashion notion
that medicine has to taste
bad to do any good.
Scott’s Emulsion is codiiver oil with its fish-fat taste
It is

an

lost—nothing

is lost but the

taste.

This is
ter of

more

than

comfort.

a mat-

Agreeable

always a help to digestion. A sickening taste
is always a hindrance.
There is only harm in taking
cod-liver oil unless you digest

taste is

it.

Avoid the taste.

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, *33 South 5thAvenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
Oil—all druggists everywhere do. $1.
so

BALDNESS.
Covering for Partial or Complete Baldness.
The hair having the appearance of growing on
the head, so closely imitating nature as to render detection impossible.
Every Design in Ladies* Artificial Hair for
Fashion and Convenience.
METHOD OF MEASURING

THE

HEAD.

Around the Head.
Forehead and Nape.
Ear to Ear

over

the Head.

Ear to Ear, over crown.

ao.TiKT

a?*, siiehhy,

PRACTICAL
457 Congress St.,
marsi

WIG

MAKER,
Portland, Me.
eodlm

Before placing your Life Insurance
In
Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
oct24eodtf
Non-Forleiture Ian;

He did it—almost. Keene was crushed,
but remained in New York. At first he
and Mr, Crouch were partners with Mr.
Gould in Atlantic and Pacific telegraph
stock. In 1878 Mr. Keene was embarrassed. and gave up his fine house. In
1881 he was richer than ever. His son,
the famous Foxhall Keene, was king of
the turf. Both were triumphant.
Mr. James Keene studied the situation
and decided that the long depression of
1873-9 was to be followed by as many
years of continuous boom. It wasn’t.
The public knows the rest. At one time
he lost $3,000,000 in wheat. In 1883
everything dropped. Jay Gould never
for one hour relaxed his relentless pursuit.
His brokers and secret agents,
headed by the active Wash Connor, beat
down every stock which Keene held. On
the last day of his battle the latter paid
$175,000 cash margins on his declining
stocks, then posted his bankruptcy. He
moved his family to a modest dwelling
at Far Rockaway, dispersed his fine
stable and started at the bottom. Surely
every generous heart will rejoice to
learn that he is coming up again.
Ravages of Rabbits.

In some sections of California and several of the northwestern states the people are beginning to realize that the
remarkable stories told of the ravages of
rabbits in Australia are true, because
they are now suffering somewhat from
the little pests themselves. The only
effectual means of abating the nuisance
seems
to be the
so far discovered
“drive,” in which a number of men
form an enormous circle, w'hich gets
smaller and smaller as all walk slowly
toward a central point, where little difficulty is found in slaughtering all the
rabbits gathered in the “round up.” A
recent drive yielded several thousand
pairs of ears.
Tennyson’s Wratn.

“Vermin on the looks of literature” is
the forcible but not very elegant phrase
the poet Tennyson applies to those critics
who accuse him of plagiarism, with especial reference to Mr. Charlton Collins.
It is severe, but from the quotations
from Mr. Collins in the English periodicals most American readers will consider it just. For instance, where Tennyson speaks of the ocean’s “roar,” Mr.
Collins thinks it an imitation of Homer,
and declares that when he speaks of a
waterfall as “slow dropping veils of
thinnest lawn” he got the idea from an
Imitation waterfall in a theater!
Congressman Clover’s Wife.
Kansas has had many celebrated women, but none is more noted just now
than the wife of the Alliance congressman, Hon. B. H. Clover. She has for
the past two years managed a 1,600 acre
farm with such ability that the woman
suffragists declare that as soon as Kansas grants political privileges to women
they will make Mrs. Clover governor.
It is freely admitted that the boom of
1891 helped her out wonderfully, but it
takes geniuB to

utilize a boom.
The Clovers lo-

county in
and for
years pros
greatly; al
means went
land, and
the dull tim
farmers cai
had
he
In 1
acres.
was

plastered

hon. b. h.

clover.

siderably.
Personally Mrs. Clover does not correspond at all with the typical “hard
working woman” of border romance and
tragedy. She is quite a society leader
in her neighborhood, dresses with unusually good taste and is better educated than her husband. He was born
in Franklin county, O., in 1837, located
in Kansas in 1871, and held no higher
iffice than school commissioner before
1890. Out of his salary as congressman
he contributed $3,090 to lifting the mort_

Duluth, Minn., is
'’neks in the world

Some

M.

OWLLOM.

Characteristics of

the Sea-

ior Senator from Illinois.

A Washington gentleman, who Is an
admirer of the senior senator from Illinois, writes of him as follows:
Mr. Cullom is somewhat noted for
his resemblance to Abraham Lincoln.
He has the same type of face, the same
lank, thin body and the same characteristics. Like Lincoln, he is fond
of telling stories, and, like Lincoln, he
has a thousand quaint phrases and illustrations on his tongue’s end. He is like
Lincoln, too, in his simplicity, his hatred
of sham and pretense, his sincere par
triotism and inability to bear malice.
It was a weakness with Lincoln that
he could not hold a grudge against any
one.
He was too quick to forgive his
enemies and take them in as friends.
Cullom is the same. Now and then he
gets a saucy letter from some cranky
constituent or disappointed politician.
Cullom doesn’t answer it. He files it
away and keeps still. In three months
or six, or perhaps a year, the offended
man, coming to his senses and finding it
impossible to pick a quarrel, writes and
takes hack what he had said before.
Then the senator takes up his pen. “I
didn’t answer your letter,” he usually
says in such cases, “because I saw you
were excited, and I wanted to give you
a chance to cool off.”
It is an odd coincidence that Illinois’
two candidates for the presidency should
live in the same town, almost within a
stone’s throw of each other, and that
both should have come from Kentucky,
as did that greatest son of Illinois, Abraham Lincoln. Both Palmer and Cullom
were the sous of farmers in Kentucky
who wero attracted to Illinois in the
early days by the tales of wealth from
Both started out
the prairie region.
barefoot, both were governor of the
state, both are in the senate, both hope
te reach the White House.

My son, I was just thinking how our little group
Lydia Pinkham :
of three
generations so strongly demonstrates and Illustrates my theory
of the transmission of health from mother to child, and what can be
more striking than the fact that my vigorous health is reproduced in your
—

darling

children.”

__

The normal life, well-being, and happiness of mankind depend upon
the physical health and perfection of Woman.
Thousands of women in all parts of the civilized world cherish grateful
remembrance of the Vegetable Compound, and daily bless its discoverer.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

gUgMfcg

Is the only Positive Cure and
lleuiedy W UEVlrQy W D
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It cures the worBt forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. Dissolves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks any tendency to
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headachej General Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
tlie Compound has no rival.
All Druggists sell it as a standard article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
Lozenges, onreceipt of $1.00.LYDIA E. PiNKHAM MED. CO., LYNN, MASS.

/

entitled "Guide to Health and Etiquette," by Lydia E. Pinkham. is of great
value to ladles, V/e will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent stamps,

IMS—MMKMMHMMIMBirailg—HUMUMBiWIHWIMMUlWlllllW IIII Will llllllllli«^»^^—

j

Phis is as Dow as we care to sell, until a possible further decline
in the market, to which ottr price will be made to conform.
Do not pay more than this, for, while there is just as good there
is no better flour in town, than may be had at cither of our stores
at this price.

LIBBY.

R.

j.

A steady depreciation going on in price of Flour—no bottom.
We are asking today $5.00 for all the best Minnesota Patents,
Washburn’s and Pillsbnry’s among the others. Every barrel war-

\i

An llliictr^tnrl hnnli.

I

NOP^—Delivered in city limits and on our regular team routes
in the suburbs at this price. IVo discount when taken at the door,
at

THE
Joseph

RICHEST

ACTOR.

Jefferson Has I-ots of
Is

Money and

Very Generous.

[Special Correspondence.]
New York, March 24.—Everybody
knows that Joseph Jefferson is a charming actor, but very few know that he is
equally charming in private life. His
social talents are hardly inferior to his
talents as comedian, painter, writer and
He is indeed one
after dinner speaker.
of the most versatile of men, having
various accomplishments with which his
intimates alone are acquainted. Brilliant as his intellect is, many persons are
so fond of him as to lose sight of those
in regarding the allurements of his
heart. His acts of generosity are constant and innumerable; he is as eager to
do them ds he is solicitous not to mention them.
Ever ready to help anybody and everybody in distress, he is naturally preyed
upon by imposters. He finds many of
them out, and tells them that, having
abused his confidence, they need not apply to him for further aid. But when
they reappear with some new and piteous story they get what they ask for
just as before. It is said that he has a
long list of pensioners on his bounty,
many of whom have not the slightest
claim upon him, but who look to him for
favors just as if he were the source of
all giving.
Open handed as he is and has always
been, and little concern as he seems to
have about money, he is a good manager
and thrifty withal. He is accounted one
of the richest actors, if not the richest
actor, in the republic, his fortune being
CD i/liXldi tCU tXU

tyJLyVWf UKJW.

Ills

very

voted husband and father cannot be
found.
He has a host of friends, many of
whom share his hospitality during winter in the south and during summer in
His autobiography,
New England.
lately published in a popular magazine,
furnished a delightful revelation of his
characteristics and was widely and admiringly read. He is so fresh in feeling, so young in disposition, that no one
would think him sixty-three in February, as he is, according to the record. A
spirit as sympathetic and humane as
his, so full of resources and congenial
employments, is pretty sure to keep a
man young, irrespective of years.
S.

Wholesale and Retail Grocers,

003SrTI3NrXJEllI>

STILL

CONGRESS AND IMDDEE STS.

to have

the largest

eodSt

mar30

WITH

J.

BARGAINS,

ADDITIONAL

Monday Morning, March 28th.
lOO pieces HALF
sale
on
We place
CORDS in JACQUARD STYEES at

WOOL

BEDFORD

H. WOLF’S

Fire, Smoke and Water
SALE I

IS
The above are in solid Seasonable Colors of Black, Browns
Navy Bine, Bark Greens, Drabs, Slates, Coachman Browns, Modes,
Garnet, Cardinal, etc. All very desirable and at the above price
we consider it one of the best Bargains in Dress Goods yet offered.

I have removed my entire stock of

pieces SCOTCH PEAIDS, 36 inches aide in desirable Spring Styles at
One Case of 40

CLOTHING AGENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

CENTS.

IS

50 pieces Black Brilliantines with hair line Stripes at

CENTS.

SO
Actual value

40

cents.

fold and New Spring

200 Pieces Columbia Suitings double
and very serviceable, at

piUiCDOfUUai

short, and he invariably
spends considerable time at his country
places, of which he owns three—in
Louisiana, in New Jersey and in Massachusetts, a recent purchase on Buzzard’s
bay. Having been twice married, he
has a numerous family, and a more deseasons are

present prices.

Great Dress Goods Sale CEO. C. SHAW & CO.

Styles, washable

6

J.

1-4

r.
Congress

mar26

which was lately damaged by Fire, Smoke and Water, to store No.
222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel, and shall commence to
sell it out on Saturday, April 2d.
The stock consists of Men’s, Youths’ and Children’s Suits, Overcoats, Pants and Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
Don’t fail to attend this Great Sale of Damaged Clothing, as it
w ill pay you to call and examine the Great Bargains which I will
offer, as it must be closed out at once.
Don’t forget the place and number.

OESIKTTS.

XTbby,

Street, Portland, Me.
*

Wolf’s Fire, Smoke and Wafer Sale.
222 MIDDLE

STREET,

dtf

Under Falmouth

Portland, Maine

Hotel,

OPEN AT 8 A. M., SATURDAY, APRIE 2d.

meli29cllw eod8w

_S.

Vessels That Are Oftenest

Wrecked.

After making a proper allowance for
the larger number of vessels engaged in
certain kinds of trade it is still evident
that there is an excessive number of
wrecks corresponding to certain classes
of cargoes. Coal vessels are the most
exposed to danger, then ships in ballast!
and then ships that are lumber laden.]
The cause of so many disasters to lumber laden vessels is undoubtedly the
venerable age and decrepit character of
the craft so employed. With steamers
grain, coal and cotton are the most dan-]
gerous cargoes because of their liability to take fire.—Providence Journal.

THESE FIGURES DON’T LIE!
And what is more,

trial will convince you that every dose of

ALLEY’S co?SoF SARSAPARILLA
SfttOFfXA, KIDNEY

|

andf.lVKRDSSEASES,INDIGESTION,CONSTIPATION,SICK. HEAD-

,

Is worth
I

a

fl.c of any other remedy for RHEUMATISM,

ACHE, LOSS OV APPETITE, and all diseases of the STOMACH aaiBLOOD.
Wo guarantee It. Mo benefit, money refunded.
Could we do this if it had not wonderful merit ?
Sold by alt Druggist* tor SOc. No L«««*

THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO., Woodfords, Me.
Branch Office, 125 Broad St., Boston, Bflasa.

with mortgages to the amount of about
$19,000, and when he started on his political campaign that year his wife took
charge. She has paid all the floating
debts, all the mortgage indebtedness except $3,000, and improved the place con-

gage.

SHELBY
of the

RHEUMATISM

“JLAWSOM

JOH3WS

neuralgia,

South Harpswell, Itfle.

and sciatica

seaside hotel has been greatly
now supplied with ail the
improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June 15th, 1392. Special rates tor parties.

pleasant
THIS
improved, and is
modern

always be

can

successfully

treated

with

cure

is sure to follow
the
use

persistent
of this

Has
will

Cured
cure

For accommodations or particulars apply to
l’OOLElt, Manager, Portland, Jle.
mar24-tf

J. J.

M3
Paints in

SHADES,

oiwiiilo.

Others

W.

you.
mar2G

WT WHIPPLE

HAYES TOOL COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hayes Patent Tube Expanders, Pipe Dies
V Centers Tube, Sheet Cutters,
Parallel Wedges, Depth
Gauges, &c.

the World,

medicine.

ONDAY,

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
A

HOUSE,”

will be open and on sale IVIonday, April 4th.
We shat! have the most varied and elaborate
assortment we have ever shown from the cheapest jackets to exclusive Parisian novelties

&

21 Monument Sq.

GO.,
dtl

FINE TOOL WORK A SPECIALTY.
General Machine Work Promptij Attended To.
II & 43 CROSS STREET,
marS

PORTLAND.
dim

marSldtf
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APRIL

4TH.

MISCSIIANEOrS.

ALLIANCE

AN

For 25 Years a Sufferer!
Was finally cured by that Monarch of
Health and Purifier of the Blood

King's Sarsaparilla

Scheming

a

Fickle

Pauline—So
him?
I

to

Plan

Maidens

with

The

LOVE.

IN

Eren

Get

Young Fellow.

we are

HOW THEY

Hackney Horse.

Since the hackney is becoming so
fashionable breeders generally will want
to cultivate him for the benefit of their

both engaged to
I know that

Penelope—Apparently.
am.

Panline—And

I know that I

am.

Why, our rings are just alike.
Penelope—He must buy them by the
dozen.

Pauline—Why,
them

the

are

even

the dates

on

same.

Penelope—That’s true. He proposed
to me just before the german began.
Pauline—And to me just after. What
a

wretch I

Penelope—It’s too bad. He was the
only man I was engaged to last summer
that I cared to invite to call

on onr re-

turn to town.

Mr. D. DRAPER.

Read what he has

to say :

King Manufacturing Co.
Bridgton, Me. Gentlemen ;
^
I hare been a victim of Salt Rheum for the
twenty-five
years, sufiering terribly at
past
times. The inside of my hands were covered
with cracks, some an inch long. It was not
—

uncommon for blood stains to follow any article I might handle. My feet also were cracked
two inches long. You cau
onen. some
imagine how difficult it was for me to labor
I had tried many
afflictions.
these
under
things, but without effect. More from curiI
than
anything else, used King’s Sarosity
saparilla as directed, taking five bottles,
hands
and feet are as soft and smooth
and my
I give the credit to King’s
as any one’s.
Sarsaparilla, and Bhould any one doubt
this statement, they are at liberty to write me

nearly

for particulars.

Yours Truly,

_■

Bridg

JOHN B. BRAY, M.D.,
For seventeen years
...._

one

_1

of the

leading

CnmWlatwl

King Manufacturing uo.,
I have carefully examined
Gentlemen:
Sarsaparilla and
your Formula for your
though wedded, as are allI physicians to their
unhesitatingly enown prescriptions, yet
dorse and reoommend its use for the complaints for which it claims to cure.
I find no ingredient in its compound which
could be omitted without violating its effects.
Every property is recognized by the medical
fraternity as essential in practice, and in this
combination each has its function: to soothe,
—

hoal

which, certainly.

are

the

first steps to cure. In a word, it is both proit
phylactic and theraoeutic, and I pronounce
skilfully formulated; and in conclusion will

liere I
say, in my seventeen years’ practice
have used sarsaparilla in its different forms
but have never found a combination so effectual in results as that realized in the preparation of King’s Sarsaparilla, which I now

exclusively recommend.

Sincerely,

JOHN B. BRAY, M.D.
King’s Sarsaparilla is for sale by all
first-class druggists at 75 cts. per bottle.
Prepared by

King Manufacturing Co.,
BRIDGTON, MAINE.

Assessors’ Notice.
inhabitants of the City of Deering, and
all others liable to be taxed therein, are
hereby required to make and bring in to us, the
assessors of said city, true and perfect lists of
their polls, and ail their estates, both real and
personal, which thry may be possessed of on
tile first day of April next (excepting such as
may be exempted from taxation by lav.), and
each person will be expected to make oath that,
to the best of his knowledge, said list contains
all his taxable property, and those who fail to
bring in as above directed, may expect to
abatement by the assessors.
The assessors will he in session at the following places, on the following, days, to wit: At the
assessors' office in the old Town House on the
first, second and ninth days of April, 1892, from
nine to twelve a. m. and from two to five p. m.,
to receive lists as above.
R. T. .TONES,
) Assessors
of
J. W. C. ROBERTS, J
E.
M.
) Deering.
MOORE,
Dated at Deering, March.
mar28dtap9

THE

A Guaranteed cure

tor

flies

or

wnatever
Blind or
or Heredinever been

kind or degree—External, Internal,
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent
tary. Tliis remedy lias positively
known to fail. $1.00 a box. 0 boxes for $5.00;
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of C boxes, when purchased at one
time, to refund the $6.00 paid. If not cured.
Guarantee issued by W. w. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Mouu
ment Sqtiare, Portland, Me.oct23eodtf
NOTICE ! ASK TOUR DRUGGIST FOR

Scott’s

Cure

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Sore Throat, and Other Lameness.
eeond to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in fhe United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook,
feb22dtf
Everett & Pennell. Portland. Me.
For

ftrulaes,

Notice.

I

hereby give notice that I refuse to pay any
debts contrasted by my wife, Mrs. Ger-

trude Loveitt, afterthis date. J. W. Loveitt
d4w*
marlO
Tbe Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years. Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

j

t

It Would Seem
That at last a cure has been found for Bronchitis, Consumption, weak, sensitive or sore
lungs. For these complaints innumerable
remedies have been tried, but none heretofore have proved successful. The unrivalled
whieh attends the use of Rough on
Coughs places it at the head of the front rank
of Pulmonary remedies. Though a new remof cases
edy, cures have already been effected
thought beyond reach of any possible remedy.
believed utReports of absolute cure of cases 50c. and SI.
are received daily.
success

ix

/

terly hopeless

Great Triumph.
The universal success of Rough on Coughs,
in Consumption, Coughs, Bronchitis and Pulnotice throughmonary diseases, is attracting
out the country. It is without question a reand
though recently
markable preparation,
introduced, has given abundant evidence 01
peculiar efficacy in controlling Pulmonary
diseases. Cures of severest forms of long
standing Thi-oat and Lung diseases reported
every day. Relief is immediate and certain,

Important Discovery.

-**

Many years have elapsed since the discovery of a remedy so important to the peoand
ple as that of Rough on Coughs, a newConsuccessful remedy in the treatment of
sumption, Bronchitis, Chronic Coughs and
The uniform cerall Pulmonary diseases.
tainty of its beneficial effects, its peculiar
adaptability and specific effects upon the
Throat and Lungs in disease, proves it the
long-desired panacea for a class of diseases
heretofore considered incurable. All sufferers are confidentially requested to give
At
50c.
and $1.00 bottles.
it a trial.
Druggists. Large size, express prepaid, on reof $1. E. S. W ells, J ersey City, FT. J-

ceipt

Pauline—He used to say terribly disagreeable things about you.
Penelope—They were nothing to the
things he used to say about you. I hope,
though, that this won’t make us friends
to any less degree.
Pauline—By no means. I wouldn’t
have him now if he wjro free.
Penelope—Nor I. And yet it would
be foolish for us to give him up. He was
lots of fun.
Pauline (sighing)—True. How handsome he used to look when he would
look down into my eyes and swear that
I was the only woman in the whole
wide world ho ever loved.
Yes, he was handsome
Penelope
when he did that. Pauline, we must
—

1:1.

can we?
air of confident superiority)—I'll manage that. Yon don’t
suppose that I’ve managed mamma and
papa all my life for nothing, do you?
Pauline—Well, how shall we do it?
Penelope—We will both continue to

Pauline—But how

Penelope (with

an

to him.

engaged
Pauline—Very well.
Penelope—We will inform each other
when he is expected to call. On days
when he has an engagement to call on
you I will send him a note asking him
to call on me. He can't call on both,
and, of course, he will have to lie to the
other. When a man lies to a girl he
eases his conscience by sending her
either flowers or candy. One of ns will
get the call and the other will get the
candy. When he has an engagement to
call on me you will do the same thing.
Pauline, I see visions of unlimited flowWhat do
ers and candy this winter.
be

you think about it?
PauKnc—Pen, I think that you are the
dearest, sweetest, most lovable girl in all
New York.
Penelope—Yes, I think I am—but I do
hope he gets a good salary.—Life.
SOUTHERN

FOR

PRINCE

The Manner in Wh'ch Otsego’, library
Got There.”

promoter.
of being
Otsego was never suspected
towns of
enterprising
most
among the
talented women have
Michigan, but itsnational fame. It has
lately given it
two big paper mills
about 2,000 people,
and according to
and a chair factory,
also has “more rich
it
citizen
one vexed
for the place than
men who do nothing
thousand town m the naany other two
is a common comHowever, that
tion
who have more enterthose
with
plaint
prise than money.
ladies
Early last year forty Otsego
Ladies’ Library assoorganized into the
m all the ways
ciation, raised money
as socials, fairs,
known to the sex, such

SYNTAX, 15.3—3 YEARS,

country. From an interview with Dr.
Rush Shippen Huidekoper, accompanying the pictures, we make the extracts
below. Dr. Huidekoper is president of
the United States Veterinary Medical
association.
His origin can he traced back to
three distinct classes of horses, all possessing peculiar qualities which are amalgamated in the hackney; the Shire, or
native horse of England; the native Irish
horse, which is the same as the. Breton
home from the northwest of France, and
the thoroughbred. The Irish horse, an
animal with much action and many
superior advantages for hunting purposes over the heavy Shire horse, was
bred on the latter. In order to obtain
quality, endurance and speed, the progeny of this affiliation were crossed noth
thoroughbreds, and the result was the
hackney, as it is found in Yorkshire and
Norfolk. But in Yorkshire, breeders
used more thoroughbred blood and made
a race known as the Cleveland bay, and
the result was that Yorkshire became
celebrated for its great coach horses.
At the same time certain men in Yorkshire bred with mares of Irish blood, and
thus were obtained two distinct families
of hackneys—the Yorkshire and the Norfolk. Half a century ago the Norfolk
hackney was known as the Norfolk
trotter, and by that name was imported
into France and crossed with Breton
horses, in whose veins ran the same
blood as in the Irish horses from which
the hackney had obtained his action and
From these
his principal qualities.
various sources the hackney of today
had its orign.
The prize hackney of today is not a
great coach horse meant to carry a heavy
load, nor a hunter with a great deal of
thoroughbred blood, but really and
practically a country road horse of good
action. His is, in fact, an artificial
race, in the members of which it is re-

SOLDIERS.

__

PROPOSED STRUCTURE,

county, twelve miles from Lexington,
and expended nearly as much more for
repair and erection of buildings. The
cottage system was adopted, and in a
very short time the capacity of the place
was exhausted.
Mrs. A. C. Cassidy, a prominent memDer of the Daughters of the Confederacy,
then startod a movement to raise a fund
for a main building, and a large amount
is already collected. The ladies now
propose to get $100 in each school district, which, with the amount already
collected, will enable them to carry out
the plans. Mr. J. B. Legg, whose wife is
active among the Daughters aforesaid,
has furnished the plan.
The building is to he in the Colonial
style of architecture, so common in the
older parts of Virginia, with broad
porches and verandas; the cost is to
be $30,000. It is 96 by 115 feet, two
stories high and in a double L, the
wings opening upon an interior court in
the rear, Inhere will be general apartments for 130 inmates and separate
It will be of
rooms for forty others.
brick, with stone trimmings and slate
roof, the interior furnished throughout
with wood. Kitchen, laundry room,
etc., will be in the basement. And finally it is to be opened to all who served
•_

_nvtntr
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residents of Missouri during the
year 1890. Missourians of all parties
have contributed liberally to the fund
for endowing the institution, and it is
declared to be an assured success.
were

lambing time go through your flock
of ewes three times a day to see that they
are all right.
They should have already
got used to a lantern. When the lamb
At

cannot start the milk in the ewe’s udder
assist it to do so. If wax form3 under a
lamb’s tail it must he removed or the
lamb will die.
The heavy hauling trade of the city
wants draft horses exclusively, but on a
large farm in the west horses with some
go in them are also necessary. The horse
breeder must carefully select his market
before he goes into the business. One
breeder recommends using draft stallions
with long pasterns. He thinks this will
keep the features of both speed and draft
power.
On 720 acnes of land a Dakota

breeder has raised 1,000 sheep and cut
the hay and grazed through the season.
Just before the lambs come, shear the
awes’ udders and the tag locks.
Denmark admits American pork when
it is accompanied by the government inspection certificate. All Europe is coming to the American hog.
If the devil couldn’t find any good people for
stool-pigeon's, his traps would stay empty.—
Itam’s Horn.

He la from the

IN

AMERICA.

LYONS, CHESTNUT, 15.3—3 YEARS,
quired that they shall be possessed of a

certain conformation of body, that they
shall have great, slanting shoulders, and
that the legs shall be placed at a closed
angle in order to give a forward movement with very high stylish action,
although without the long swing which
distinguishes the race horse.
It is the peculiar province of the hackney to carry his master twelve or thirteen miles in an hour to covert (where
the hunter is in waiting), and sometimes
to bring back the groom with even
greater expedition. It is for the hackney to encounter and overcome emergencies and difficulties of a variety such
His
as no other horse is subjected to.
constitution should be excellent and his
spirit invincible. He must be enabled
to go twenty-five or thirty miles at a
stage without drawing bit, and without
regard to the depth of the roads or the
state of the weather; and if under these
trying circumstances he is not equal to
any weight, he will he held in no estimation as a hackney of fashion. In
other wordj, he is a general service
horse, hut possessed of good style, high
action, speed and endurance. In the
cities he is intended for shopping trips
and short journeys of various kinds. He
must not be expected to take the place
of the great coach horse, who is intended
for long trips with a very heavy carriage; nor should he be used in the park
in front of any heavy vehicle.
experiments in Sonins'.
At fine Ohio station, where a careful
soiling experiment has been conducted
by Director Wilson, these conclusions
have been arrived at:
That the average cow will eat about
seventy-five pounds of green feed a day,
kept in the station with grain ration
added.
That cows fed on oats and peas, clove:
and corn, fed green in the stable in midsummer will give more milk than when
feeding on a good blue grass pasture.
That a cow fed on green feed in a
stable darkened and ventilated will gair
in weight more than she will in a well
shaded pasture.
That the cow responds as promptly tc
a well balanced ration of grain whil<
eating green feed as she does on drj
feed.
An acre of peas cut green weighed 13.E
tons.

An

acre

of peas and oats cut greer

weighed 24 tons.

An acre of com cut green
33.6 tons.

weighed

The second cut of clover in a droughl
3.1 tons.
It is not necessary to cut green feed
oftener than twice a week if it is spread
to avoid heating.
was

Disease.

We can all recall some kindly grandmother of old times, rwho, as she tied
her gold heads around tie neck of a
grandchild, who like Leah was “tender
eyed,” half apologetically explained tne
exceptional favor, “The beads, you
know, will be good for Helen’s eyes.”
A dignified gentleman, a man distinin great public matters,
guished
only a
rew days ago twirled
an iron ring
around his finger, and in explanation
said, “That’s for rheumatismT—New

York Tribune.

Europe probably

heard of
him, but ho is
six
feet
over
high, weighs 200
pounds and looks
every inch a king
all the same. His
kingdom (two islands of the Gilnever

bert

Strength

group)
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Wanted a Sure Thing.
The manager of a sjnall theatrical
company traveling in the northwest,
having recently some “open time” on
his route book, wrote to the proprietor
of a hall in a little village in the State
of Washington to arrange for a date.
The following reply caused him to give
up the idea of playing that particular
town:
Yours to hand. I won’t play on shairs no
Your cumpany will hav to send me ten
Dollars for one night and supply thair own
kerrosean and lamps. They will allso hav to
build thair own staige. becaus the last cumThair ain’t no money in
pany broke it down.
plaing o% shairs in this town, and I wont a
shuro thing.___
more.

Got in

a

Second Vote.

Some of the French-Canadians who
have adopted the United States as their
home are proving remarkably apt political pupils, as was shown in Lewiston,
Me., where one fellow voted in Ward 2
as Antoine Boisverte and in Ward 3 as
Antoine Greenwood. The simple translation of his 3nrname served the purpose
of giving him an extra vote.
The man who has no business of his own to
attend to always goes to bed tired.—Eam's
Horn.

Lot

Lot No. 3. Men’s fine Spring
Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 1.
Putnam Overcoats at $5.98 all Overcoats at $10, $12 and $15.
wool and fast colors, others ask
$8 and $10 for the same thing.
Lot No. 4. Young Men’s NobMen’s all wool by Spring Overcoats in light
Lot No. 2.
Spring Overcoats at $8 worth colors at $4.50, worth $6.

No.

Yonng Men’s
$8, $8 and

5.

Spring Overcoats
$10.
Lot No. 6.

at

Young Men’s fine
at $13, 15,

Spring Overcoats
18 and 20.

1
__

MEN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.
Lot-No. 5.
Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 3. Men’s Blue Wor*
50 Men’s all Wool
Suit, these gar- umbo or Assabet at $10, worth Dark Worsted Suits at$12, $15*
$18, $20, $22 and $25.
strictly all wool and $12.

Lot No. 1.

Suits at $6
ments
are a

are

a

bargain.

Lot No. 6.
Men’s all wool
Lot No. 4.
Young Men’s
at $8,
Lot No. 2. Men’s Blue Slate Sawyer Suits at $10, others ask Nobby Spring Suitings
18
and 20.
the
same
for
lo,
10,
12,
$15
garment.
worth
$10.
Suits at $8,

MEN’S ODD PANT DEPARTMENT.
Lot No. 5. Men’s Dress Pants
Men’s Working
Lot No. 3.
Men’s Working
Lot No. 1.
at
3.00
and
at
Pants
$4, worth 5.00.
$2.50
2.00.
worth
Pants at $1.50,
Men’s Working
Lot No. 2.
Pants at $2, worth 2.50.

at

Lot No. 6.

Lot No. 4. Men’s Dress Pants
$3.50, worth 4.00.

at

Men’s Dress Pants

$5, worth 6.00,

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.
$5

at

Pant Suits

^oys’ Long
to 15.00.

Boys’ Black Cheviot Suits, all
wool, at $8, worth 10.00.
Boy’s Three Piece Suits from
pairs

Odd Knee

“

“

»

“

Odd

Long

con-

xrrlinm

live business.

SPRING OVERCOAT DEPARTMENT.

Combination Suits, extra Pant
Children’s Short Pant Suits at
at $1.25, worth 2.00.
and Hat at $5, worth 6.00.
All Wool Short
Children’s
Fine
Suits at
Children’s
Pant Suits $2.50, worth 3.50.
Wool Short $6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00
Children’s All
Pant Suits at $3.50, worth 1.50. 12,00 and 15.00.
age 4 to
age 4 to
at

Pants,
“
“

14,
14,

pair, worth oOc
“
“
7oc
1.75
and
1.50
1.25,
$1 to 5.00

2 o cents
“
50

■

75c, $1.00,

Pants from

a

GENTS’ FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

but

his nephew, Prince Antavar, and his interpreter, an old pilot known simply as
Jack. The king speaks no English. The
Gilbert islands number sixteen, lying
on both sides of the equator, about 1,600
miles southwest of Honolulu. The people are semibarharous, but King Tonbramo lives in a nice frame house, is
greatly impressed by the genius of the
Americans who trade at his one wharf,
and intends to visit the principal cities
of the United States to get ideas for the
advancement of his people.

a

The Right Place to Get the Right Goods at the Right Prices

Boys’

white people.
He is perhaps the only modern monarch who makes a revenue out of religion, for each subject who absents himself from church without good cause is
fined four cocoanuts. Other taxes are
light, and paid in cocoanuts, which are
sold to traders as soon as a cargo accumulates. The people are Christians,
and far more peaceful than Gilbert
islanders generally. They are supposed
to have resulted from a fusion of Chinese,
Kanakas, Malays and what not, and the
king looks very much like an ordinary
mulatto.
His name is an English adaptation of
hi3 native title, which his interpreter
spells Kbmora. He has one wife, and
she is regent in his absence. While in
San Francisco he was the guest of the

Don’t forget our infallible

are Lowest.

conducting business. One Price, Small Profits and
Polite attention to lookers or buyers.

method of

200
150
500

to learn all he can about the wonderful

Reputation.

to our

place Is where prices

$5 to 12.00.

2,000
tonbramo.
people or so, yet
he governs it well, has got rich on his
income and is visiting the United States
tains

SYSTEM

PRiCED

ONE

Wealth.

BEAU

PRICES

-w&J?STD THUS-

Gilbert Islands and Has

His majesty Tonbramo, king of Buritari and Mankin, is not mentioned in
the “Almanach
de Gotha,” and

To Ward Off

sheep

KING

A

SQUARE DEALING.

LOW

Remember that the busiest

Ex-Confedcrates to Be Established iu Missouri.

THE

THE POWER ~0F

THE OTSEGO LIBRARY,

dances, readings, etc., and built a verj
a cost of $3,000.
pretty structure at
They were but forty dollars in debt, and
two young ladies started out to raise the
amount. When they called on Mr. N.
W. Mills, whose wife is president of the
association, he jocularly offered five
cents each for kisses and was promptly
taken up. Then Mr. Burdeen, owner of
one of the paper mills, raised the offer
to fifty cents, and thus contributed somewhat.
The ladies declared tnat this would
do for a joke, but a 1'ja^0 of that sort of
thing was quite enon^i. They resolved
that each of the forty should raise a dollar in some novel way, but not by kissing. The plan was carried out and the
reports made at the meeting in the town
hall created n6 end of fun. The little
city had a jubilee over it. Miss Maggie
Smith bandaged the arm of a law student who had been badly cut and
charged him a dollar. Her treatment
was correct and the surgery a success.
Mrs. N. W. Mills took a step ladder
and washed store windows at the Chicago price till she had earned a dollar.
Mrs. P. W. Travis and Mrs. H. L. Miller
ran a hand organ, the collections ranging from a penny up to ten cents. The
local reporter adds thtft the organ was
“of the Annie Rooney vintage.” Miss
Hattie Mitchell earned a dollar splitting
Mrs. George Easton blacked
wood.
boots. One sold doughnuts from house
to house, another sewed on buttons for
hoarders at the hotel, and last of all
Miss Cregant sold a spring poem to the
editor. So the money was raised, the
fun was all cf a good sort and now donations of books to the library are in
order.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

Adds

A Home for

Confederate homes have been suggested in every southern state, and something in that line has been done in two
or three, but Missouri has recently gone
at it in a systematic and successful way.
First, the Ex-Confederate Association
of Missouri paid $13,097.70 for a farm of
362 acres at Higginsville, in Lafayette

RAISED THE MONEY.

50 Dozen Windsor Ties at 10c
each, 3 for 25c.
25 Dozen Suspenders
each, worth 25c.

at

50 Dozen Cotton Hose at

pair,

4

pairs

15c
7c

a

for 25c.

Dozen

60

11c

a

seamless

pair, worth

nose

ai

20c.

50 Dozen Shirts and
at 25c each.

Drawers

40 Dozen Balbriggan Shirts
and Drawers at 23c each.

ou uozen liauuuereu

ana

n

White Shirts 48c each worth 75c.
60 Dozen Unlaundered C and
H White Shirts at 37 l-2c each
worth 50c.
50 Dozen Fast Black Hose
12 l-2c a pail’.

A large line of Men’s and Boys’ Hats at Low Prices.
We have the largest line of Men’s Clothing, the largest line of Youth’s Clothing, the largest line of Boys’ Clothing, the largest line of Children’s Clothing and
the largest line of Gents’ Furnishing Goods to *:e found in the city and at
LOWER Prices than any other store of the East.

IRA F. CLARK 8c CO.,
Hatters and
482

The Reliable One Price

Spot Gash Oiothiers,

Congress

Street,

Furnishers,

Maine.

Portland,

apl-----

GAN AUGHT
beautiful, more pleasing,
move appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good
Be

more

PIANO MOUSE

of the fact that
These warm days remind
the hot Summer weather is coming, and with it
and
the demand is
comes the demand for ice,
for the very best ice to be had.
from
one of the best
icc
Now. we have cut our
ice ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Long
mineral
springs and
Creek. This pond is fed by
'Vo
makes the best ice on the market today.
this ice
trade
with
retail
shall supply all of our
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town ibis week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
it
our card and when in want of your ice, place
in your street window.

SnppHes these in perfection.

us

attention to busiconness and courteous treatment to the
of your patrona
share
merit
sumers, to
We

age.

hope by prompt

Respectfully Yours,

CUMMINGS BISIS. ICE CO.,
Telephone

ALSO ORGANS
Come an<l sec or send for Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

S. THURSTON,

8 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
uec24
Open evenings until .Tan. 1st.

07 RICH

OFFICE—Deake’s Wharf,

Foot

of Park

Street.

apl___
~The Bible Society o£ Maine
will hold its Annual Meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
at 4
rooms. Portland, Thursday April 7, 1892,
W. LDSON, bee y.
o’clock p. m.
-w
mar25
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U nder tak e vs,

NO,

86

EXCHANGE

Opposite
And with entire
answer

calls

TELEPHONE
mar5

stock are
as before.

PERFECT&HD MEDIATE RELIEF
IN CASES OF PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound Is achieving the most
Signal triumphs, astonishing many who hive occa*
sion to use it by the certainty with which it relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and
Klly. It is safe and certain In its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Eras1 'las, Inflammation
0/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, 'eafncss, Eheumaturn, Pains in Bide, Back ui Shoulders, Piles,
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchlti

Price 25c. and

$1

£. MORGAN

fiTsONS, Frop’s,

ready

to

A. R. & E. A.

in large

Estate

DOTEN,

and Loans.
to

jul

i

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can bo accommodated.

or

COMMERCIAL
NO.

dtf

druggists.

eod&wly

aplb

Rooms 8 and

CONNECTIONS.

at al

tfitovnJENCE. a. i.

$50,000

STREET,

ftflasonic Hal!,

new

One of the Best Medicines Ever
Invented for

Rea!

-HAVE REMOVED TO-

No. 543**2.

"ARABIAN.

Balsam

P
NAUGHT CAN.
TIIUMSTON’S

A Card to t

n* HAYNES*

08

PAPER.

4, Jose Building.

EXCHANGE

STREET

*<Klly

L

I

shoulders, and its only use,
at all, is to keep him erect.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates,
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
IN Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less
squaro each week. Three Insertions
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices In nonparlel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each Insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, In advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will he charged
column and

one

at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for
for first Insertion, and 50 cents per square
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orators are

sleeping three

in

bed in Rhode Island this week.

Hill seems to find it more difficult to
ride two horses in the great many ring
show of the nation, than it was in the
one-ring circus of the Empire State.
Some of the silver people have found

if it

has any

The cocoanut trees of Florida are due
to nuts washed ashore from a wrecked
vessel sixteen years ago. Now the state
furnishes nearly all the cocoanuts used
in the United States.
The Empress of Austria lately ordered
that 60,000 rose trees should be planted
around the statue of Heine, to be erected
on her property at Corfu, on a rock over
2000 feet above the level of the sea.
By photographing three persons arranged between two mirrors placed in a
certain position, a photograph will be
produced of thousands of persons crowded close together.
Lemons are used for soap in many
countries where they grow. When the
men and women of the East Indies want
to wash their hands, they squeeze the
of a lemon

juice

over

them

briskly

in

clean.
they
Richard Henry Stoddard is one of the
few literary men who take the pains to
punctuate and paragraph their “copy,”
with a view to the convenience of the
printer. Stoddard writes a microscopic
feminine hand, so that one sheet of his
closely written manuscript will represent nearly half a column of newspaper
water until

are

print.
Dr. Emil Doon, who for several years
lived in London and corresponded for a
number of scientific German and Aus-

periodicals, is contemplating a
walking tour this Spring from New York
trian

Francisco. He will make this
journey in the interest of science, and
will publish his experience in hook form.
He expects to make the journey in 180
days, and will have as his companions

to San

three young Englishmen.
The peanut plant has one peculiarity
possessed by no other shrub or plant in
the world. The flower of the plant grows
downward, and after it falls the pod
nrliioli OAntolnc +lio

O

Will WO

1111

t. is

litarfillv

forced clown into the ground by the sudden and rapid growth of the rigid stalk
from which it depends. The phenomenon may be watched by anyone who
from curiosity plants peanuts iii his yard
and he will al so notice that if from any
cause the plant is unable to push the pod
into the earth the peanut will at once
cease to grow and remain undeveloped.
In the Scientific American appears a
short description of a very simple phonograph. It consists of a mouthpiece similar to that used for a telephone, but on

ways than

one.

Professor W. S. Bailey of Colby Unilias been commissioned by the
World’s Fair Commission with the task

versity,

of getting together a collection of Maine
minerals for exhibition at the World’s
Professor
Fair in Chicago next year.
in
this
largely
work,
rely
must,
Bailey
of people of
upon the concurrent -Aion
the state in loaning*the use of such mineral specimen as any of them may posates that no nucleus of a represess. He
sent ...ve collection of the minerals of the

anywhere, except, perhaps, at
the National Museum at
Washington.
Yet, Maine possesses unique mineral
Others
species unknown elsewhere.
found in large quanties are rare in other
parts of the world. Many occur more
beautifully developed in the rocks of the
state exists

Pine Tree State than in those of any othSome of
er portion of the earth’s crust.

the finest gem material of the entire
United States is found within our bordOf course a good exhibition of our
ers.
minerals is most desirable; and it is unfortunate that the collection of one must
be left to voluntary contribution.
Yet,
Promuch may be done in this way.

Bailey announces that only crystalized specimens are desired, and that

fessor

the contributors will have

to

bear the

express charges of sending
At present, howevletters
er, no specimens are desired, only
from those who are willing to contribute
with a statement of what specimens

freight

or

them to Waterville.

liCV. t.
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Worcester,

“I Itched

we

gave

zer

stamps to anyone.”

We

compromised

on a

double number

of five-kreutzer stamps, the ones in use
for local postage, and ornamented our
envelopes with effigies of Franz Josef
until they looked like the walls of a
chromo-dealer’s shop.—From “From the
Black Forest to the Black Sea,” by F.
D. Millet in Harper’s Magazine for April.
Where

Civilization

and

Savagery

Meet.

Upon the 1500 miles of the shore of
Lake Superior there are living now less
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
than 150,000 persons, and these are mainly
in bustling cities like Duluth, Superior,
Blotting paper is made of cotton rags and Marquette, in industrial colonies like
boiled in soda.
Calumet and Red Jacket, or in struggling
Alexis Tolstoi, a brother of the Rus- little ports like Fort Williams and Port
sian novelist, Reo Tolstoi, has written a Arthur. Even there the wilderness and
as
story which is said to be as strong
conditions are face to face with

primeval

the robust civilization whioh is shouldering its way as capital is accustomed to do

family.
Ebony is said to be so abundant in
rather than as natural growth usually assome parts of the state of Tamaulipas,
serts itself. Not that it is not a wholly
as lirewood by
is
used
it
that
Mexico,
we find at all points
the people, and the Monterey and Mexi- natural growth which
on the lake shore, for it is all in response
can Gulf railways use it for fuel.
Prince Bismarck carries a stick when to the inexorable laws of supply and dehe walks, but not as a means of support. mand. Yet the communities there have
He carries it across his back between his sprung into being far apart from well-

deposits.

new people t
FLNE SINGING !
WITTY

April.

FEED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Deposits

in

our

raiiure.

My body was covered with white scales.
I itched Intensely, and when I would
rub or scratchB n a i&B tiie
s°?les
sensation
oft,aborning T8>|.1^
those alllicsuch as only ■ ■

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

ted as I was may know, tormented me.
My skin was so dry that my elbows,
knees, hands, etc., wonld crack
open so badly that they would bleed

freely. My scalp was

so

that I could not

ounces

of

SKODA’S

dtf

jly25

comb my hair, and had to keep it clipped close to my head.
I have now used a half dozen bottles of 8
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and about eightfl

Mass._

HOME INVESTMENT.

n

The result flj O L. O
OINTMENT.
is lam PERFECTLY
CURED. My skin is soft as an infants.
Instead of torment I have sweet sleep
at »iglU, and a

«5gtgg**rogfir.

...

4s,

BY DAN McCARHY.
Produced with ELABORATE SCENERY and
MECHANICAL EFFECTS.
New Dances.
New Songs!
New Music!

■

Prices for above attractions, 25, 50 and 75 cents.

CRM CONCERT,
Oity Hall,
TUESDAY EYEMNG, APRIL 5, 1892-

Cor. Middle and

Exchange Sts.

mar 2-1

OPENING
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ASSISTED BY

1

We Offer,

Subject

apr2

543 Congress

<13t

Tickets, EO cents. For sale by members of
Orchestra, exchangeable at Stockbridge’s music
store on or after March 28. No extra charge.
mar30eodtd

Municipal

Security

Company.

coupons due April 1st from series C
bonds of the Municipal Security Company
at the office of
will be paid upon
Woodbury & Moulton on and after that date.

ALL

OPERA SEASON

presentation

FKEDEKIC F. TALBOT, Secretary.
mch29tf

-AT-

CITY XIAIiXa.

Seasonable Goods. 4

Lecocq’s Beautiful Opera,

‘‘Tlie Queen’s Mate.”

STYLISH FOOTWEAR.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
clft
dec29

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO.,

The largest Piano House in the World
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

! ing special

98

HARDMAN

CABLER.
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS

250 in

The Atliol Water Company is organized under
special act of the Legislature of Massachusetts,
which gives it a perpetual franchise.

■

a

Athol is

Catalogues mailed free.
and
Tuning,
Repairing
promptly attended to.

i

Portland Branch 540 Congress

Photograph
regular price $2.50.

25 Plush

FIRST

a

515 Congress Street.

of 60 Artists.
Grand Orchestra and Chorus.
Elegant Costumes and Special

gf.

COURSE TICKETS—$1.50 and $2.25 for 3.

NOTICE.

EREAT Nfs Opart, Extra
TICKET.Giimore-s Jubilee.
SALE. [Primrose& Wist's
[Herrmann's.

We shall open our new goods
for spring and summer weat

SATURDAY MORNING, March
5, and we believe it will be to
the advantage of our friends to
call early and make their selec.
tions as we expect a lively sale
of our choicest patterns, manj
of which cannot be duplicated,

Evening tickets to all above, 50, 75 and
Course tickets for 3 of
81.00, now on sale.
the above (your choice), 81,50 and 82.S5,
on sale Monday morning for one week.

249 5V8iddle Street.

K3TSNEE COURSE
Duff’s

coati

50 Artists.

STEVENS 4 JONES

GILMORE’S JUBILEE-50 Musicians, with
Myron Whitney and Other Soloists.

COMFANY,

PRIMROSE
-DEALERS IN

S’s,
Dated

Seed for

On sale

Jan'y. 1,1892,
Due Jan’y 1,1912.

Typewritin
I

J

marll

BANKERS,

dtf

Fancy
IN

GREAT

Goods
VARIETY.

Under Falmouth Hotel ,Portland, Me
feblSeodtf
The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COIIPAN Y vary In accordance with the plan of insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstauces.

on

81.00 and
Monday morning at Stockfor

the three.

_ap2dlw

WALTZING

^SCHOTTISCHE

Monday Evening.

ASSE
Thursday Evening.
apr2

FOR SALE BY

MISS A. L. SAWYER,
BLOCK, 53? CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
my29eodtf
circular.

Tickets

AT GILBERT’S.

description.

Oily of Clinton, Iowa Stationery

■

MINSTRELS*

Matinee tickets, 85, 50 and 75 cents, now

bridge's.
of every

WEST

&

—

IN AEE GRADES.

BROWN

Opera Co. in “THE QUEEN’S MATE”

81.50.

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

I Teacher of Shorthand and

__itlw

apr2

CORNISH BROTHERS
mar4

Scenery.

Evening Tickets, 60, 76 and $1.00. Matinee
36, 60 and 76 cts. On sale at Stockbridge’s,
Monday morning. April 4th. Half fare on the
railroads to all holding “Opera” tickets,_

sign ot Gold Boot.
mar24eodtt

^Course

bottle

dlm

461

COMPANY

OPERA

Celebrated Artists in the Cast.

944 Congress Street,

Thi^present

Best Circulating Library in the State

marl!

“THE QUEEN’S MATE,”
All presented by

PIANOS

$1.7! ;

ST CLARK

STATION.

and prospective value of this
property renders these bonds attractive to investors desiring a safe as well as profitable investment.

Bargains in Jewelry, Pocket Books
Studies for sale or to let.

FRANK

“Paoio,
by the Author of “Erminie.” Saturday
Matinee, April 16th. Extra.

BRANCH,BROWN,
UNION

loth. Extra-

SATURDAY evening, April

DUFF’S

CLASS

|

19c

c

codtf

125 Fine Writing Tablets made Iron
our Observatory Paper, 20c, 25c am
1
Very Fancy or Plain at
35c each with a pack of envelope s
with each Tablet. (This week only. > NO. H4 1-2 EXCHANCE ST
1 Gross Fine Perfume
regular price 25c.

>

Street,

dec2_nser.

regula:

Albums.

The water,
The works were built in 1876.
taken from the highlands above Athol, is distributed through two large storage reservoirs
by gravity to the town below.
The earnings of the Company are largely in
excess of operating
expenses and interest

T. C. MoGOtTIsDUXO t

100 Box Writing Paper 15c, reguiai
price 20c.
100 Box Writing Paper 19c,
price 25c.

PoUslim

of the most prosperous and raptowns In the State of Massachua present population of 6,BOO.

one

idly growing
setts, having

i t

100 Box Writing Paper 8c, rcgnlai
price 10c.

limited amount of

First Mortgage, Gold, 5 Per Cent.
Bonds, at Par and Interest.

:E*i.A.:Krojs.
30 Boxes White Envelopes,
hox, 25c a box.

a

ATHOL WATER COMPANY,

I STEINWAY,
WEBER,

for this week:

Exchange Street,

Offer

(Popular

“Trip to Africa.”

BANKERS,

1. Steinert & Sons Go
The Ball Is Rolling, prices
Read the follow
are down.

evening, April 15th,

FRIDAY

Course, in place of Bostonians.)
Use No. 12 Ticket.

SWAN &BARRETT,

TTONOS7

4-

PERFORMANCES,

THURSDAY Evening, April 14th, (Stockbridge Course, in place of the Bostonians) l^se No. 12 Tickets.

Suppe’s Charming Opera,

Is Sold

Everywhere.

Harpist.

Grand Banjo Orchestra. 60 players.
Mandolin and Guitar Orchestra, 32 players.

sew yom,

cinaeo,

to

Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central K. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
J
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

Street.

Contralto.
Zither Soloist.

MISS ANNIE FRANK LIBBY,

Sale,

I

Soprano.

MISS SIGRID LUNDE,
MISS AAGOT LUNDE,
MISS BERTHA SMITH,

Your difficult and troublesome
City of Portland 4’s due-1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
feet properly fitted.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
AFIUXj 3tli mad 8tla
1901-1911.
SPECIALTIES: Ladies $2.00,
City of Calais 4’s due
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
$2.50 and $3.00 Boots. Men’s
1899.
4
1-2’s
due
Ohio
This will be the largest au< [ City of Toledo,
and $3.00 Boots.
of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909. $2,00, $2.50
most attractive display that w< City
1919.
4
1-2’s
due
Ohio
of
Toledo,
City
Mothers, take your children to
have ever made.
Calais Water Co. first Mort. 6’s due
sign of Gold Boot and have
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First their feet perfectly fitted.

Injurious Flavoring.

SISTERS,

THE NOKWEGIAN

Tuesday and Wednesday,

JOHN E, PALMER

——

Imperial Mandolin & Guitar Quartette

ST., BOSTON,
aprld3t

WOODBURY & MILTON,

Bum
MILLINERY
Your Mouth.

Doesn’t

It Contains No

BV THB

_

Send for April circular, giving full description and prices on these and other selected
issues. Maturing bonds and coupons received
for collection in exchange for bonds on our
list.

70 STATE

January 1st, 1921.

Due

Tobaccos.

Reynold's Company

the Picturesque Irish Comedy Drama,

The Dear Irish Boy,

4s
5s
4 l-2s
6s

....

Omaha, Neb.,
St. Panl, Minn.,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Knoxville, Tenn.,30 Year Gold,5s
5s
Portland, Or., 30 year Gold
4s
Marblehead, Mass,
5s
Gold
Olympia, Wash.,
5s
30
year
Stillwater, Minn.,
Huntington, W. Ya., 30 year 6s
St. Louis, Mo..6s

oi Bath, lie.,

City

SKODA’S OINTMENT, the Great German Skin Cure and Finest Cosmetic made
in 3 ounce tubes. Price, 50 cts. Try a tube.

PATTERN HATS g BONNET?

Dan McCarthy and Gus
In

Of the Norwegian Concert Company.

Guarantee with Every 6 Bottles.

Ask for

SATURDAY MATINEE,
8 and. 8.
First time of

April 7,

2wteod3m

20 year,

GOOD DANCING!
DIALOGUES!
FULL OF COMEDY!

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,

EVERETT SMITH,
98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Boston, 30 year,

ReTTFR

ilia itunuo

Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

dec29

?

STRONG ACTS t

BONDS.

Lewiston, Me.
Gents I wlsli to Inform the suffering
through you that 8KODA S GERMAN
OINTMENT and SKODA’S DISCOVERT
will cure 5Iio worst Shin disease to
This
found.
________ foe
statement may
■ ■ ■ I* seem strong, but I
think a trne statement of my own
case, will convince the most skeptical.
For Borne eistht years I have hau a terrible Skin disease from which I have
suffered untold misery. I have tried
Physicians of repute and about all the socalled “skin cures,” hut the result was

SKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME.

foreign postage.
“Ah, no!” he said.

“I can’t let you
have any ten-kreutzer stamps, for the
sheets haven’t been broken into yet, and
it is near the end of the month, when I
make up my books, and I can’t have my
accounts confused by selling ten-kreut-

time

Skoda’s Ointment and Discovery.

nonsaccharine sorghums are among the
best of drought resisting grasses. These
sorghums will compare favorably with
corn in the amount and quality of the
seed they will produce. German millet
gives a good yield of hay in Kansas,
where it has been tested, and following
it closely are the Hungarian, broom com
and Wonder millet.

much money for stamps?
Impossible!” protested the old man and
“You are already
his echoing wife.
sending away florins’ and florins’ worth
on these letters!”
“But we want a stock of stamps to
keep for our convenient use,” we urged.
“Yes, yes, you want to use them; but
why don’t you buy them as you need
them?” was the reply, as he shut the
his elbow, apparently
drawer under
loath to part with any of its precious

useless, and

on

CURED”

“perfectly

so

were

Interest allowed

Of Eight Tears’ Standing

buy

a variety, and
up the notion of securing
tf'mnered our demand to a humble request for a few ten-lcreutzer stamps tor

Intensely!”

A TERRIBLE SKIN DISEASE

of

at the range of our correspondence,
we succeeded in communicating to their
dazed senses the fact that we wanted to
a stock of stamps of various denom-

Arguments

ATKINSON’S COMEDY COMPANY.

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.
Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

FRANK C. MORAN.

long

contents.

Peck’s Bad Boy
Paid up Capital $600,000.
Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations of $100, 8200, $250,
$500, §1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

Capita! and Profits,

Sorghums for Dry Seasons.
It has been found that some of the

characters not unfamiliar in the rural
offices in other countries—were so overwhelmed by the extent of our letters that
the wheels of official machinery refused
to work at all. After they had carefully
read all the addresses, and had marvelled

inations.
“What!

GEO. W. PECK'S MASTERPIECE OF

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

Incorporated 1824.

with tills church March 27. Ho goes to
Canton where he had a call.
There is quite a good deal of sickness
in this vacinity.
Miss Hattie Wiggin who has been
spending a few weeks in Denmark lias
returned home.
Miss Marcia Murch is at West Baldwin
working for Mr. Freeman Burnell.
Mr. John Plasted and family who have
been boarding at J. M. Sanborns this
winter have returned to their home in

the under side it has the phonographic
style or needle fixed to it. Fastened onto

they can furnish.

those of the more famous member of the

Harper’s Magazine

Monday and Tuesday, April 4-5,

AS PRESENTED BY

Baldwin.

is a circular rim of wood
Hill, while apparently favoring this mouthpiece
two grooves opposite to each other
free coinage in the Senate, has been us- with
a piece of wood with a groove
the cut in it;
ing his influence to smother it in
along its length accurately fits these
of stout tinHouse.
grooves, and when a pieoe
foil is attached by beeswax on the surThe students of the University of face next the needle, the wood and foil
drawn slowly along while a person
Michigan have long been noted for their being
is speaking into the mouthpiece, the
This
year, usual
active interest in politics.
phonographic impressions are
in the Uni- made on the foil. In this way a very
among the young Republicans
versity this interest is taking a practical simple and inexpensive phonograph may
be made.
turn, in the formulation of a plan for the
Probably the oldest living authoress in
formation of a National League of College
this
A
country is Mrs. Elizabeth Oakes
clubs.
and University Republican
was very prominent before
national convention to be held May 17th, Smith, who
not only as a writer, but as a
the
addressed
war,
be
to
and
by
at Ann Arbor,
lecturer. Although she is still a condistinguished Republican leaders, is to
one of the literary weeklies,
be the starting point of the plan. All the tributor to
and verse, her name is
in
both
be
are
prose
,to
the
country
large colleges of
The rarely seen elsewhere, and the general
convention.
this
at
represented
doubtless, is that she has
plan of this league starts with recognition impression,
Born at what is now Cumaway.
of the fact, which is undoubtedly true, passed
berland, Md.—her maiden name was
that among the college men of today are Prince—she was married at sixteen to
to be found a large proportion of the fu- Seba Smith, author of the once famous
beture leaders of the nation in law, litera- Major Jack Downing letters. She
came a widow some twenty odd years
The
boys
ture and politics.
college
the time
ago, and has been living most of
should be early interested in politics; since at the small town of Hollywood, N.
and the young Republicans of Michigan C., near the coast, where at eighty-four
vigorous health. She
University show their quickness of com- she is in excellent,
advocates of
one of the early
to get the col- was
in
endeavoring
prehension
woman’s rights, speaking on the subject
on
the
interested
of
students
today
lege
in all the larger cities, and contributing
side of Republicanism. A larger part of articles to the magazines of the day.
them already lean that way; but DemoBuying Stamps in Hungary.
cratic influences are unceasingly active
the
At
postoffice, where we went to
among them every year. The students’
the gos
national convention should be well at- buy our first Hungarian stamp,
and his wife—
tended, and if it is it cannot fail to be siping old postmaster
more

in

Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROP,

ivfie.,

E*onPLTXj-ia.3xraD,

who died in the seventeenth century.
But with the youth of this new civilization have come the vigor and enterprise
needed to develop industries and to rear
cities of which all the people of all the
States, new and old, may well feel proud.
—From “Brother to the Sea,” by Julian

Ralph,

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

-OF-

practical
comprehension
this giant fresh-water sea, which geolous believe is millions
have
would
gists
of years old, and which even history
mentions in detailing the exploits of men
newness

Gfi!

FAHNESTOCK &

—

Supply selected Investment bonds for cash or
In exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for Investors at
the Stock Exchange or In the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds.

When the messenger returned, nothing
but the bones of his brother were left.
Wolves, attracted by tho scent of his
blood, had eaten him up.
It is thus that there is forced upon the
the

THE

2 WALL STREET, YEW YORK.

Close
in Michigan, in the same region.
to a watering resort which is crowded in
from
all over the
summer by persons
West, some men were cutting timber in
tiie winter. Two brothers were among
them. One hit himself with an axe,
The
cutting open an artery in his leg.
other hurried away for surgical help.

out that

successful in

—

AMUSEMENTS.

financial.

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

settled regions in answer to these laws.
Thus it happens that to-day one may
ride in an electric street car to the starting-point for a short walk to a trout
stream, or one may take the steam railroad, and in an hour alight at a forest
station, breakfasting there, but enjoying
for luncheon a cut of the deer or a dish
of a trout or a partridge which he has
killed for the purpose. It is, so to say,
a region wherein tho wholesale fisherman
with his steamboat disturbs the red man
who is spearing a fish for supper, where
the wolf blinks in the glare of the electrie lamp, and where the patent stumppuller and tue beaver work side by side.
The strange condition is most startlingly illustrated by a recent occurrence

>

"ST
dtf

IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
himself
the trust of Administrator
taken upon
with tlie Will annexed of the estate of
BENJAMIN S. SMALL, late of New
Gloucester,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reciuired to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
JOHN WELLS,
Adm’r with the Will annexed.
New Gloucester, March 16,1892.
mar22dlaw3wTa*
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*

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

ATKINSON’S DAY.

She Turned Flip Flaps.

“I’m all black and blue turning somerwas the startling announcement

saults,”

lips of a pretty young
Hagan yesterday, says the
St. Louis
Republic. The statement
seemed less shocking upon learning the
name of the speaker, Miss Jennie West.
During the St. Louis engagement of

that

came

from the

woman at the

“Superba,”

Miss Ramsden has filled the

She possesses a unique
accomplishment of which few soubrettes
can boast—the turning of flip-flaps. Perhaps she is the only woman in a theatri-

Thousands Visited the Big Store
Down on Middle Street.
SUCCESSFUL OPENING OF THE EN-

soubrette part.

cal company who can and does turn a
complete somersault on the stage. Miss
Ramsden’s flip-flaps

performance.

But

were a

during

ing

Played Amid Furniture, Cloth-

and Flowers While

Bistened

feature of the
the week she

left the company in order to join
band, who is with Nat Goodwin, just returned from the Pacific coast. Her part,
and with it the task of flip-flapping, fell
to Miss West. This young woman is diligent, and light on her feet, and she unBut
dertook to turn somersaults too.
her efforts to elevate herself from the

Wednesday.
We occupied

LARGED ESTABLISHMENT.

The Band

Closed

With

House and

her hus-

People Booked,

Wondered—The

and

think of, and so shall not weary you in
that way.
But I well recall how seven years ago,
lacking a few weeks, we lirst came to
Portland to introduce our furniture. We
were not altogether strangers, for the
preceded us,
name of Atkinson had
brought here by our good friends, the
press.
I remember too how we got in our
How we took it
stock of furniture.
quietly up from the boat before people
were out in the morning, and after they
were through with business at night. We
got it all in, and were ready for business

Day

Banquet at the Preble
Many Congratulations.
a

Saturday was a gala day at the corner
of Pearl and Middle streets. It was the
occasion of the opening of the Atkinson

at that time a part of
the lower floor of one half of the block
you have seen today. I firmly believe it
is a lucky store, for the firms that had
occupied it before we took it were both
successful, Jose & Co., and Pennell &

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

uTs NOTHING MORE THUN NATURAL

CLOTHING,

So many thousand people moving
constantly about our store could but

That the Store should ho very dirty

Furnishings,

result in more
some

goods.

on

duty today, making the

LAMPS,

STORE SHINE AGAIN.

HATS,

PERHAPS,

here and there,

I shall never

which will necessitate the removal of
the goods and repolishing and refit-

Footwear.

ting.

You

Probably

iuui

a

itc u

UU1

JLXICUUO

ux

EVER KNOWN IN THE STATE OF MAINE

THE COST OF

tuv/

prompt

tar

Quartette concert,

a

tomorrow

evening,

Portland people, being

is well known to

native of this city.
Opera Company.
The sale of seats will begin at StockDuff

bridge’s today for the Duff Opera ComIn Mr. Duffs company performances.
pany is the brilliant young artist, as
handsome a woman as she is an admirable singer, Miss Helen Bertram. Miss
Bettina Gerard is also said to be a very
charming singer. Among the men-folk
are Mr. W. H. Clarke, late of the Boston
Ideals, and Mr. Piichard F. Carroll, who
is quite well known here.
Notes.

Mr. Robert Rexdalo will deliver his
illustrated lecture, entitled “Christopher
Columbus and the World’s Fair,” at
Steinway Hall, Boston, Tuesday afterMiss Jennie King
noon, April 12th.

Morrison, contralto,

All through the afternoon and evening
Chandler’s full band, stationed in the
front of the second story, furnished the
choicest music from all the favorite composers. The display of goods in every
department was remarkable and called
for the heartiest praise from everybody.
From noon till 9 p. m. thousands of citifrom out of town
zens and visitors
visited the store. The surrounding streets
were filled with people as if it was a
circus
Fourth of July, or Barnum’s
day. And just here a comment made by
a well known business man of Portland
He said to the
comes in very aptly.
reporter. “Many people think this opening is merely a great boom for Mr.
Atkinson’s firm.
They do not see that
it would be a good thing for Portland if
we could have such an affair every week.

keeps every business man in town. It
people to the city. They enjoy the
opening, admire the great energy and
perseverance Mr. Atkinson has shown,
by the and they buy goods of him and of other

will assist.

The last recital of the season
Rossini Club will take place at Kotzschmar

Crowds Present.

Hall, Thursday, April 7th,

at 11

It

calls

mnTi

in

hncinocQ

Hir?

mftro

afternoon and

evening
past.”
estimated that 80,000 people
It is
visited Mr. Atkinson’s store Saturday.
Between 2 and 3 o’clock 4200people were
in the store. All the employes vied with
The Death Kate
each other in showing every attention to
The number of deaths in this city
their guests.
was
from
the
for last week
14,
following
o’clock.

Hermann Kotzschmar conducted
the performance of “The Light of Asia”
by the Lewiston society, Thursday evening. Dr. H. M. Nickerson assisted.
Mr.

business

Saturday

Afv cfftrp

than for several months

The

causes:

,-Wards.-,
Diseases.1 2 3 4 5 0 7-T
Cancer.
Croup. 1

------

Erysipelas.
Exhaustion.
General debility...
Inanition.
Measles.

1

-----

------

1

1
-----—

1

1

Meningitis.

Peritonitis.
Phthisis.
Pneumonia.
Stomach, hem. of..
Sclerosis.
Total.

12
1------

------

32211-5

i
i
1
1
1
1
i
i
i
l
2
l
1
14

Guests From Boston.

The following gentlemen

special

train from Boston:

were on

the

B. A. Atkin-

J. Bird, C. H. Homstead, W.
Hawes, A. A. Conant, F. A. Prince, E. S.
Zeis, Joel Feder, A. S. Cushing, S. Cushing, Joseph Atkinson, G. W. Spaulding.
Ed. L. Thayer, M. W. Burton, C. P.
Donovan, Boston Pilot; L. Thayer, Boston Post; J. S. Keeley, Boston Herald;
Ed. T. Burns, Boston Globe; J. G.
Chandler, Boston Record.
son, L.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

The

Banquet.

shortly after 9 o’BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
when
the
crowding the
O’clock,
throngs
Saturday.—Minnie Hoffman and Sadie Bacon.
Vagabonds. Each 30 days in the city building gave an opportunity for Mr.
house of correction.
the
Edward Batclielder. Intoxication. Fined S3 Atkinson, his employes, heads of
In the

and costs
Patrick Cook, John Cook and Margaret Cook.
Patrick Cook fined SI 00
Search and seizure.
and costs and 60 days in county jail. Appealed
John and Margaret Cook discharged.

evening,

at

branch houses in the state and invited
guests to close the store and attend the
banquet given by Mr. Atkinson at the
Preble House, the party fell into line and
marched to the hotel to the music of
The
Chandler’s band.
dining room
looked beautifully. Nearly one hundred

gentlemen were present.
After coffee and cigars, Mr. Isaac C.
Atkinson arose and was most warmly received.

He said:

Employes of the Atkinson Company, manufacturers and friends from Boston, and
m embers of the Press:
It affords me a great amount of pleasure to meet you all together and to wel-

you one and all.
I am glad to have you come gentlemen
of the company, from remote parts of
state where we are doing business and to
have you around one table, as one family, and to know that you all feel that
come

r^Wholesome ingredients,
and
cream

flour,

of tartar, soda
make

Clevelands
wholesome baking powder and that means
wholesome, healthful food.
a

perfectly

livelihood depends upon our own exertion, and that each one of us is a corner stone in the building we have erected.
I had intended to have made a somewhat lengthy address on this occasion,
and to give a resume of our common
work, but I have been too crowded with
b usiness, have had too many things to
our

what you represent, and how vast is your
business, and now allow me to thank
you for what was, after all, the best and
most attractive part sf the great opening,
the best appreciatiated by our thousands

It ought not to take the eloquence of a Depew to impress
If you

are not so

Snow,

&

Boston.

Mr.

Cushing

was

rather

broad in the range of his subjects, touching upon politics as well as trousers. His
speech, like all the others, gave a great
deal of praise, and deservedly so, to the
Atkinsons for their ability, energy and
push, as shown by their enormously increased business.
Next came Mr. Spaulding of Boston,
one of the largest hat manufacturers in
the country. Mr. Spaulding’s speech was
one of the brightest and most entertaing
of the oratorical efforts of the evening.
Following Mr. Spaulding, Mr. Pierce of
March Brothers & Pierce, Boston, made
an

interesting speech highly compliment-

ary to the Messrs. Atkinson.

Throughout all the speeches great
credit was given to the newspaper press
for what the speakers termed its “share
in the success of the Atkinson company.”
Upon the subject of baby carriages,
which will be one of the features in the
new department store, Mr. Burlew of
Boston had some very entertaining remarks to make.
Mr. Hughes of Rhodes, Ripley & Co.,
Boston, called attention to the lateness
of the hour, and, as ho said,.out of mercy
to the guests, spoke briefly.
The newspaper men spoke briefly but
to the point.

The whole affair went off without the

slightest friction whatever; in a word, it
was a great success and highly credita-

ble to those who gave it.
party left at 4.30 yesterday

Mr. B. A. Atkinson’s private

Tne Boston
afternoon in
car.

Warm Weather.

The mercury took a sudden start in the
bulb, after the skies cleared Saturday
night. The wind blew stiffly all day yesterday from the north and west and the
mercury ran up to 73° at noon. Heavy
winter clothes were a burden, the sunny
side of the street was like an oven, so
early in the season, and the apothecaries
did a rushing business in cold soda.
Republican County Committee.
The Cumberland County Republican
Committee has organized as follows:
G. F. Muvch, Westbrook. Chairman.
C. A. True, Secretary.
0. T. Despeaux, Brunswick, Treasurer.
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STORE

AT

FIRST SELECTION
From Suclr

ONCE.

a

Stock

The Atkinson Company,
%

of visitors.
Maine is a great state in which to do
business. I am not talking up any special
line tonight, but I want to say to the
gentlemen from Boston, that in the state
of Maine last year one hundred new man-

ufactories were established and fifty revived. What state can show a better
record?
Mr. Atkinson introduced as the second
speaker his cousin, Mr. B. A. Atkinson
of Boston, also one of the pioneers in the
house furnishing business. As Mr. Atkinson arose somebody proposed three
cheers for “the great and only Atkinson
Brothers.” The cheers were forthcoming with great vigor. Mr. B. A. Atkinson made a few remarks in which he
spoke very highly of Mr. I. C. Atkinson’s
push and energy and business ability,
showing him as a sample of what the two
first named quantities can do for a man.
Following Mr. B. A. Atkinson came
Mr. Cushing, well known by his connection with the great clothing and men’s
furnishing house of Cushing, Olmstead

we

Departments,

BARGAINS.

The

Well,

Iff ALL THESE

they

only

Imperial Mandolin Quartette.
Miss Annie Frank Libby, the accomplished and handsome harper, who will
play at the Imperial Mandolin and Gui-

of our stock.

couldn’t begin to show it all Saturday, It’s the largest

u

lUUBl null

at the im-

surprised

just

goods

DISCOUNT

were

mensity

THE SPRING RUSH

ai ouu

CROCKERY,

|

A small army of scrub Women will be

A SCAR,

spent here.

MORNING.

THIS

less damage to

or

House Furnishing Company’s great destore
for which
partment
preparations had been making for a long
time. The company has occupied oneonly a table, and no books, for when we
stage were not a complete success. half of the great four-story building for left
Boston they said to us: “Any little
elethe
to
a
Thanks
a long period, but now it includes the
buoyant disposition,
We
memorandum will do for you.”
vation was accomplished with considera- entire structure, giving it probably the took $44 that day.
We kept on, and at
ble ease; but the return to earth was too largest building occupied by a single the end of the year had sold $110,000
IS ON US.
worth of goods; and then the gentleman
firm outside of Boston in New England.
emphatic.
at my left concluded that we could do
“Suppose you let the somersaults
The edifice presented a most at- some business.
Now we have ten branch stores, some
alone,” said the manager, sympathetical- tractive appearance. Large floral emWe don’t want to take the time
ly. “The acrobats will attend to that. blems occupied the immense plate glass as large as the one you haye seen, but
not so elaborate, or so well stocked,
Tou can’t afford to make yourself black windows on the Middle and Pearl streets
and I want here to give to our managers to do this.
you had
and blue, you know.”
fronts, interspersed with the latest and the same amount of credit X take to myAnd so Miss West has abandoned flip- most fashionable pesigns in furniture, self for this success we have attained,
are.
as
built up this as lief have these
flaps. This recalls how, according to gentlemen’s furnishing goods, and goods for no one man could have
I believe in giving genbusiness.
great
Don Piatt’s old paper, the Washington from other departments.
eral directions, and then leaving a man If so, will
to do his work without constant overCapitol, Clara Louise Kellogg was temptThe Flowers.
the
As
in rolling the responed to essay this acrobatic feat.
the beautiful floral gifts, com- sight. I believe
Among
sibility on a manager, and if he is
theory ran, Miss Kellogg and her mother posed of the choicest productions of the not
remove
him, and
competent
sat in a box at Ford’s Opera House Boston conservatories were a
another man in his place.
cornucopia
getting
watching the pranks ot r ox as numpvy four feet long and 18 inches across the But our managers have stood up nobly,
Dumpty. Miss Kellogg’s mother had mouth, resting on a base three feet in and, as I said a moment ago, I give them
as much credit as I take to myself.
unbounded confidence in her daughter.
oupci
uigu^
REFITTING.
But, in speaking of the causes that
Mrs. Kellogg thought there was no perpuff-scarf two feet long; a horse-shoe have contributed to our great success, I
Clara
that
human
a
formance by
being
pwo,
three feet in diameter; a shield four feet
and I do not say this because we have so
Louise could not accomplish. The prima in diameter at the
a reclining horse
base;
or
the
best
a few of these
There are
many reporters here tonight,
donna as she sat in the box applauded shoe two feet in
a basket four
on earth represented, but no matdiameter;
papers
a
series
frequently. Finally Fox turned
feet long; besides beautiful palms, and ter how much push and enterprise you
of flip-flaps, and Clara Louise screamed
in a business you cannot succeed
tropical plants. An odd gift was a pair put
The press
without the aid of the press.
with delight. But her mother only said: of trousers made of
feet
milkweed, 4J
is the only way by which you can bring
“I’m sure you could do that, Clara
high, standing on a base of laurel, the your business to the attention of the
Louise, if you had the right kind of seams, buttons, waist band and buckles public.
clothes, and nobody was looking.”
And I am glad to see the gentlemen
the trousers made of purple imof
to
You’ll have to be
Men who are the
from Boston here.
But Clara Louise didn’t.
In each of the four great
mortelles.
leaders in so many departments of trade
Peck’s Bad Boy.
I want them.
windows were set superb baskets of we are new trying to represent.
Tonight Peck’s Bad Boy will be seen rare roses on pedestals of ferns four to say a word of a personal nature to our
I did not do them full
This season new feet high, and the windows and interior Boston friends.
at Portland Theatre.
justice. When I was informed that they
the
and
witticisms
dances
keep
of the store were garlanded with laurel would
songs,
bring the flowers for the store, I
piece bright and entertaining. So well and roses intertwined and tied with thought that there would be a few pieces
known a play, whose mirth has amused bows of bright colored ribbon. Some and I thought “What can I do with a
few pieces with 80,000 feet of- floorage.”
so many Portland people needs no ex15,000 yards of green were required to And I was on the point of writing “Don’t
tended notice to secure it a crowded festoon the immense lower floor and
I should have
bring any flowers.”
house here.
known better, I ought to have considered
stair ways.
uiaiucbci

ADVERTISEMENTS,

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FURNITURE.

Co.

forget the first day we
We had got ready for business Wednesday, as I have said, but
Tuesday I got a letter from B. A. Atkinson, the gentleman at my left, and it
was written to caution me not to expect
“I pity you,” he
to do any business.
wrote, “but don’t wilt old man if the
and it
rush you expect don’t come,
won’t.”
We went to work that first day under
such circumstances. We had no desk,

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Middle,

Havana

The Mile Track.

adjourned meeting of the Mile
Track Association, Saturday, Mr. Geo.
H. Bailey stated that nearly §20,000 had
been subscribed, and a number of parties
had expressed a desire to double their
subscription. He also said that a numAt an

ber of Boston horsemen had been heard
from, and papers would at once be sent
them for their subscription. Mr. Bailey’s
report was listened to with attention and
much satisfaction was expressed, as the
Mr.
expected.
larger
Griffin, the track builder, says he can
Mr. E. C. Jordan,
come within a month.
the civil engineer, will be asked to lay
track.
out the
-Responsible parties
stand ready to do the work of building
sum

than

was

and take 25 per cent of their pay in
stock. The remaining $5000 needed will
soon be secured and then the contracts
will be let.
Fire

on

Peaks Island,

Yesterday afternoon about 3 o’clock
the blaze of a large fire was seen on
Peaks Island in the vicinity of the Rock
Bound Park House, on the back side of
the island. Chief Horton was notified
and observations taken from the Observatory. It was evident to the mind
of the chief that the fire was a large
brush fire, and in order to prevent its
spreading the hand engine on the island
The
was being worked to advantage.
fire

was

nut at

about 5.30 o’clock.

Zenas

Thompson

& Bro.

Thompson & Bro. present their
compliments to the public and again invite an inspection of their fine stock of
carriages and harnesses at their manufactory and sales rooms on Elm street.
Their spring stock of goods is complete,
comprising their own well known proZenas

ductions and also a large assortment of
medium priced goods carefully selected
for their good qualities and low prices.
In harnesses you will find the work of
our Portland mechanics and remember
that by purchasing these goods the money
is distributed at home, thus adding to the
prosperity of Portland. Few people realize the low price at which a first class
carriage is sold now; but compare the
prices of 25 years ago with the present
and you find them 20to 25 percent, less
and quality and style fully equal to the
days of high prices. Give this firm a
call and look over their stock whether

intending

to

purchase

or

not.

The Central Kailroad Company of New
Jersey has issued a circular to their conductors covering the use of mileage tickets issued by the Central Railroad of
New Jersey, Philadelphia and Reading
R. R. and Lehigh Valley R. R. making
them interchangeable for passage on

either of the above mentioned roads and
also the Atlantic City R, r, under certain
local restrictions.

Pearl and Vine Streets.
Market.

(By Telegraph.)
HAVAXA, April 3,1892.—The sugar market
for the week was one of small business, and
quiet prevailed.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
iu hhds bags and boxes, 2 12%@2 31Vi gold
qtl; Muscovado, fair to gooi refining, nominal: Centrifugal 92 to 96 deg polarization in
hhds bags and boxes, at 2 66%@2 90%.

W. L. WILSON & CO.

FREE EXHIBITION

stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matauboxes, 786,000 bags, and 2400 hhds;
receipts for the veek 167,000 bags, and 482
hhds; exports for the week 6 boxes, 66,000
bags and929 hhds, of which 44.000 bags and
all the hhds were to the United States.
zas 28

-OX1 THE-

Highland Evaporated

Freights quiet.
MARRIAGES.
In Farmingdale. March 19, Walter L. Foster
of Farmingdale and Mrs. Eliza J. Boynton of
Gardiner.
In Boothbay Barlior, March 24, Walter T.
Holton and Miss Lulu L. Lewis.
In Bowdoiuham, March 24, Frederick E. Manson of Lowell and Miss Alma B. Millay of Bowdoinham.
In Franklin, March 17, Henry C. Havey and
Miss Mary 1). Brown.
In Mt. Vernon, March 24, Almon M. Gordon
of Mt. Vernon aud Miss Dollie A. Bubier of
Litchfield.
In Oxford, March 22, Samuel H. Bumpus, Jr.,
of Oxtord and Miss Fannie F. Audrews of Waterville.
In South Thomaston, March 26, Charles F.
Sweetland of Rockland and Miss Marne M.
Sargent of South Thomaston.
In West Rockport, March 20, Truman H.
Bueklin and Miss Rose L. Mansfield.

Served with

our

Cream

FAMOUS TURKISH GQFFEE,

_

DEATHS.
In this city, April 2, Maurice, youngest son of
Michael and Mary Keddy, aged 16 yeai-s and 10

COMMEYCIIG

MONDAY APRIL

Come in and Try the Best

Cup

4, ’93.

of Coffee You Ever Drank.

This Fvaporated Cream is obtained from absolutely pure milk by cvapo«
ration in vacuo. It is exceedingly rich, contains all the ingredients and
relishing properties of cow’s milk, and being free from preservatives or anti,
septics, is of a delicious, natural flavor.—The process to which it has been sub*
jected, renders it absolutely free from all poisonous germs, and changes the
nature of its casein so that it is much more readily digested than that of ordl.
nary cow’s milk—It is an equally meritorious article for dietetic and culinary
purposes.
apr4

eod8t

months.

[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 22 Federal street.
In this city, April 2, Octavia F., wife of Frederick W. Shaw, aged 30 years 2 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
at her late residence. No. 365 Congress street.
In Cumberland Mills, April l, Winifred,
daughter of Dr. Johu and Lizzie D. Swan, aged
22 years 9 mouths.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Boston papers please copv.l
In Deering, April 3, Isaiah Elder, aged 66
years, 6 months.
[Funeral at his late residence corner Forest
Ave. and Fessenden streets, at 2 p. ui. Tuesd
P. Q. April 3, Geo. W., youngest
son of John and Mary A. Blair, aged 20 years,
4 months. Formerly ot this city.
In South Omaha. Neb., April 1, Eben J.. son
of Mrs. Caroline S. and Eben Freeman, aged
19 years.
In Dixfleld Centre, March 15, Amasa Holman,

in\lontreal,

aged

88 years.

In Swanville, March 19, Geo. T. Peavey, aged

48 years.

In Searsport, March 20, Mrs. Eliza J. Curtis,
aged 73 years.
In Norridgewock, March 11, Mrs. Artemas
Wood, aged 79 years.
In North Jay, March 13, Char les C. Look.
In Augusta. March 24, Miss Eunice Knight,
aged 84 years.
In Union, March 22, Mrs. Joanna Dunton,
aged 84 years.
"in Gardiner. March 14, Mrs. Ellen Cunningham, aged 69 years.
In Gardiner, March 20, Waller S. Sprague,
aged 62 years.
In Pittston. March 22, James M. Carpenter,
aged 78 years.
In Castine, March 17, James Brewer Crawford, aged 84 years.
In Kezar Falls, March 22, Mrs. Levi Libby,
late of Porter, aged 82 years.
In Topshani. March 18, Mrs. Elizabeth H.
Plummer, aged 63 veal s 6 months.
In Castine, March 19, Alexander G. Perkins,

a°ln Brookliib March

Card

Book,

!rir™A/rn^°'^™NERALS
Y LOWLnb

in any design.
DENNETT the Florist, 570 Congress Street.

F. 0. BAILEY &

PRINTER,

JOB

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB

PRINTING

All orders hy mail
;ended to.

or

A SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly atnovlleodtf

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM

& CO.
E.B. ROBINSON
1847.)
(ESTAIil.TSHED

Have removed to t'a
md

elegant warerooms,
400 Congress St.,
offer high grade JP’XA.TNTOlS and
at prices that defy com-

letition.
Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
or sale.
febl3eodly

C0,__

Auctioneers.

BANKRUPT STUCK OF

-AND-

Paints and Paint Stock, Varnishes, Brushes, &c„ &c,
WEDNESDAY, April 6th, at 10 a, nt„ at
salesroom No.18 Exchange street, we shall
sell the stock of Osmond Emery, Bar Harbor,
consisting of a large stock of standard Paints,
ISO gal. Varnish. Carriage Paints, Paint Stock,
Kalsomine, White Lead, Oil and Stains, Artists’
Materials, Tube Paints, Bronte, large stock of
Brushes, &c„ &c. Hoods now ou exhibition.
Catalogue ready Monday, April 4th, sale the 6th.
dtd
aprl

ON

F. O.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
C. W.ALLEN.
dtf

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

A.

JOHNSON,

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Win. Seuter & Co.)

2, Capt. John Allen, aged

86 years.

AUCTION SALES.

WM. M. MARKS,

and as a
UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.
As an Insurance Company
the
Home
Institution,

DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles 4 Eye Glasses.
Watcli Repairing: a Specialty,
WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS,
Monument Square, Portland, Me.
mari6
eod2m
Fin©

ALL

scatter'

seeds

of

kindness.

the baby fingers
Pressen <-,'..un.st the window pane.
Would be oc!d and stitT tomorrow—
Never trouble us again—
Would the bright eyes of our darling
Catch the frown upon our brow?
Would the prints of rosy fingers
S'ex us then as they do now?
Ahl those little, ice cold fingers.
How they point our memories back
To the hasty words and action
Strewn along oor backward track!
Eow those little hands remind us.
As in snowy grace they lie.
Not to scatter thorns—but roses—
For oor reaping by and by.
—Old Song.
If

t

we

kpcw

The first class smoking carriage was
the emptiest in the whole train, and
even this was hot to suffocation, because
my only companion denied me more
than inch of open window. His chest,
he explained curtly, was “susceptible.”
As we crawled westward through the
glaring country, the sun’s rays beat on
the carriage roof till I seemed to be
crushed under an anvil, counting the
strokes. I had dropped my book and
was staling listlessly out of the window.
At the other ond of the compartment
my fellow passenger had pulled down
all the blinds and hidden his face behind The Western Morning News. He
was a red faced, choleric little man of
about sixty, with a salient stomach, a
prodigious nose, to which he carried
snuff about once in two minutes, and a
marked deformity of the shoulders. For
comfort, and also perhaps to hide this
hump, he rested his back in the angle
by the window. He wore a black alpaca coat, a high stock, white waistcoat
and trousers of shepherd’s plaid. On no
definite e-rounds. I miossed him to be a
lawyer and unmarried.
Just before entering the station at
Iiostwithiel, our train passed between
the white gates of a level crossing. A
moment before I had caught sight of the
“George” drooping from the church
spire, and at the crossing I saw it was
regatta day in the little town. The road
was full of people and lined with sweet
standings, and by the near end of the
bridge a Punch and Judy show was just
dosing a performance. The orchestra
had unloosed his drum and fallen to
mopping the back of his neck with the
red handkerchief that had previously
bound the pan pipes to his chin. A
crowd hung around, and among it I
noted several men and women in black,
hideous blots in the pervading sunshine.
The station platform was thronged as
we drew up, and it was clear at once
that all the carriages in the train would
he besieged without regard to class. By
some chance, however, we were disregarded and escape seemed likely till the
very last moment. The guard’s whistle
was between his lips, when I heard a
shout, then one or two feminine screams
and a party of seven or eight came tearing out of the booking office. Every one
of them was dressed in complete black.
They were, in fact, the people 1 had seen
staring at the hunch ana a nay snow.
A moment later the door of our compartment opened and we were invaded.
They tumbled in over my legs, panting,
laugliing, exclaiming, calling to each
other to hurry—an old man, two youths,
four middle aged women and a little
girl about four years old. My choleric
fellow passenger leaped up, choking
with wrath, and shouted to the guard.
But the door was slammed on his indignation, and we moved off. He sat back,
purple above his stock, rescued his
malacca walking stick from under the
coat tails of a subsiding youth, stuck it
upright between his knee3 and glared
around at the intruders. They were still
possessed with excitement over their
narrow escape and unconscious of offense. One of the women dropped into
the comer seat and took the little girl
The child’s dusty boots
on her lap.
rubbed against the old gentleman’s trouHe shifted his position, grunted,
sers.
and took snuff furiously.
“That was nibby jibby,” the old man
of the party observed, while his eye wandered around for a seat.
“I thought I should ha’ died,” said a
robust woman, with a wart on her cheek
and a yard of orape hanging from her
bonnet. “Can’t ’ee find nowhere to sit,
uncle?’
“Reckon I must shift *pon your lap,
Susannah.” This was said with a
chuckle, and the woman tittered.
“What new fangled game be this o’ the
Great Western’s. Arms to the seats, I
declare. We’ll have to sit intimate, my
dears.”
’Tis first class,” another woman announced in an awed whisper. “I saw it
’pon the door. Yon don’t think they’ll
fine us.”
’T all comes of our stoppin to glare
at that Punch an Judy,” the old fellow
went on, after’ I had shown them how
to turn back the arm rests and they were
settled in something like comfort. “But
1 never could refrain from that antic—
tho' 1 feels condemned, too, in a way—
an poor Thomas laid in earth no later
than 11 this mornin. But in the midst
of life wo are in death.”
“I don't remember a more successful
buryin,” said the woman with the wart.
“That was part luck, you see—it bein
regatta dfy an’ the fun o’ the fair not
properly begun. I saw a lot at the
cemetery 1 didn’t know by face, an I
reckon they was mostly excursionists
that caught sight of a funeral an followed it, to fill up the time.”
“Well, it all added.”
“Oh, aye; Thomas was beautifully

interred.”
The heat in the carriage by this time
hardly more overpowering than the
smell of crape, broadcloth and camphor.
The youth who had wedged himself
next to me carried a large packet of
“fairing,” which ho had bought at one
of the sweet stalls. He began to insert
it into his side pocket, and in his struggles drove an elbow sharply into iny
ribs. 1 shifted my position a little.
“Toni’s wife woifid ha’ felt it a source
o’pride, had she lived.”
But I ceased to listen; for iu moving
1 had happened to glance at the farther
end of tho carriage, and there iny attention was arrested by a curious little
was

piece of pantomime. The little girl—a
dark ej'ed, intelligent child, whose pallor was emphasized by t’no crape which
smothered her—was looking very closely at the old gentleman with the hump
staring at him hard in fact. He, on the
other hand, was leaning forward with

Bjornsteno Bjornson was long the
people's poet of .Norway, and in Eng-

land and America he stood for the very
incarnation of
Scandinavian genius. He went into active politics,
and he is so savagely denounced
that he declares
almost with tears
that if not vindihe
will
cated
leave his native
land forever. He
has brought libel

both hands on the knob of his malacca,
his eyes bent on the floor and his month
Squared to the surliest expression. He
seemed quite unconscious of her scrutiny, and was tapping one foot impatiently on the floor.
After a minute I was surprised to see
her lean forward and touch him gently
on the knee.
He took no notice beyond shuffling
about a little and uttering a slight
growl. The woman who held her put
out an arm and drew back the child’s
hand reprovingly. The child paid no
heed to this, but continued to stare.
Then in another two minutes she again
bent forward and tapped the old gentleman’s knee. This time she fetched a
louder growl from him and an irascible
glare. Not in the least daunted, she
took hold of his malacca and shook it to
and fro in her small hand.
“I wish to heavens, madam, you’d
keep your child to yourself 1”
“For shame, Annie!” whispered the
poor woman, cowed by his look.
Bat again An^ie paid no heed. Indeed
she pushed the malacca toward the old

—

denounced him as a traitor, and the result is regarded as of great political significance.
The radical party now triumphant in
Norway advocates universal suffrage,
direct taxation and separate foreign
representation for the country—that is,
the practical independence of Norway
against its co-state Sweden. Bjornson
was an active and powerful supporter of
this policy, but when he went on to advocate that two harbors free of ice on
the Norwegian coast he allowed to Russia for trade, he raised a fearful storm
both in Norway and Sweden and scarcely less in Denmark and Germany. He is
now practically driven out of a public

gentleman, saying:
“Please, sir, will ’ee

warm Mister Barrabel wi’ this?”
tie movea uneasily ana looKea narsuiy
at her without answering. “For shame,
Annie P’ the Woman murmured a second
time; but I saw her lean back and a tear
started and rolled down her cheek.
“If you please, sir,” repeated Annie,
“will ’ee warm Mister Barrabelwi’ this?”
The old gentleman stared at her. In
his eyes you could read the question,
“What in the devil’s name does the child
mean?” The robust woman read it there
and answered him huskily: “Poor mite,
6he’s buried her father this momin; an
Mister Bnrrabel is the coffin maker, an
nailed ’im down.”
“Now,” said Annie, this time eagerly,
“will ’ee warm him same as the big
doll did just now?”
Luckily the old gentleman did not understand this last allusion. He had not
seen the group around the Punch and
Judy show, nor if he had is it likely he
would have guessed the train of thought
in the child’s mind. But to me, as I
looked at my fellow passenger’s nose
and the deformity of his shoulders and
remembered how Punch treats the undertaker, it was plain enough. I glanced
There was
at the child's companions.
nothing in their faces to show that they
took the allusion. And the next minute
I was glad to think that I alone knew
what had prompted Annie's speech.
For as I looked, with a beautiful
change on his face, the old gentleman
had taken the child on his knee and was
Vwvn

go

T rloTA
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Via Tli).r1

In his early life he was forced from
Norway by the clamor over his course as
euuor oi

a.

puiiuocu juumai,

auu

several years in exile ventured back in
1862. He was born at Quikne, Oesterdal, Dec. 8, 1832, and despite his
sixty-one years is still vigorous and
active. He has renounced the pension
of $400 a year allowed him as poet laureate and is, generally speaking, under a
cloud.
WIT AND WISDOM.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

lost and

OF~PORTLAND.

THE Assessors of the City of £°,,t’afnn'3fI'®,'e
i by give notice to all persons liable to taxabe in session
ion m said city, that they will
ivery secular day from the first.to
lay of April, inclusive, at their room m uty

Sail, from nine to twelve o’clock In the fore10011 and from two to five o’clock in the alterloon, for the purpose of receiving lists ot the
lolls and estates taxable in said cityAnd nil siu*h persons are hereby notified to
nake and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists of all their Polls and Estates, real and
lersonal, or held by them as guardian, execu;or, administrator trustee or
irst day of April, is<)2 and be
iatli to the truth of the same.

otherwise,

And when estates of persons deceased have

divided during the past year, or have
dianged hands from any cause, the executor,
idininistrator, or other person interested, is
lereby warned to give notice of such change,
>een

md in default of such notice will he held under
he law to pay the tax assessed although such
istate has been wholly distributed and paid
>ver.

The Assistant Assessors will be required to
■eturn Information on the following points:
1.
Name of head of family.
2. Names of sons or other male relatives
over twenty-one years of age,
residing in
the family.
3. Names of persons absent at sea, or who
are out of town for
any cause, belonging
to the family, who are legally citizens.
4. Names of all boarders (excepting those
who have wives or families elsewhere residing) who were residents here April 1,

6.

181)2.
The full first name, as well as the sur
name of each
person, with the initials of
middle name, should always be given.
When there are persons who are aged
and infirm, and have no means of support the facts should be stated.
A full list of all children that w'ere born
between January 1, 1891, and January 1,
1892, giving their names, sex, date of

birth and the namqs of their parents.
6. Household furniture exceeding two hundred dollars in value.
7.
Musical instruments exceeding fifteen dollars m value.
8. Number of horses and their value.
Number of carriages and their value.
9.
Number of cows and their value.
10.
And any person who neglects to comply with
;his notice will be doomed to a tax according to
;he laws of the state, and be barred Of the right
0 make application to the Assessors or County
'Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
mless he shows that he was unable to offer
iuch lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished the assists
mt assessors for delivery where satisfactory
nformation is not obtained; and persons receiving the same will be expected to return
hem. properly filled out. to the assessors’ office
Persons not receiving the blanks will be furlislied at the office of the assessors on applicaion.
pgi“In no case where the assessors have been
>ut to the disagreeable necessity of making a
loom will the possession of government bonds
ir deposits in the savings banks be allowed as
1 plea in mitigation of such doom.
.JOHN W. YORK.
WILLIAM 0. FOX,
ARTHUR L. P'ARNSWORTH,
Assessors.

ME.

PROPOSALS FOR BRICK.
be received by the
Streets, Sidewalks and
Bridges until Monday, the 4th day of April.
L892, at 5 p. in., for 500,000 (five hundred
.housand) brick, more or less as may be reluired, the same to be hard burned, suitable
or use in laying sidewalks, and to be delivered
it such places and in suoli numbers as may be
equirea by the Commissioner of Streets, of
vliom any turther particulars may be obtained
it his room. City Building, and where all proj losals should be left.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids,
kddress, Proposals for Brick,
DANIEL GALLAGHER,
lliairman of Committee on Streets, Sidew'alks
mar25dtd
and
o

Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed: Castoria!
Husband of Literary Woman.—How are you
coming on with your magazine article?
Literary AVoinan—I’ve got it almost finished.
“AA’hat is it about?”
“I denounces the extravagance in dress in our
\
modern

women.

"AVhat are you going to do with the money
you get from it?”
"I am saving up to buy a sealskin sacque.”—
Texas Siftings.
Use Pond’s Extract for every Pain or Soreness; it stops bleeding from the lungs, nose,
mouth, stomach, etc. Avoid cheap and worthless substitutes.

Inaccurate Journalism.
“You can’t believe everything the newspapers
say,” said Mrs. Way-back on her return from a
visit to the city.
“How is that?” asked a neighbor?
“I’ll tell you. I read in a society paper in the
I
morning that everybody was out of town, and
was nearly jammed to death in the crowd in a
Press.
York
same
the
store
day.”—New
bargain

Discouragement for Jail Birds.
“Jail breaks” were being discussed by
“For the beta number of gentlemen.
ter security of prisoners charged with
the more serious offenses they have
adopted a very ingenious plan in that
city of ‘jail breaks,’ Denver,” said Mr.
“The principle upon
J. W. Freeman.
which it is worked is this: A man is put
into one of a number of iron cells, the
cells being ranged in a circle. Then the
whole thing is set in motion, but the
construction renders the movement so
gentle that it is not felt by any of the
convicts. The result is that if an attempt he made to cut a hole at any
point, with the idea of resuming the
work at a future time, the attempt is
frustrated, because by the regular move-

will

SEALED proposals
Committee

Full Value.
Mrs. Lovey—How much money do you waste
on your cigars, Charlie?
Mr. Lovey—Waste money! My dear girl, you
can’t waste money on the kind I smoke.—Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.

CAPE ELIZABETH.

Elizabeth

Assessors
Cape
THE
herebv give notice to all persons liable to
will be in session
that
.axation in said

of the Town of

town,

they

office in town house, on the first, seoond
md fourth days of April, just., from ten o’clock
n the forenoon till five o’clock in the afternoon,
or the purpose of receiving lists of the polls
And
md
estates
taxable in said town.
ill
sneh persons are hereby notified to
true
nake and bring to said
Assessors,
md perfect lists of all their polls and
istates, real and personal, or held by them as
'uardian, executor, administrator, trustee, or
itherwise, as on the first day of April, 1892,
md be prepared to make oath to the truth of
;he same. And when estates of persons debased nave been divided during the past year,
>r have changed hands from any cause, the
ixecutor, administrator, or other person interred, is hereby warned to give notice of such
■Lange; and in default of such notice will he
leld under the law to pay the tax assessed
ilthough such estate has been wholly distributed
md paid over. And any person who neglects to
jomply with this notice will be domed to a tax
iccordingto the laws of the State, and be
>arred of the right to make application to the
bounty Commissioners for any abatement of his
axes, unless he shows that he was unable to
liter such lists within the time hereby appointed.
GEO C. MOUNTFORT,)
E. C. ROBINSON,
J Assessors.
it their

)
FULLER,
Cape Elizabeth, March 19,1892.
M. B.

dtaprl
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Young

slowly should
testify.

_

Black and Hibernian and Gallic animosities
all swept away together in a spring poem
by John O’Hara in the New Orleans Picayune,
where a darkey lover asks his “honey Linda”—
Can’t you see de sun am shinin’
Whar de lazy hours am dinin’
On de lemon blossoms bloomin’ in de lane?
Can’t you see de bayou baskin’
Widout a thought oil askin’
What de meanin’ ob dis glory could just be?
are

mentthe cell will be completely
at the time the prisoner returns to it

reversed

Lamson & Hubbard

IS INVALUABLE FOR

35c. and $1
E. MORGAN

at all

Drugglats.

&SQNS, Prop’s,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

I

k

Are You

TROUBLED
With

!;>

;

INDIGESTION

{(|

Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble?
:S
?? IP CO TRY DR. BRONSON’S

]1)
,

!r 5U

PEPSI N TROCHES <S

They will relieve and cure you.
(.( per box, at druggists or by mail.

25 cent3 J

ma-

No.
Commercial street.2-1
wanted at 25 TEMPLE

WANTED—Cook
STREET.
_2-1
agent for Androscoggin
WANTED—General
County; position worth $2000per annum
at
to
local
agents

right man. Also

$10 per
Call on or after Tues
office of MUTUAL
RESERVE, Room 1,176Va Middle street, cor.
Exchange, Portland.11-tf

two
week and commission.
March
day,
22(1, at

FEMALE

HELP.

girl for general housework.
Come well recommended. Apply at No.

WANTED—A

Congress street._4-1
for general housework in
WANTED—Girl
small family. Apply to MRS. Z. THOMP-

SON 124 Pearl St.2-1

gentleman and wife or one or
two gentlemen, pleasant room with board
at No. 10 Deering St., near High.2-1
ROVIDF.Nt Aid Society of Portland, Me.
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
reserve fund in state treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
management; only 20 single assessments total
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. 26-8

BOARD—To

front room,
heat.
437

LET—Large sunny
TO
floor. Gas and steam
BERLAND STREET.

second
CUM-

_30-1

ItUOMS.

six rooms, at No. 13
Modern improvements;
St.
steam heat. First time vacant. Apply to W. W.
RIGGS, No. 15 Bramhall street,29-1
Bramhall
UPSTAIRS

LET—Pleasant

or

in suites,

Cake.

feb8

I

|

Mills,

Plano Tuner.
Order Slute at t handler’s

Congress Street.

Music Store 431
ieboeoutl

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BHD JOB PWTEt?,
Ho. 37 PLUM STREET.

LET—Large furnished room on second
floor in a private family.
Inquire at 212
IIigh street, right hand bell.4-1

TO

rent of seven

LET—A

sunny upper
view of Congress St. and the
TO rooms finetovery
JAMES DAY No. 107 Frank-

Apply

park.

lin St. between Congress and Cumberland. Also
one sunny room furnished.2-1

By

city.
parts
WOODMAN, IO0V3 Exchange street,

2-1

LET.—Drug store and tenement, above
situated on Congress street at Libby’s
Corner. Fine set of fixtures, good local and
A
country trade, horse cars pass tile door.
Will lease
grand chance for a good druggist.
for a term of years very low. C. B. DALTON,

TO

Washington

57

street.1-1

LET—Lower

rent of 6

rooms,

all in nice order.
TO Hall,
and bath
State

rooms

City

rear

Upstairs rent

sun all dav
room up one

of 7

;-also
flight

street,

on

large front office with ante
L. 0. BEAN & CO.,
370i/b Congress street.
40 Exchange street.31-1

on first, second
and
on real estate; secured

to LOAN

third mortgages
MONEY
unsecured notes cashed at short notice.

and

W.

second floor, 185 Middle

P. CARR, room 0,
sued._

1

■

LOAN—On first or second
mortgages, on real estate, commercial
paper or any good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Va Exchange st. 5-4
to

MONET

LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, 6

Portland
TO
Danfort h

street./oct7-tf

TO LET.
power.
TRIC MOTOR

25

COMPANY,

CO-PARTNEBSIUP NOTICE.
Trefethen of the late
and Samuel
Co., have this
day formed a Co-Partnership under the name of
Trefethen & Bearce for the purpose of transacting the wholesale Salt and Fish business, and
have taken the store formerly occupied by Dana
& Co., at 188 to 192 Commercial Street, head of
Central Wharf, where we shall keep a full stock
of all kinds of Dry, Smoked and Pickled Fish;
also Foreign, Domestic and Dairy Salt.
GEO. TREFETHEN,
SAMUEL F. BEARCE.
Portland. April 1,1892.aprldlw

undersigned. Geo.
THE
lirm of Geo. Trefethen & Co.,
F. Bearce of the firm of Dana &

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
co-partnership heretofore existing under
the firm name of Dyer & Bibber, coal dealAil liabilers, is dissolved by mutual consent.
ities will be paid by E. W. Dver and debts due
tlie firm may be paid to either of the undersigned. E. W. Dver will continue the business
at 322 Commercial street, head oi brown s
wharf.
E. W. DYER.
(Signed.)
E. S. BIBBER.
April 1,1802.
_apldlw

Copartnership.

To the Honorable County Commissioners of the County of Cumberland:
The undersigned responsible persons respectfully represent that the alteration, grading and
discontinuance, either wholly or in part ot that
part of the county road leading from Deering to

Westbrook in the county of Cumberland, known
as the “Congin” road and now called “Brighton
street,” namely, that part of said road beginning at the Junction of the “Capisic road” now
called Church street, at “Nason's Corner,” so
called, in Deering, to the Westbrook line is desired.
We therefore, request you to alter, grade and
discontinue said part of said road either wholly
or in part as in your opinion the public convenience’and necessity require, and as in duty
bound will ever pray.
Dated this twenty-third day of March, A. D.,
1892.
Chabi.es E. Goold,
Smith C. Goold,
Charles IV. Smith.
Wm. K. Trask,
A. C. Trask,
■T. E. Trafton,
O. G. Chipman,
E. D. Harmon,
Wm. G. Davis.

following

the

sale—in

fob

Stocks
companies: Hall Mowing Machine Co.,
Kennebeck Goal Co., Mountain Farm and Sea
A
Shore Co., Aroostook Condensed Milk Co.
N. S.
imited number of shares of each.
street.31-1
JAHDINER, 185 Middle

SIYPEWKITI’.R FOE SALE—A No. 2
Remington in good condition; price $70.
Iddress “A SALE,” Press office.31-1

_i_

SALE—On Munjoy Hill a two tenehouse, very desirable anil sunny;
nodern improvements; a three tenement house;
atest style and line view of ocean; both new
mil rent for S‘J12per year, will be sold so as to
make a choice investment. N. S. CARDINElt
I RK Miilrllp. sItppL
ol-l

JNOltment

SALE—At North Yarmouth, a farm of
acres cutting two tons to the acre; 1 Va
5tory house and ell, connecting stable; pleasantly located; raises 120 barrels of apples
yearly. Good water, fine shade trees; 1 Va
miles from station.
Very desirable. Price
$1100. N. S. GARDINER, 185 .Middle St.

Forten

*30-1
brick house

built,

on

rooms,

brick barn,

sunny exposure;
and centrally located.

going

Must be sold,
BENJAMIN SHAW,

abroad.
owners
11 y3 Exchange

30-1

street._

SALE—One red mare seven years old,
kind, good driver, perfectly safe for women
Gail be seen at L. S.
ir children to drive.
BANKS'S, 05 Front street, South Portland, or
inquire of CHARLES A. SLOMAN, 203 Franklin street. Portland.30-1

FOR

house containing

at

floor

Washington
PENNELL’S GRAIN STORE,
store, with street._30-1
57

over our

SALE—House No. 14 Avon St. contain-

centra! IVOR
all in good order, nice lot,
heat,
itig nine
fine location and sunny exposure. Will be sold
easy terms of payment and immediate poslocation, very light.
session given.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR,

steam

rooms

[>n

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
dt£

marSl

AGENTS.

everywhere, to soil

the

stock of the Black Wonder Gold & Silver
WANTED—Agents
Co. of Colorado,
Creedc, with Ex-

Mining

near

Attornev Gen. Andrew J. Waterman, President;
fabulous profit will accrue to all stockholders;
liberal commission to agents; prospectus aiul
nrinrorl matter free.
Address E. C. DAVIS.
General Manager, 244 Washington st., Boston,

Mass,_4r2t
TAT" ANTED—50 good, live agents, male or
vv
female, to canvass for “The World's
Fair,” an illustrated paper. Apply to FRED
W. SAVAGE, City Hotel, Portland, Me. 29-1
A

MINERAL

GENTS

LAMP

WICKS

^ V. never burn out; no smoke, no soot, no
trimming, light equal to gas; 3 samples 10c;
assorted dozen 25c. BEN. STAYNE11 & CO.,

HOMER N. CHASE &
Mention this

Address

feet
first

SALE—In Deering, one building lot on
street containing 9000 square feet
8500; one on Forest Ave. near Maple stroet
containing 18,000 square feet ?450. These lots
are always dry and graded, within two minutos’
walk of electric cars and are in every way as
Also a
line lots as can be found in the county.
fine lot on Cottage street containing 1.200 square j
A.
of
C.
LIBBY, 42 Va
feet, price $250. Inquire
Exchange street.3-1

IilORMaple
for
1

sale—Black

old. weight 1000
HORSE
to foal within 30

mare

7 years

lbs., sired by Black
days by Col West. A. G.
Pilot,
corner
Federal and
SAWYERjS STABLE,
29-1

Market streets.

in the

Portland Daily Press, a newspaper printed in
Portland, in said County, the first of said publications. and each of the other notices, to be at
least thirty days before the time of said meeting; at which time and place, (after It has been
satisfactorily shown that the above notice has
been duly given,) the Commissioners will proceed to view the route set forth in sahl Petition,
and other routes anil roads connected therewith, anil after such view, they will give a hearing to tlie parties and their witnesses at some
convenient place in the vicinity, when and
where all persons and corporations interested,
may appear anil show cause. If any They have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not he
_

C. Stone, Clerk.
of Court there-

Copy of the Petition and Order
on.

1’. C. Stone, Cl.erk.

Press

office.

4-1

to know that they cau
get a good all wool suit of clothes made
to their measure for $12,814, SIC, $18, $20
and upwards at SAMUEL WATERHOUSE &
SON'S, 367 & 3C9 Fore street.30-1

WANTED—People

as

double entry bookof trust. Can give
P. 0. Box

WANTED—Situation
position
keeper
Address

3U-1

No. 1613.
for cash

purchase
boat. Address H. F.
WANTED—To
light
235 Commercial
row

a

good,

WATER-

street._30-1
In want of trunks or
556

persons
WANTED—All
hags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS,
558
street, corner of Oak;

as wo
and
Congress
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
evenings until 1).__99-1
wanted—A gentleman and his
wife without children wish to hire a small
house west of High street. Address HOUSE,
F 0. box 1384, stating rent and location. Posession to he given at once or the middle of

HOUSE

April.___90-1

$50, $100

$10, $20, $30,
furniWANTED—To
to S10.000, in city and vicinity,
libraries, horses, carnages,
loan

on

ture, pianos, organs,

diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
pav off furniture leases Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
Middle street, room 0, second floor._20-2
VET’ANTED—The public to know that I make
tt
a specialty of dress suits and overcoats.
I guarantee every lit and only the best of
trimmings used in making garments. $5.00 to
$10.00 you can save on a suit. M. M. NANSEN
25-4
tailor, 502 Congress st., Portland, Me.

Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that fiesli is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make

EET'ANTED—The public to know that we do
T V
line gold, silver and nickel plating, polishing, buffing, etc. Silver plated ware repaired
relhiished and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
establishment in Maine. Send for price
st. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore

a cure.

aim

between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my oflice every day including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, JJ .00.

Slating
Union

Sts.jaillHrt

EET'ANTED—To call at your store or house
v v
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. H
yon have any of the above please drop mo a
postal. Address C. B. WISH 08 Hanover
street, city.11-ltt
to

$15.-

buy from S1000
000 worth of cast-oil clothing; 1 pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
casli
for ladies’ dresses, gents’
to

highest

1

RENT—“Dr. Burr place.”

Portland Ferrv;
piazfronting the ocean; two-story house with cultiza and barn; 7V> acres land under good
BENJAlots.
in
house
cut
could
be
vation ;
up
29-1
MIN SHAW, 51V; Exchange street.
feet long over

38

scow,
12 feet beam, will freight about 20
FORall,sale—Sloop
Falmouth P. O., East
J. A.

tons.

WHITNEY,

Peering._29-1
The homestead

cull

on

cum.r. at so. n

j.

or j..

muiuuu,

WEBB, 38 Exchange street, Portland.
18

25-3

button,
Ladles’

lot
one lot Ladies’
$3
Dongola
French Kid $5.00 Boots for $3.00; Also a fill
line of Ladies’ Boots, Shoes and Slippers at
St.
lowest prices. J. E. FA Ml, 47
SALE—One lot Men’s Charles H.
Howard’s Hand Sewed $0 Boots for $3.50:
oue lot Men’s $3 Boots for $2; also a full line of
Men’s Shoes; the best for the money in the
City. .1. E. FAKE, 47 Exchange street, 4 doors
22-2
below P. O.

FOR

_

SALE or TO LET—A nice Cottage
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
location on the Island. A bargain for some one.
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season. Address, 203
FRANKLIN STREET, Portland Me. marlOtf

FOR

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
on Cumberland street; one
and West End; known as
Hussey farm, Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8
SALE—Two Hoisting Engines: in first
class order. Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
No. 59 Commercial street.9-4

IIORWestbrook,
mile from East
Foil

SALE—Tho

WANTED.

HOUSE,

SALE OR

one-half mile trom South
1AORWillard, about
fine beach, both sand and rock;

Exchange

FOR

nnv

owner

SALE—One lot of Ladies’
CO., Nurseryman, FOR$4.00
Boots for *2.50; one
AUBURN ME.
Boots for *2;
Button

class about her, very fast, handsome and able;
sold for about one-half of what she cost. Apply
at 372 CUMBERLAND ST. right hand hell. 1-1

or any
references reouired.

cupied and rented for$500

M.

SALE.

Address “Prompt buyer.”

and every modern convenience, now oca year; price $3500;
must have money. W. P- CARR, room
Middle
street.20-1
185
second
0.
floor,
cellar

mrs

SALE—Sloop yacht “Marion” 23
over all; new last year, everything

FOR

SALE—The greatest bargain for a
investment ever offered; a new
three-story flat, hot and cold water, water
closet and'coal shed on every floor, cemented

FORsmall

post
did grass land; pasture well watered; good
For particubuildinas; a desirable milk farm.

paper.mar28eod&w4w
FOR

1.xOR

SALE—Fine Farm.

RELIABLE MEN,
TO ACT AS AGENTS.

SALE—At Cape Elizabeth. Me., a farm
1
of 80 acres with stock and tools, 40 acres
of tillage land, cuts 30 tons of English and 10
tons ol salt hay, line sea view. For particulars
enquire on premises nr address EDWARD P.
CARMAN. Portland. Me.20-1

of the. late John Webb in Windham, one
FOR
ofilce and railroad station. Splenmile from

W ANTED

WANTED—A

commission-

29-1

Centennial Block-

good second hand Roll Top
Desk that can be bought at a good trade
for spot cash; must be good to fair condition.

of County
begun anti lioklen at Portland, within
and
County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of January, Anno Domini, 1892, to
wit, at a regular session thereof on the first
Tuesday of March, Anno Domini, 1S92,
On the foregoing Petition it being satisfactorily shown to the Court, that the Petitioners
are responsible, it is hereby ordered, That the
County Commissioners will meet at the house of
Richard Roe, in Deering aforesaid, on Thursday the twenty-eighth day of April. A. D., 1892,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and that the
Petitioners give notice to all persons interested,
bv causing an attested copy of said Petition and
this Order of Court thereon, to he served upon
the City Clerk of the City of Deering, and also
bv posting up copies of the same in three public
places in said City, and publishing the same

Attest,

street, running through to the southerly side ol
Portland strett including the lots in New
51Ya
Boynton Court. BENJAMIN SHAW. 31-1
Exchange street.

SALE—300 bushels wheat for poultry
This wheat is
.$1.25 per 100 pounds.
spacious second FOR
J. A.
clump and excellent poultry feed.

The

AND COOK

Offices No. 36 Exis this day announced.
change Street, Portland, Me. (Offices lately
occupied hy Hon. William L. Putnam.)
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
DAVID W. SNOW,
CHAS. SUMNER COOK.
April 1st, 1892.
_apldtf

1'.

to offer

are now

rood interest on the price asked for same. A.
J. LIBBY. 42Va Exchange street._30-1

Providence, R. I.25-2

THE LAW FIRM OF

Attest,

horoughlv painted

iesirable tor building lots overlooking Portland*
* minutes from streetcars: must be sold foi
52,550. W. II. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.
31-1

SALE.—a

by
Co.,
hereby
Either partner is hereby authorized
in liquidation.
WOODBURY S. DANA,
SAMUEL F. BEAltCE.
Portland, April 1, 1802.aprldlw

granted.

2

new

two-story
0 roo:il3 in good repair, large stable, with
FOR
5000 feet of land; located down town; will pay
be-

successively

storied house

9 rooms, nice stable,
buildings all
FORof SALE—Deering,
and blinded. 8 acres of land,

1

licat and
space with
ELECGIANT
to
Apply

Floor

consent.
to settle

week for three weeks

:d into pasture and tillage,
150
;ons
of hay;
apple and
young
>enr trees.
Also orchard of old fruit trees.
Dam
Fwo-story house, shed, carriage house and
This farm is within "Vb miles
n good repair.
>f churches, schools and Fo6t office; also. /a
nile from M. C. K. K. For particulars iuquir#
>f S. O. COBB. New Gloucester Me._^~1
SALE—Victor bicycle, 1890 pattern, in
good condition cheap for cash. Inquire of
LB. GRIFFIN, 517 Congress St. or after a
3. m. at b5 St. Lawrence
St._-~x

SALE—A
thoroughly
has solid mahogany doors
parlor floor;
ITIOR
fine lot of land,
11

name

SYMONDS, SNOW

farm

a

watered and diviaFOBof 60 acres of land wellcuts
from 40 to 50

on

existing
copartnership
tween the undersigned under the firm
THE
mutual
is
dissolved
of Dana &

Announcement of

_

SALE—In New Gloucester, Me.,

SALE—We

mar7dtf

heretofore

IN
lulldinlis;

prepared
LET—Good tenements of three and six
the northerly
ITiOBthe building lots situated
TO
rooms; prices $8 and $12 per month; also
west
of Weymouth
of
iide
street,
Congress
J. C.
of the
for sale houses in all

Copartnership.

Dissolution of

A BYT FOB SALE—In 'Windham; contain1
ini; forty acres of excellent land; good
two milCB from Maine Central Depot.
Inquire of C. G. IRISH, 52 Market street,
Portland, Me., or GEO. SPEAR, near Duck
Pond.

fjiOR

TO LET.

and 27 Commercial Street.

Dr. Reed will not. ask you any questions In
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you cau bo cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are'strlckly pure and put up to suit
each case, lu* thinks he can tell the difference

Deaicrs.
Leading
a
eod3m*
h. e.

will materialize.—American Grocer.
after

eod2wtc

For Sale by

Chop up green apples, raisins, bananas
iu quantities to suit; stick them in dough.
Feed to the children and tho angel part
_;__

decl6

GEO.

CO-rARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

No 399 1-3

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.

PICTURES! Those In w'antof a
a small amount of money,
onus.
Pictures framed,
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
Cor.
Oak and Constraps- E. 1). REYNOLDS,
gress streets._20-1
H. LORD’S Famous 50 cent Tea is
the finest sold in Portland for the money.
You prove it by calling at 272 CONGRESS
STREET for a free sample. Best Roller Flour
04-2
$5.40,

PICTURES!
good picture, for
would do well to call

RENT of

rooms, single
TO
with board at 110 PARK ST. MRS. H. M.
28-tf
RICE,

_

ATOTICE—Those having house painting done
ll will l>e pleased if they give me a call. My
PETER
work will show for Itself when done.
A. McISAAC No- lo cotton St._2-1

86

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

Guachos Indians.

A burglar generally makes liis heme run
lie reaches the plate.-Texas Siftings.

—

ich23__tllawllwM
33r 33. 33. 3=8.e©c8..

BRONSON CHEMICAL CO..’

The Guaehos of tlio Argentine Republic live entirely on roast beef and salt,
scarcely ever tasting farinaceous or
other vegetable food, and their sole
beverage i3 mate or Paraguay tea taken
without sugar.—Gentleman’s Magazine.
Angel

Immediately. Six good
WANTED
chinists at MILLS & GILMOUR’S,
27

n

Telegram._
Diet of the

MALE HELP.

once a

eod&wly

apl5

>

The ordinary electric bath is one of
the best means of stimulating and refreshing a patient in a debilitated state
of health. One singular result is the removal of metallic poisons from the body.
This is effected by electrolysis. The metallic poison will be found in the water
after thirty minutes’ sitting.—New York

POUND.—“That

for the

___

Therapeutio Electricity.

20-1

FIELD, Gray, Me.

truth 13 mighty and will
prevail.” I w?rote to Miss E. S. Orr, East
The
Maine.
grip left me a hopeless
Harpswell,
and helpless rheumatic cripple.
Through her
advice 1 was quickly and permanently cured,
CA PTAIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor.
d&wlI-A
Me.

ers

“My wife, a great sufferer from rheumatism,
has used Ath-lo-plio-ros with remarkable and
satisfactory results.”—W. F. Perry, 87 Washington St., Salem, Mass.
Fiction—Present Style.
Gertrude—You never do anything now, Margaret, but go to all sorts of churches and read
those old books of theology'. You never used
to be like that.
Margaret—How can I help it, Gerty? In
writing a popular novel.—Punch.

K. L.

STATE OF MAINE.

Wid

Bought Old Pipes.
A valuable pipe that belonged to the
late Lawrence Barrett had carved on its
bowl an ideal head of Ophelia. The
collecting of pipes was one of Barrett’s
hobbies, and he was often seen & some
of the New York establishments looking
of odd
up what he could find in the way
pipes. The pipes he usually bought
were old ones that had been colored by
other people.—Collector.

station agent.

CrTMr.F.RT.ABD. SR.
At the Court

Can’t you see de darkies smilin’
a kinder bumpslius guilin,’
For it’s gettin’ nearer watermillion time?
Can’t you see down by de river
Green an’ white de willows kiver,
An’ golden tassels tremble on de limejr

from that which it occupied when he
temporarily left it. The motion is kept
np from morning till night, so that escape by ordinary methods is an impossibility.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

rooms,

quite a
liberally remoney.
with
E.
F.
warded by leaving same
GOFF, 562
Congress street, Portland, or W. II. HATCH,

THE

Notice.

Assessors’

mothers who regain strength but
bear in mind that nature's greatest assistant is Lydia E. Pinltham’s Vegetable
Compound. It has no rival, as thousands

Railroad toilet

Eastern
LOST—In
Boston, pocket book containing
sum of
Finder will be

on

Bridges._

Baby cried,

opposite.

the

DRUGGIST.4-1

prepared to make

CITY OF PORTLAND,
Nervous Gentleman (who has engaged
individual on left to act as guide)—But,
my good man. aro you sure you have
taken the right road?
The Individual (gruffly)—I know I has;
we are now close to the Bloody Gulch,
where a man's skeliugton was found last
summer with bullet holes in the skull.
They tried to fix the murder on me, but
(with a grin of great satisfaction) they
couldn’t prove nothin. No, they couldn’t
prove nothin.—Life.

on

lady’s bad complexion and rough,
pimply skin by using Flora A. Jones’
famous Blush of Hoses, nought of YOUR

SALE.

FOB

MISCELLANEOUS.

found.

Lost—A

Notice.

Assessors’

apldtf

T»ATTAT

“Her mother’s been dead these two
year. I’m her aunt, an I'm takin her
home to rear ’long wi’ my own childer.”
He was bending over Annie, and had
resumed his chat. It was all nonsense—
something about the silver knob of his
malacca—but it took hold of the child’s
fancy and comforted her. At the next
station I had to alight, for it was the
end of my journey. But looking back
into the carriage as I shut the door, I
saw Annie bending forward over the
walking stick and following the pattern
of its silver work with her small finger.
Her face was turned from the old gentleman’s, and behind her little black hat
his eyes were glistening.—Arthur T.'
Quiller-Couch in Speaker.

CITY

career.

talked before.
“Are you her mother?’ he asked, looking up suddenly and addressing the
woman

CITY

A Poet in Politics.

price
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal toS.
auglOtf
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

residence,

fine

No. 41

Thomas street. Modern and first class in
IT^OIl
its
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,

appointments.

No. 243

Commercial street.

_jau!2-tf

g3^3L»:E3 2

FOR

-THE-

Hotel,

^Acadian

ME.

CASTINE,

Nearly new, and well furnished throughout ; has 52 guest rooms ; is finely located,
and

specially adapted

Owing to decease of

a

to

Passenger

and

Summer Guests.
owner it will be
.J. E. MOORE,
Tliomaston, Me.

large

cheap. Address
jan22FM&Wtf

sold

Freight

Steamboats

for

Sale.

N. L. Wagner, 99 tons net; M. E. Dickerman,
127 tons net. For description and price apply to
II. K. KING, General Manager.
fcblReod2mNorfolk, Ya.
One of the Greatest

Bargains

Ever

Offered.

house, finished for two
families, a good stable, hen house, nice
vegetable garden, frail trees, grapeofvines and
land, on
ornamental shrubbery; 111.500 feet
a good elevation, good streetand neighborhood;
to
churches
walk
schools,
only three minutes
The above described
and railroad station.
property is situated in the beautiful town of
Hyde I'iirk, Mass., eight miles from Boston.
Sixty trains a day to Boston. This propertymust lie sold, and any one wanting a good
home should not fail to see it. as it is an opportunity seldom offered, as it will be sold at a
very low price and on easy terms. H, Drawer
5307, Boston, Mass.
_aprl-3t*

A

handsome two storv

FOR
The schooner Sarah E. Babson
46,04 tons burden well found in
cables, anchor, etc.; also seine
For terms apand seine boat.
BEAJ. G. BA VIS,
ply to
I Ferry Wharf
Acwburyport, Mass.
Mar26dlmo*

house for sale.
A cottage house situated near
Green street, in
good repair,
would make a nice home for a
man of moderate means, or a

good investment! price low. For
further particulars call on EOIIVSI.EE II. m i: il, Attornoy-atLaw, Jose Building, City,
aprl

dlw

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
of Staple Products in the

Quotations

Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Steady Government
Bonds Dull and Steady—Kailroads

Steady—Stocks

and

Closed

Fairly

Dull

Active

and Firm.
At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from 1 @2 per cent.; last loan 2, closwas
ing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper
quoted at 43/i@5V2 per cent. Sterling Exchange
was quiet and steady with actual business in
bankers’ bills at 4 S6i,i for 60-day bills and
488Vi for demand; posted rates at 4 87®4 89.
Commercial bills were at 4 85V2@4 S7V2. Government bonds were dull and steady, ltailroads
dull and steady.
In the stock market after 11 o’clock the downward movement was again resumed and further
losses were sustained in all the active shares
Lackawana was specially weak and fell away
to 154, but the whole list sympathized and the
lowest prices were reached all around. The
were

statement, however, was unexpectedly favorable, which induced considerable covering in the
late dealings, and the coalers were conspicuous
for the improvement over over their lowest figThe market finally closed fairly active
ures.
and firm, at close to opening prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggre-

gated 267,400

shares.

Detail Grocers' Sugar Bates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5y2c;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6e; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Dominion—
69.6G4 bush wheat 23,084 do oats 054,500 ths
bacon 14.106 do potash 17,700 do zine 60.400
do spli peas 167 Dags bailey -00 logs 37 cases
leather 399 bags flour 41 bead cattle.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Apr. 2.
Receipts by Maine Central It. R.—For Portana, 108 cars mtscellaneous.merchandise; for
connecting roads 148. cars.

Delaware. Lackawana & West..164*4
Denver & Bio Grande. 17*4
Erie. 29%
Erie preferred. 72
Illinois Central.104
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 25
Lake Shore.130%
Louis & Nash. 72%
Manhattan Elevated.118*4
Michigan Central.109%
Minn. & St. Louis. 10
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 20*4
Missouri Paeitic. 684
New Jersey Central.136*4
Northern Pacific common. 21%
Northern Pacific pfd. 61 Vs
Northwestern.118*4
Northwestern pfd.140
New York Central.113*4
New York. Chicago & St- Louis. 18*4
do pfd.
& Miss.

73
22

Ohio
Ont. & Western. 18%
North American. 14%
Pacific Mail. 3c
Pullman Palace.192Va
Beading..64%
Bock Island. 85 Vs
St. Louis & San Fran.
St. Paul.. 76
do nfd.122
St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.112
St. Paul & Omaha. 46*4
uo pfd.114
Texas Pacific, new. 10*4
Union Pacific. 42%
U. S. Express. 43
Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific
11*4
do pfd. 26 *4
Western Union. 87*4
Sugar Trust. 02
do pfd.
Bichmona & West Point. 3 0%
..

do

pfd.

68
86

Oregon Nav.

155*4
17

29%
72%
104
25

130%
71%
118*4
110

10
21

58*4
137
22
61

118%
140

113%
17%
73
22

18%
13%
35
192

64%
85*4
76
122*4
112

46*4
114

10*4
43%
40

11%
26%
87*4
93

10%
62
87

The Publie Debt.

Bonds at 4*4 continued at 2 per

cent.8 25.364,500 00
Bonds at 4 per cent. 559,577,350 00
86.230 00
Befuudiug certificates at 4 pr ct
Total. 585,028,080 00
550 00
Increase.
Debt on which interest lias

3,725,410

maturity.$

Decrease.
263,740
Debt bearing no interest. 383,529,4 0
Decrease.
993,172
Aggregate of interest anil noninterest bearing debt. 972,282,890

1,250,912

26
00
35
50
61
50

July.

May.

88 Vs

Opening..
Highest..

00

o.i-%
89%
Jl%

90

"west.

88%
89%

Closing.
CORY.

July.

May.
»5%

44%
45%
44%
45%

Onening.
Highest....
Lowest.
Closing.

64%
45%
46%

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

621,248,974

00

Increase.
6,849,076 00
Aggregate of debt including
certificates and Treas. notesl.593,531,864 61

July.
Opening.
Highest.

89%
89%

Closing.

80%

'May.
91

91%
90%
90%

89

Lowest.
CORY.

May.

July.
45%
45%
[44%
44%

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

45%
45%
46%
45%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

?

May.
77%
79 n

July.

May.

July.

39%

Opening.
Closing.
Saturday’s quotations.
“*■

43%

18

Total.
3280,144,269
Silver dollars.$354,068,617
Subsidy coin. 14,746,917
Bars.
65,720,465

34

Total...

May.
79%
78%

July

May.
40%
39%

Opening. 38%

Closing.37%
Press Stock List.

6s, 1895—1906 D’bl02
Leeds & Farmington E. R. 6s, 1896.105
av. at. ua.

103
106

auo

av/t»

Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtglOS
Portland Water Co's Os, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 9G

110
110
98

a* jycii.

xocu

....

Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe E. 35V*
C. B. & Q.108 Vs
Mexican Central.
18%
Union Pacific. 42%
Boston & Maine R.109
do pfd.

Telephone.194

New York and New England R. 41%
do pfd. 97
Wisconsin Central. 10%
Boston & Maine E. 4, 1937.101%
19
Continental Mills.
Maine Central E.114
New York Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Apr. 2. 1892.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations 01 mining siocks:
'Col. Coal.31%
Hocking Coal.•
•1(?
■

..14
Ontario..
Quicksilver.
do

„„

00
42 50

3%

pfd.17

60

Mexican.
New York Stock and

11,996,788
23,073,770
3,589,703
1,380,000

Gold certificates.
Silver certificates.
Currency certificates.
National bank notes.

84
00
00
oo
00

3,884,495 97

Total.
Other bonds, interest and cou-

67,300,89181

paid awaiting impurse-

ment.$
Minor coin and fractional currency.
Deposits In national bank de-

positories—general account.
Disbursing officers’ balances...

827,19173
458,790

08

13,200,149
5,300,600

80
60

316,786,732 21
Aggregate.$800,762,812 35
Increase of debt during month,
736,679 17
Print Cloth Market.

FALL BIVEB.Mass., April 2,1892.—The following is the print cloth statementforthe week:
Pieces.
Production...200,000
y»„t:
1 ou nnn
Stock. 12,000
Sales.
338,000
22,000
Spots.*.
Futures.
316,000
Prices, 3 l-16c for 64x64s; 2%c for 60x56s;
market firm.
BOSTON, April 2, 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50; short cuts at
00 00@14 76: backs at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00@15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 00.
Hams at 10l/ac; small do 1 lc; pressed hams
1114c.
lb in tierces and tubs;
Lard—Choice 7lie

pails in cs 8c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c

10-lb

Corrected by Swan & Baebett, Bankers and
Brokers. 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
128
126
Bank.100
Canal National
116
117
Casco National Bank.100
40
42
Bank..
National
40%
Cumberland
100
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
Bank..
75
National
Merchants’
116
118
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
103
105
Portland National Bank-100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
85
80
Portland Gas Company. 50
120
115
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
110
115
Portland Water Co.100
120
115
Maine Central R R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s. 1897.108
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
103
Portland4s, 1902—1912 Funding..102
104
R.
aid.102
R.
Bangor 6s, 1894,
110
Bangor 6s, 1899, R R. aid.108
121
Water.120
6s,
1905,
Bangor
107
Bath 6s, 1898. R. R aid.105
104
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
102
Bath 4yas, 1907, Municipal.100
100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding. 98
108
Belfast 6s, 1898,R. R. aid.106
100
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
101
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding.. 100
114
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
102
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
102
Saoo4s, 1901, Municipal.100
115
R. R. 7s.l808,lst. mtgll.'t
Maine Central
•*
136
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
103
105
“4%s
0
112
extens’nli
1900,
g6s,
rOtuaUU

22,776,053

sue.

Treasury notes of 1890.

Boston Produce Market

COEN.

Daily

434,530,999 97

Paper, legal tenders, old is-

WHEAT.

Portland

00
30
67

_

July.
Opening. 79%
Closing. 79y8

Bell

Bars.81,194,377

pons,

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Apr. 2.1892.
The followlog are to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:
Arp. 1.
April 2.
116
New4’s reg.110
116
coun.110
New4’s
100
United States 2s reg.100
100%
Pacific
Ists.100%
Central
113
Denver & R. G. 1st.
106%
Erie 2ds.106 %
112
Kansas Pacific Consols.112
111
Oregon Nav. Ists.Ill
107
Kansas Pacific Ists.
Closing quotations of stocks:
144
Adams Express.143
117
American Express.117
30
Central Pacific. 30
23%
SOhlo.
23%
Ches.
147
Chicago & Alton.147
Alton
160
100
&
preferred....
Chicago
107%
Chicago. Burlington« Quiney.107%
139%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 140%

do 5

lb; country

v, c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 28 @ —c;
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 22@27c;
extra imitation creamrv 23@ —c; factory choice
21@.22e; Northern creamex-y, choice at 29c;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
28@25c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
26@28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12!4(gl3c; fair to good at 9@12e; Western choice at 12c; fair to good at 10@ll!4c;
sage at 13@13V2C.
Eggs—Eastern extras at —@14c; Vt and N H
extras 14c; Western firsts at 1314@14c; Mich,
extra 13Ys@14c.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 20@22c; fowls lB@17c; fair
to good at 12(®15; Western dry packed turkeys
choice at 16@18e; chickens at 16@17e; fowls
14®lfic; frozen turkeys 16@18c.
Beaus—New York hand-sicked pea, 1 90; marrow pea 1 77V2@1 80; choice screen pea, 1 60S,
1 70: hand-picked med,i TTVs’gjl 80;choice yellow eyes, 1 80@1 8 *■ (California pea beans, 2 30
@2 40; hand-picked. 2 50@2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 50 31 70; Western red top
1 60®$2; clover, 11(3130 (Hungarian, 80@90c.
Hay—Choice,18 00@19 OOjsome fancy higher;
fair to to good $15@$17V2 ; Eastern fine, $12@
§14; poor to ordinary* $11@$14.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 37%@1 50 ■£> bbl; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars —@45 bu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 60c; Aroostook Hebrons 43@45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 2 00@2 50;Green-

ings

2

00@2 26._

Domestic Marktes.
Vuj

NEW YORK, April 2, 1892.—Flour—receipts
2,685 bbls and 6889 sacks; steady and quiet.
Wheat—receipts 08.260 bush; sales 2.260,000
bush; closed steady at 9914c cash. Corn—receipts 10.075 hush; sales 760,000 bush; steady
at 49%ecash Oats are easy; receipts 44,07o
bush; sales 7,000 bush; 34%c for April.
Beef quiet and unchanged. Pork steady and
moderately active. Lard is quiet and easier.
Butter in fair demand and easy. Cheese quiet
and easy. Sugar—raw dull and steady. Spirits
Turpentine steady -with a moderate inquiry.
Petroleum dull and
Molasses firm and quiet.
steady. Freights dull and weak.
CHICAGO, April1892.—Wheat closed easy
to-day at 7S*«@78%c for May.
Corn closed easy at 39% for May; 37%c for
closed easy at 28%e for.May.
JlOats
26 for May.
Pork weak at $10

37%@10

Lard weak at 6 30:8/6 22% for May.
Short ribs at 6 7(6,5 65 for May.
ST LOUIS, April 2. 1892.—Wheat closed
steady at 84%c asked for cash.
Corn closed firm at 36%c asked cash; 34%c

f°Oatsyclosed

firm at 28%c cash: 28%cfor
May.
DETROIT, April 2, 1892.—Wheat opened
rather steady; No 1 White at 86%g87c cash;
87@87c for May.
Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. April 2. 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull and unchanged; sales 67 bales;
good ordinary uplands 4 o-16c;do Gulf 4 9-16C;
good ordinary stained at 3 13-16c; middling up-

lands at 611-16C: do Gulf at 7 l-16c; do stained at 6%c.
NEW ORLEANS, April 1, 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%c.
CHARLESTON. Ap.iil 1, 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%c.
SAVANNAH, April 1, 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%c.
MOBILE, April 1.1892.—The Cotton market
is quiet ;middling 6%c.
MEMPHIS. April 1,1892.—The Cotton market is steady; middlings 6 6-16c.
Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, April 2, 1892—Consols

for money and 96 3-16d for the

Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Corn, car lots. 643)56
low grades.$114@4% Corn, oag lots.. 57@58
&

Meag bag lots. 6fi@56
Oats,car lots.. 41@42

X Spring &
XX Spring «4%@4%
Patent. Sprng
Wheat... 5 25@5 60

Oats, bag lots. .45,047
Cotton Sect!,
car lots. 24 50(324 75
bag lots. $26@27 00
Sacked Br’n
ots. $21 *£@21 50
car
StLouis st’gt
rooler..*5® 5 12141 bag lots. $22®23 00
clear do.. $4%@4% Middlings.. $22o25 00
I
Wnt’r wheat
bag lots. S2;i o26 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 25®5 35]
Pork. Bks.15 00(415 50
Fish.
14 75@15 00
clear.
Cod—Large
Shore_6 75®7 00] short ctslo 00@15 25
Small do.. 4 50®5 00 Beet,extra
mess... '8 00 a 8 25
Pollock
.3 50® 4 50
Haddock.. .3 25®3 50
plate... 10 00® 10 50
Hake.2 00@2 60, ex-plate.10 50®ll 00
Lard.tubs.
57*4
Herring, box
tierces... 534@! 7*4
Scaled....
13@17c
Mackerel, bl
pails.... 6*£'411
Shore ls..$
pure leaf.lo @10*£
Shove 2s..$
Hams
,10y4@10%
Med. 3s.. .13 00@$14! docovTd.il ®ll*oi
Mich, str’glit
!
roller... ..S4%(a6 OOi
clear do.. .4%®5 00

..

..

Large

Oil.

3s..
Produce.

Kerosene. PortCueCran’s. bush..2 251 land ret. pet... 6*4
Pea Beaus. 195®2 101 Ligonia.6*4
Medium do.
I Centennial.6*4
Ger. med... 1 75®,2 101
Pratt’s Astral.. 8*4
Yellow Jiyes.l 75®2 OOi Devoe’s brilliant 8*4
Cal. Pea..
liaising.
2-50®2 601
Irisn Potat’s 35® 45cj Muscatel... 1 50(42 00
3 75;u4 261 London Iav’r2 00@3 50
Sweets
Onions—X a
Onpura lay'r.8 @9*£
tives.3 2"(®3 50 Valencia.
6ya@7
Geese.
Sugar.
14®15c
Chickens.
15®17tb Ex-oual’ty fine
Fowis. 13® 14C
granulated_413-16
4%
Turkeys.... 17® 19c Standard do.
Extra O’. 4*4
Apples.
No 1 BaldSeed.
1 75@1 85
wins .1 75®2 00 Red Top.
ating.2 25®2 50 Timothy... 1 55 4,1 65
10c
12
Clover....
vap ti fii..
@16
8®
..

96
account.

1-16d

..

..

..

..

Butt’er.

Lemons.

3 0Q®3 75 Creamery.26(428
Palermo
Messina.... 3 50®4 00 Gilt Edge VrTnt.22®26
Choice.20® 21
Oranges.
Valencia_8 00@7 25 Hood.1US20
Florida_3 50®4 B0| Store.18®19
Cheese.
Sicily.3 75®4 001
X. Y. fct’ry... 1.841-1
Eggs.
...

Knctorii

Gold coin.$19S,949,892 16

WHEAT.

PORTLAND. Apr. 2, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain.

..

CASH IN TREASURY.

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLEY, CROCKER & CO.
Friday's quotations.

Wholesale Market.

X 1UUI

WATHINGTON, April 2, 1892,-The following is a recapitulation of the debt statement issued to-day:

Decrease.
Certificates and Treasury notes
offset by an equal amount of
cash in the Treasury.

Portland

Superfine

*Ex-div.

ceased since

LIVERPOOL. April 2, 1892.—Tile Cotton
market is steady; middling 3 9-16d: sales 5000
bales; speculation and export 1000 b ,es.
LIVERPOOL. April 2. 1892-Quotati ,.isWtnter Wheat at 7s 5V2dA;7s Bt/ad; SprintWheat at 7s 61/3dA7s 7d: Mixed Americai.
Corn at 4s 3Vbd. Cheese 57s.

IV'f.'iiAi v ermuiu... izvugj

ovt

i Sage.14

Held.
Limed.

Leather

liread.

....

Coal.

Cumberland.-1 25@5 00
Acadia.
6 00
Chestnut....
7 50,
Franklin....
COO,

Coffee.
Flo, roasted....

Light.19@20
Mia weight... .21@22
Heavy.22@23
Slaughter.31@ 2
Glood d’mg.19^20
A.m. calf.00^70
Lumber.

3’tli pine.... $30@$40
Clear pine—

18@211 Uppers.$65(^70

do.29@30| Select.$4£@52
Pine common. .$38(g45
Cooperage.
I-Ilihd sliooks & lids— | Spruce.$13(a£l4
Mol. city. .2 00@2 101 Hemlock.$11(^12
Java

Sug.counCy 90c@
Mol.
Country
hhd snooks
hhd lidgml
32 in. 24@26
Spruce351n 20@<s2
Soft pine35 20^22

Clay boards-—
Spruce, X.S32®34
Clear .$28®32
2d clear.S22®24
I No 1.S15®20
I Pine.$25@50

Hardpne3i 25@S0

Hoops 14 ft.
Hoops 13 ft.
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Araer’n IP tf>10J/2@lt
Manilla... 12V4@L4Vi
Manilla bolt

@14
17@1S

rope.

£

Shingles—

cedar_3
Hear cedar. 3
X No 1.2
No l cedar..l

Spruce.1
Laths,spce. .2

50 §3
Ct%3
25®>2
25®1
26®1
20®2

75
25
50
75
50
25

Llmo-C'ement.
l.lilM.J® csk. 1 OOiffil 05
Cement.1 40® 1 60
Matches.
50
Star.H^ gross

Kussia do..
Sisal.1014 @11 <4
I DirigO.
39@40
Drugs and Dyes.
Meatls.
Acid Oxalic.... 12@14

tart.40@42 Cdpper—
Ammonia.16@20 14®48 com... .00®19
19
Aslies, pot. ...e»/„ @ 8 Polished copper.
36
Buis copabia.. 6?@70 14x43 planished.
Acid

20
Beeswax.35@40 Bolts.
5 £ M sheath
Bleb powders...
27
Borax.12@14 £ M Bolts.
Brimstone.
-2i/s@ 6 Bottoms ..26@28
Cochineal.40 &43 Ingot.13®14
Copperas.1 V4 J 2
Cream tartar_30@351 TinEx logwood.
12@15i Straits .22® 2 4
Gumarabic... 70@1 22 j English.23®25
Aloes cape.16@25 (liar. I. Co..7 00®7 50
Camphor.60®52 Hiar. I. X. .9 25®9 65
Mytrh.52@56 Kerne.6 00®8 50
16 ®18
Opium.2 00@2 25 Xntimony...
Shellac.36@40l Boke.6 00®8 50
Indigo.8 c@$l Sine..7 60®8 00
loya
Iodine.3 75@$4 Solder1/*: x V2
Molasses.
Ipecac.2 q0@2 25
Porto
rt...
Blco.30@40
.15@20
Licorice,
Lac ex.34@40 Barbadoes.32@33
Morphine. 1 80@2 05 Dienfuegos
38®40
Oil bergamot3 26@4 00 Bolling.
..

■

....

OCEAN’ STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
TIME

FOR

FROM

New York.. Liverpool
Aurania
Apl
Funiesia.New York. .Glasgow
.Apl
Ems..New York. .Bremen
.Apl
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Agl
Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam .Apl
City WasliingtnNew York. Hav&Mex.. Apl
.NewYork. .Rio Janeiro Apl
Federation
Caracas.New York. Laguayra
Apl
Havel.New York. Bremen.... Apl
City of Paris ..New York:. Liverpool Apl
Germanic_New York.. Liverpoo
Apl
Niagara .New York. .Hav&Sagua Apl
New York.. Antwerp
Westernland
Apl

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
6
6
6
6
Cienfuegos_New York..Cieufuegos. .Apl 7
Oregon.Portland
Liverpool... Apl 9
Saale.New York.. Bremen.... Apr 9
Maasdam.New York. Rotterdam.. Apl 9
La ChampaingeNew York.. Havre.Apl 9
Yumuri.New York.. Hav & Hex Apl 9
.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 12
Wisconsin
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 13
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra
Apl 13
City of Berlin .New York. .Liverpool .Apl 13
Rio
Janeiro
Enchantress
New York..
Apl 13
Noordland... .New York. .Antwerp. .Apl 13
Parisian.Portland.. Liverpool .Apl 14
Rhaetea.New York. .Hamburg .Apl 14
Arizona .New York.. Liverpool.. Apl 19
Sarnia.Portland... Liverpool
Apl 21
New York.. Hav & Mex Apl 21
Santiago
Newport.New York. .Colon.Apl 23
Philadelphia .New York.. Laguayra .Apl 23
..

..

...

..

..

...

...

..

...

...

..

..

.....

Mongolian... .Portland.. .Liverpool .Apl28
Saratoga.New York..Hav&Card’sMeh 30
MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 4.
..4 10
Sunrises .5 21 High water
"ater
5 04
Sun sets.6 14 uisn
Height tide

gggjg

Monogntlsetfs<1.ayS::1lIo

MAEINE¥EfS
PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, April 2.
Arrived.
Brig Ernestine, Doull, New York coal to
Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Sell Carrie A Lane, Houghton, Baltimore—
coal to Me Cent RR.
Sch J K Souther, Thompson, Philadelphia—
coal to C li MUliken.
Seh C J Willard, York, Philadelphia—coal to
D S Warren.
Sch J Nickerson, Winslow, New York—coal
to J L, Watson.
Sch Carrie L Hix, Hix, New York—coal to
Dyer & Bibber.
Sch Flora Condon, Osborn, Hoboken—coal to
W H Spear.
Sch J P Wyman, Hodgdon, New York—coal to
Maine Cent 11R.
Sch Henry May, Bolton, Boston.
Sch Matthew Vasser, Randall, Boston.
Sell Ivy Bell. Loud. Boston.
Sch M J Sewell, Beals, Boston.
Sch Ethel Granville, (Br) Brown, St John, NB
for Providence.
Cleared,
Steamship Dominion, (Br) Cross, Bristol, E—
D Torrance & Co.
Steamship Eleanora, Bennett, New York—J B
Coyle.
Sch White Cloud, Eldridge, St John, NB, and
New York—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Pearl, Webster, Tremont—J H Blake.
Sch Ivy Bell. Loud, Round Pond—J H Blake.
Sch A J Whiting, Somes, Mt Desert—J H
Blake.
Sell Chaparral, Teel, Port Clyde—J H Blake.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell—
J H Blake.
Sell Enterprise, Chamberlain, Pliipsburg—
J II Blake.
SUNDAY, April 3.
Arrived.
Barque Celina, Montgomery, Perth Amboy—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Vessel to R
Lewis & Co.
Seh Rita, (Br) Berry, Fajardo, PR—molasses
to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Grace Davis, McVane, Philadelphia—coal
to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Sch J B Norris, Boston.
—

LaHave,

with 65,000

_

from ottr correspondents.
sch
Catawamteak, Rowe,
SACO, April 2—Ar,

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, April 2—Ar, barque
Glenrosa, Card, Redondo; schs Pemaquid, from

Boston for Rockland; ASadie Corey, Wiuterport
for Boston; Freddie
Higgins, do for Rock
Florence L Lockwood, for
la"n port, schsJane,
Kennebec.

New

York; sal-all

Sch Normandy, of Bath, sailed from NYork
Meh 13 for F'ernaiidina, where she took in a
and arrived back to New York
cargo of lumber
1st Inst, 13 days round trip.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Passed Aniei' Apl 1, ship B P Cheney, Humfor Hiogo.
phrey, Philadelphia
Sid fm Liverpool 1st, steamer Sarnia, Couch,
1
CUdatPernambuco about Mch 20, brig Eugene
Hale, Harding, Boston.
Ar at Barbadoes prior to 1st hist, barque Auburudale, Dow, Cape Town, CGH.
Memoranda.

Sandy Hook, April 1—Sch Warner Moore,
Crockett, from Pascagoula, has passed in with
loss of foretopnmst and Jibboom.
Gloucester, April 1—Sch Napoleon, from Boston for Tremont, was run into last night off
Thatcher’s Island, by an unknown sclir, and
had her mainmast carried away. She put in for
Zaza, March 26—Sch Jas Boyce, Jr, for New
York, while working out of the bav with pilot
She was assisted off by
on board, ran ashore.
the sclir Alice McDonald, after discharging her
deckload.
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, schs Susie M Plummer,
Creighton, Fowey 33 days ; Warner Moore,
Crockett, Pascagoula; Helen Montague, Adams
Mobile; T W Cooper. Cooper, Calais; Addle
Wessels.Dyer, and Wildflre.Grafton, Rockland;
Zeyla, Hallowell, Whiting; Lucy. Wooster, New
Bedford; Elizabeth M Cook, Clark, Salem; M .T
A lies. Crockett, Providence ;
Herald of the
Morning. Lewis, do; Idaho,Holmes, do; Break
do.
of Day. Lewis,
Ar 2d. brig Edw H Williams, Dodge, Cardenas; schs May O’Neil, Raynor, do; Spartel, Hallowell. Whiting; Annie T Bailey, Marson, Bos-

RtirlfPI'. Koo'Ars Viiiqliiqvpiv Tiftmarline, Howe, Viualhaven; Gov J Y Smith,
Blake, <lo; Geo A Lawry,
do; Nat Heaton

A

ntift

W

Dobbin,

der, Dunton, Newport.
Old 1st, ship Charger, Goodell, Kong Kong;
barque Adolph Obrig, Carlton, San Francisco;
Schs Addie Charlson, Charlson, Nuevitas; John
Pierce, Taylor, Jacksonville; Hattie Dunn, Poland, Fernandina; Lizzie Heyer, Birlem, do;
S C Hall, Low, Mayport.
Cld 2d, ship Isaac Reed, Waldo, Hong Kong;
Com T H Allen, Merriman, San Francisco; banc
Miranda, Smith, St Thomas; sch Rosa & Adra,
Berry. Fall River.
Sla 1st, sch Mollie Rhodes, (from Boothbay)

Philadelphia.

Passed Hell Gate 1st, schs Wm Rice, fm New
York for Rockland; E G Willard, do for do;
Ernest T Lee. do for Boston; Addie Jordan,
Baltimore for Salem.
BOSTON—Ar 1st, schs Emma F Chase, Church
Cutler; Petrel, Decrow, Rockport.
Cld 1st, sells Wm C Bee, Kathburn. Sullivan
and New York; Henry N Squire. Gray, do do.
Sid 1st, schs Lizzio Lee, Odell, F’ H Odiorne,
and Pemaquid.
Ar 2d, barque Stephen G Hart, Pierson, Apalachicola ; brig Mary C Marriner, Pray, fm Falmouth. Ja; sells Morris W Child, Beck, Pensacola; C H Vernier, Keen, Baltimore; Richmond,
Matthews, Amboy ; M B Wellington. Baker,
Hoboken; Marcellus, ltemick. New York; SE
Nightingale. New York; A Tirrell, Lowe, from
Tiverton; Mountain Laurel, Webber,Rockland.
Cld 2d, barque Alice Reed, Ford, Bridgewater
NS; brig Arcot, Cates, Yarmouth.
Sid 2d. sells Florence, for Demerara; Marjt
Farrow, Winslow Morse, Wm C Bee; barqu^
Alice Reed; brig Arcot,
VELASCO, TEX —Cld 18th, brig Caroline
Gray, Locke. Vera. Cruz.
FERNANDINA—Sid 1st, sch Maggie G Hart,
Blake, New York.
Sid 2d, sells John S Deering, Arey, N York;
Florence Leland, Adams, do.
SAVANNAH—Cld 2d, sch S P Hitohcock,
Blair. Wilmington, Del.
SWANSBORO, NC—Sid 29th, schs Frank S
Hall, Biickmaster, and J G Morse, Hinckley, —.
BOGUE INLET—Sid 1st, sell Frank S Hall,
Buckmaster, New York.
RICHMOND—Below 1st, sch J S Beacham,
from Rockland; Edw Lameyer, do.
RICHMOND—Ar 31st, sell Wm Cobb, Pressey

Bangor.

NEWS-Sid 31st, sch Laura L
Sprague, for Galveston; Marion F Sprague, for
NEWPORT

GEORGETOWN. DC-Ar 1st, sch Phineas
Sprague, Strang. Port Spain.
Ar 1 st, sch ffm K Park, from Rockport.
BALTIMORE—Cid 31st, sch Walker Armington. Drlnkwater, Providence; Florence J Allen,
Eastman. Galveston; Monhegau, Baker, Salem.
Ski 31st. sell F J Allen.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, sch J S Lamprey

Harding, Boothbay.
Ar 1st, sch G H Holden, Carlisle,

from Port
de Paix.
Cld 1st. sch Uranus, Norwood, St Croix; Edw
Stewart, Blaisdell, Brunswick.
Ar 2d, barque John Swan, Peterson, Clenfnegos.
Old 2d. brig Henry B Cleaves. Wallace, for
Porto Rico; sch Kate E Rich, Smith, Saco.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2d inst, sch Jas
W Fitch. Chisholm, Port Spain; Emma, Littlejohn, Matanzas, (and sld for New York).
Sld fm Delaware Breakwater 1st. sell Sebago,
Ross, from Cienfuegos for New York; Gertrude
A Bartlett, do.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 1st, sch Break of Day,
Lewis. New York.
NOBSKA—Passed by 1st, sch Jennie Hall,
from Newport News for-.
VIN K Y A R D-i IAV E N—Ar 31st, schs A Tirrell, from Tiverton for Weymouth; Calvin P
Harris, and Rodney Parker, fm Parker’s Head
for Philadelpoia; Mary Freeland, do for Annapolis, Md; Rattler. Eastport for New York; Lydia M Deering, Salem for -—.
Sld 31st, sells Annie L Wilder, Jennie G Pillsbury, B L Eaton, Eliza Lavenseller, Tlios Hix,
Ella F Crowell, Mail, Mary B Smith, Lama Cobb,
A L Mitchell, Charlie & Willie, Alfred Keen,
Georgie D Loud, Puritan, Alice T Boardmau,
and E Arcularius.
Ar 1st, sch Haul Pierson, Tenant’s Harbor for
New York.
Passed by 1st, barque Celina, South Amboy
for Portland: Grace Davis, for do.
Sld 2d. sell DanlPierson, Geo Nevinger.
CHATHAM—Passed eastward 1st, sch Mary
B Wellington, New York for —.
PLYMOUTH—Sld 1st, sch Cyrus Chamberlain. for Thoinaston.
SALEM—Ar 1st, sch John F Randall, Hall,
Newport News; Nulato, Machias for New York
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 31st, sch Nulato, from
Machias for New York.
BATH—Sld fm Jewett's Cove 1st inst, sch H
G Morse, Harrlman, Philadelphia.

Foreign Ports.
At Shanghai Meh 4, ship W H Connor, Pen4'w^nv XTrxsir V/NPlf OT ITaK OK f/M- Afoivtlo
At

Hiogo Feb £9, Ship Titan, Allyn, forNew

York.
Ski fm Coquimbo Feb 11, barque Bose Inness,
Marwick, Iquique.
Sid fin Singapore Mcb 24, barque Adam W

Spies, Staples. Boston.

Rosario Feb 1, barque G M Stanwood, for
Boston.
Ar at Buenos Ayres prior to Mch 22d, barque
White Cloud, Leaeli, Boston.
Ar at Demerara Mch 18, sch Clytie, Crockett,
Baltimore.
Ar at Demerara Mch 1, sch Evie B Hall, Hall,
New York; 9th, Beni C Frith, Fales, Boston.
Sid Feb 25, sch Willie L Newton, Coombs, for
Manzanilla.
In port Mch 9, barque Leventer, Gerry, for
United States.
Arat Barbadoes prev to March 30, barque
Ciotihle, Bowden, New York.
Sid 10th. sell Montana, Bradley, Laguna.
Sid fm Nuevitas 16tli lust, sell Maud Snare,
Lowell, New York.
At Cienluegos Mch 26, barques Ethel, Hodgkins. ldg; Edw ensiling. Whittier, disg; brig
Hattie M Bain, waiting; schs Mabel Jordan.ldg;
Damietta & Joanna, Waiting; Aloha, and Tola,
disg; C L Davenport, and Mabel Hooper, do.
Ar at Havana Mch 29th, schs Mattie E Edton,
B Woodside, Wade, do.
Gamage, New York; B1st
hist, schs Vineyard,
Ar at St John, NB,
Cummings, Jonesport; John 1 Snow, Hinckley,
At

Bocklaud.

E

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. Boston & Maine R. R.
LINE FOR

—

—

On

California, Japan, China, Central

For. Japan and China,
NEWPORT sails Monday, April 11, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA sails Thursday April 28 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

gestion.

A

glassful

be

Steamers

Manhattan

Cottage

ana

J|l||i||W

distress from

indigestible

| food.

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. J. FLANDEIiS. G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. L. WILLIAMS, Geu. Agt. at Portland.
dtf
oct3
‘Western

for sale

ISLAND STEAMERS.

Portland & Worcester Line.

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Go.

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 tile
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth for Portland dally at 6.00 and 8.5*> a. m.
1.00 and 5.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can be made on board the
steamer with B. M. SEABUEY, Captain.
tf
apr3

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passe ntrains will Reave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction,
Nashua, Windham ami Kppmg at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday. November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island. 5, 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m.. 2.15.n.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
marldtf

Boston ^Steamers,

WINTER

Ser

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 0.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland 3Iills, "Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 0.20 and

and

after Nov.

steamer

or

5.30 p.

MERRY-

2,1891,
ON
CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
m., for Portland and intermediate landings.

11.15 p.

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and Intermediate landings at 2.20 p. ni.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
STAUNCH AND ELEGANT STEAMERS,

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY

points

J. W. PETERS, Supfc.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’I Ticket Agent.

Royal

at Halifax

Calling

Outwards and
1

Liverpool. I

OREGON,

Mar. 17.

Apr.

Apr.

SARNIA,
LABRADOR,

31.
14.

Homswards

May

Bristol service ended for

May

5.

9.
23.
7.

season.

Cabin, $40 to $60; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.

International
—

Steamship Co.
FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and alter Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this lino leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, i®”Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. 11. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
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Allan

Line

Iioyal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
I

From

Liverpool
25th Feb.

From

From

Steamships I Portland.
‘Mongolian I 17th Mar.

Halifax.
19th Mar

lOtli Mar. ‘Numidian, | 31st
2ndApr
24th
Parisian.
I 14th Apr. 16th
30th
7th Apr. | ‘Mongolian | 28th
*S. S. Numidiau and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
vice
L*ne Steam-

STATE LINE {®el

Al|^n

Glasgow, via Londonderry,
Cabin $35 and upwards, lie-

New York and

every fortnight.
turn $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
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THE TRUE GENUINE

HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER
IS THE CELEBRATED

Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents. CUTLER BROS. & CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the justly celebrated

BETHESDA WATER.

Descriptive Pamphlet,ieh4ood4m

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
eombinlng comfort, low rates, quick time, Pull- j
Call on or address E. E.
man sleeping cars.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern l'a-1
ciflc Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass,
eodOm
jaulb

jan24

eutiu

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

Pkovidence, Nov. 18, 1891.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted bj
gas. Unequaled diuing car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.

Sir—I feel it a duty X owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. I have taken five 6-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
I
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.
Dear

Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North Hiver.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.16. 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 8.00,
7.30 p. m.,
12.15 night. SUNDAY9-9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 8.00 p.
m.. 12.15

England.

Boston

dec22

On and after November 29, 18Si, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.80 a. ni., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. Hi., *1."
5.00 and $11.30 p. ju.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Static
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at f*
p. m.
Brunswick, Batli, Gardiner, Hallowell a.
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.3
p.

m.

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m.. 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
U1.J
and for Kangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Oakand
field
Read
Monmouth, Wlnthrop
land, 1.10 and 5.05 p. in.
Watervllle via Lewiston, 1.30, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.13 a. ni., *1.15, $11.30 p. ni.
Skowhegau via Lewiston, 1.30 p. 111.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. ni.', 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover aild Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.* •
p. m.
oangor

been

duly appointed

via jLewision, 1. iu j». in.;
a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p.
at 7.20 a. in.

ta, 7.15

> itt

m.,

ugu*-

and on

Sundays only

Bangor A Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
ni,
RllswortH
p. ill.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. ill.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
♦Runs daily, Sundays included. $Xight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago hake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans. St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. in.; Jefferson and hancaster, 8.45 a. ill.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver ami Pacific Coast points.
The 3.30 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
tor
and
St. Paul.
Line
Minneapolis
White Mountains and

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.: Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 0.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. .John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. Ua.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. in.;

lias

dtf

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

benefit received, 1 am.
Yours respectfully,
MRS. FERCIVAL F. MAKSTON,
Andover, Mass.
•anllM.W&Ftf

and token upon himself the trust of Adtnininstrator of the Estate of
PH1NEHAS FOX VARNTJM, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same ;and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
1
BYRON D. VERRILL. Adm’r.
Portland, March 22luL isoa mar281aw3w*M

office, 211 Washington street.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Andover, Mass., Dec, 2,1891.
A. L. Mcrdock:
Dear Sir—1 would like to tell you of our experience with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my husband’s life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
together with the
severe Illness of mine,
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exhaustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost
to rhoumatic fever, and complete derangement
of the digestive system, so that he could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
thing after another, but all to no good. At last
he hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
tin-ill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
very fast.
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
and felt like a new man. To all who knew him
and his former condition, he was a walking
advertisement of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a little of the Liquid
Food will soon set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
gratitude, and this acknowledgement of the

■

night.

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains-Bleepers on nighl
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

807 Wail street,)
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891. j
Gents—I have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food. My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last August
I tried your Food, and have used it up to this
date daily. I have recovered my former health,
audnow weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. HUGUNIN

subscriber

^->548* CONGRESS ST.<- J

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington
-VIA-

Mb. JIuedocb:

OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the

I

New

QONSUMPTION!

Halifax.

Apr.
u

7.

21.

World

—BETWEEN—

11 *

Portland.

Steamer.

LINE.

Finest and Safest Trains in the

Steamships.

r rum

BLUE

ROYAL

DOMINION LINE.
Mail

_dtf.
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_dtf

sepl6

ill.

New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 ami 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 0.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
P
West and
For through Tickets to all
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.

Portland
Falmouth
Foreside,
Chebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1892.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.
mar!5dtf
PHANTOM will
STEAMER
Pier for Freeport, touching
Cousens', Great

leave
at

j.

ill.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 0.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Cine,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Fine” with Boston
& Albany R. R, for the West, ana with the

a.

$1.00.

arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent
Manager.

days only.

je27dtf

STEAM& BOOTHBAY
Winter Arrangements. On
and after Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., tor Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
and
So. Bristol, East Boothbay
Pemaquid.

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening,iSundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;

a.

STAGE CONNECTIONS-Daily-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dlxileldand Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.

PORTLAND
BOAT CO.

THE

m.

m.

City

wine-

will avoid all

Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30
Leave

on

FARE OYLV

For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
{Connects with Kail Liues tor New York,
South and West.
^Connects witli Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

Effect November 16,1891,

m.

Wednesdays and Saturdays at li p. m. Returning, leave Pier 38,
Fast River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, S4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
S7.00.
febfdti
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
Franklin Wharf

each

regular meal

In

DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.

debility ;

small

Portland & Ruiuford Falls Railway. FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

enfeebled di-

fore

dec8dtf

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. Fron
Pine Street wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. 11
surance one-halt' the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R.. an
South by connecting lines, forwarded free
commission.
Bound Trip S18.CC.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WIN
Agent. 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gencr
Manager, 80 State St., Fiske Building, Bos to
oct22dt
Mass.

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.

arising from

dia Street.

from Portland, Yarmouth Junction .ad Danville Junction as follows: To Chirac
$20 and 815.75; Detroit $16.75 and
Slj.r.o; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San F’raneisco, California, S90 and
$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday

Spoken.

is recommended, in all cases of

TICKET OFFICE
Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of In-wvest lares

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 it,
m.. 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. in.; Old Orchard Beach.
Saco, Bid deford. 7.00, 8 45. 10.15 a. 111., 12.40.
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. 111.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
m.; Wells
a. m.. 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p.
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. in., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
8.45 a.
Dover,
Great
7.00,
Falls,
Berwick,
m., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester FarmWolf
8.45
a. in.,
Alton
boro,
Bay,
ington,
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Hav
erliill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. in., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations. 12.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. in., G.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. ill. daily) t9.00 a.
m., (§1.00 p. in. daily) to.00 p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. ($9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., (*7.oo p. m. daily.;

ARRIVALS.

50

Effect October 4,

In

1891,

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 6.40 and 5.50 p. 111. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. in.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. 111. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA,

leave

7,

DEPARTURES.

of Panama.

Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of the Kidneys and Bladder, as testified by our best
Physicians and many well-known citizens. See

DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE

After MONDAY. Dec.
Trains will run as follows:

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
ill., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m.. 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
]>. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. ill. For BuckUeld and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. in.

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North.River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus

and

and South

America and Mexico,

Cld 31st, sells Clara
Rogers, Beal, NYork;
1st, EmeUne G Sawyer, do; May Bell, Belyea.
Rockland.
Ski fm Halifax Mch 29th, barque Alice, Kair,
for Fort Medway, NS.
March —, lat 34 N, Ion 75 W, sch J W Fitch,
Chisholm, from Fort Spam for New York.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

New York.

for

New York-

Plot Sup.7 Vs @8
do sq.5y3@fi
5
Crackers
@6

Lehigli.

(VgliVs

from
Sch Laura Belle,
lbs lish.

I

Night

Pullman *1.40

a. m.

♦Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
uov24utf
Portland, Nov. 20,1801.

Portland, Mt. Desert & Maohias Steamboat Co.
Steamer

CITY

OF

RICHMOND, (weather

permitting), leaves Portland—State Street
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. m.,
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.
Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Maehiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m„ arriving at Portland
about midnight same davs.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH Y, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
atf.
Portland, April 1, 1898.
or on

for

PRESS.

THE

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

|

Yesterday was Passion Sunday.
The police had orders Saturday

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODA Y.

Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of P., will confer
the rank of Knight tomorrow evening.
The trustees of Evergreen Cemetery
want an appropriation of $10,000 this
■

FIFTH PAGE.
W. L. Wilson & Co.
The Atkinson Company.
EIGHTH

to turn

out in helmets.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland theatre
Exhibition and sale.
Stockbridge; Matinee course.

year.
Maine Central earnings

PAGE.

are

showing

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.

The photos of the class of ’92, Portland
High school, will be taken by G. Waldron
Smith.
The joint committee on the anniversary of Odd Fellowship will meet Thursday

and sells an article of merit. The company believes in advertising and that the public, when
once informed of the merit of Groeder’s Syrup,
will make it a household remedy, It purifies
the blood and regulates the stomach.

sick, we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Whan she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll

was

was a

eod&wly

x

Winslow’s Soothing Syrnp has been
■sed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
For sale by Druggists in every part of
causes.
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.
Mrs.

febSMW&F&wly

For additional Local News

see

street.
Many Priests in Attendance To Do Honor
to the

United Effort to Build
rence

a

New

St.

Law-

Street Church.

For several years past the St. Lawrence street church has been confronted
with this serious and oppressive problem! How to secure the funds needful
to provide a new house of worship adequate and suitable to meet the demands
of inoreased growth and enlarging

Vork.
For years there has been a growing reluctance to expend money in repairing
their present church building, while the
hope has been cherished that some way
would be devised to begin the effort to
raise a building fund.
At the last regular church meeting a
systematic plan of weekly free-will offerings was unanimously adopted to be
worked in connection with the sub-

scription plan adopted by the parish, but
never as yet put in operation.
Yesterday, at the close of the morning
church service, this free-will offering
plan was presented to the congregation
by Deacon R. S. Davis, representing a
special committee of the church chosen
Deaoon Davis
to inaugurate the plan.
remarked that the time had fully come
for a general, united and energetio efpart of all members and
friends of the St. Lawrence street Society for the accumulation of a building
fund adequate for the erection of a new
fort on the

L. •.

ml.

~

It would take
wisely be delayed.
time, some years at least. It would demand self-denial on the part of all; it
would require the courage of faith and
the patience of perseverance. With these
elements it could be done, without them
it was almost useless to begin.
“If we are not financially strong enough
to compass this undertaking we are, I
trust, spiritually strong enough to make
a bold beginning.
Everybody must be
interested; everybody must help, men

Vicar General, the Occasion Be-

ing

the

His

Ordination—The Interesting Cere-

Twenty-flfih Anniversary

mony of the

evening.

of

Blessing of the Bell.

The services at St. Dominio’s church,
in commemoration of the 25tli anniversary of the consecration of Very Reverend
John W. Murphy, took place yesterday,
with much impressiveness and joyful

The Portland Evangelical
ministers
will meet in Y. M. C. A. Hall at 10.30
this morning.
The contract has been awarded and
work will begin at once on th e Social hall
at Great Diamond Island.
The school teachers were paid their
salaries Saturday and the street department will be paid this morning.
The subject of Mr. Bellows’s lecture
this evening will be “The Influence of
Science on Modern Literature.”
It is stated that the Maine Central railroad is to
fill in with dirt under
Frankenstein trestle bridge this spring.

ceremony.
To do honor to the Vicar General, the
pastor of St. Dominic’s, a large number
of clergymen belonging in this diocese
and the neighboring diocese of New

Hampshire were present on the occasion.
Among them was Vicar General Barry of
New Hampshire and the eloquent Father
O’Callaghan of Portsmouth, younger
brother of Rev. Cornelius O’Callaghan,
chancellor of the Cathedral parish in
this city.
The Rt. [Rev. Bishop Healy
and Rev. Father McDonough of the Cathedral, and Rev. Father Linelian of Biddeford were present, the three last
named only in the afternoon.
At 10.30 o’clock the services of high
mass began. Rev. John Barry, Vicar General of Concord, N. H., was celebrant.
Rev. Father McSweeney of Bangor assisted as deacon, with Rev. Father O’CalJaghan of the Cathedral parish as suhdeacon.
Rev. Father Edward Hurley

Harvey Greenliurg’s store on Fore
street was broken into Friday night and
articles of small value were taken.
& Co. have made two 75 horse
power boilers for Burnham & Morrill’s
corn shops at Skowhegan and North Ansome

Quinn

Emery, Waterhouse & Co. and Kendall
Whitney were the successful bidders
for Marine Hospital supplies on Saturday.
F. B. Gage, Everett Scully, Luther
Gilson, Fred Drinkwater and John Dean
took a wheeling trip to Biddeford yesterMagner
day.
&

ALL ASKED TO HELP.

not

Father Murphy’s Career.
Father Murphy was born in Cork,

son.

Fifth Page.

—--

HIS PEOPLE.

Mr. William Green has begun work on
the erection of a new dwelling on Spring

We are pleased to announce that the Groeder
Dyspepsia Cure Co. is meeting with most encouraging success in the Introduction of its valuable remedy. It is an enterprising concern

When Baby

SILVER TONED BELL HIS GIFT TO

Maine.

and

When she

phy’s Silver Anniversary.

as

To contractors.
M. G. Larrabee.
Owen, Moore & Co.
H. H. Hay & Son.
Chase & Sons & Co.
Senas Thompson Si Bro.

as

Celebration of the Rev. Father Mor-

Boston &

large proportionate gains

aisle of the church, where the bell
stood upon the floor. The ceremony of
blessing the bell consisted of washing it
with holy water and consecrating it with
oil. A responsive service in which, the
bishops and priests took part and the
singing of hymns by the choir was part
of the ceremony.
Eight little girls
dressed in white'and wearing flowers upon their heads, acted as sponsors for the
bell.
The afternoon service closed with the
benediction of the blessed sacrement A
fine choir under the direction of Mr. Jas.
The hymns,
Watts, furnished music.
“O, Salutaris” and “Tantena Ergo,”
were sung with
especially fine effect.

assistant.

The

following priests

assisted in the service, Rev. John
O’Brien of Bath, Rev. Michael O’Brien
of Bangor, Rev. Dennis O’Callaghan of
South Boston, Rev. Daniel Murphy of
tion.
Saturday was mild and cloudy with in- Dover, Rev. A. D. Decelles of WestThe sky brook.
dications of coming rain.
The address in behalf of the clergy
cleared at night and Sunday was bright
was delivered by Rev. Eugene M. O'Caland warm.
Mr. Isaac C. Atkinson gave the mem
laghan of Portsmouth, X. H. It was i*
bers of the Boston pparty who were in- very able and eloquent sermon.
The speaker congratulated Father
town yesterday an excursion down the
-h.
Murphy upon his 25 years of service of
bay and a fine i
A smoking chi limey in the house of great value to his church and congregaMrs. L. M. Foss on Oxford, near Frank- tions and gave an exaustive discourse on
He then
lin street, called the department out Sat- the office of the priesthood.
said.lrday night No damage.
“You have known him all along durA recoiver is asked for the Tallapoosa
his life in the priosthood, well do you
ing
in
in
Portland
organized
1887,
lompany,
how he came among you
rad a hearing will be had in the United remember,
strong in the pride of young and rigorous
States Circuit Court this week.
manhood, a magnificent type of physical
The Dominion of the Dominion line beauty, yet simple and straightforward
She as a child, with cheering smiles and kindsailed for Bristol direct Saturday.
ly greeting.
took no passengers but a very large carFor the humblest as well as the most
and
head
of
cattle.
of
410
influential member of his flock. You
^o
grain
know
how he toiled, you marked the
The Diet Mission has 40 patients on
of his character and you were
energy
church
he list now.
Congress square
ustly proud of your young pastor. Sent
vill serve the first two weeks in April
0 other fields of larbor, he was ever tire
rad the Second Parish the last two.
ame, always honoring his ministry, The
aonored head of this diocese in appcintDrs. Gordon and Thompson obtained
ng him to the office of Vicar General
button through the ear of a little
tamped with the seal of his approval,
C.
B.
of
Mr.
White
Friday, he virtues and labors of his priestly
laughter
ife.
O Brother in the Lord, you have
vhich she had pushed up her nostril.
lone well, you have done nobly, and
The steamer Portland took her place
hough, alas today you bear the scars of
>n the Boston line Saturday night and
1 veteran,
worn out by the
arduous
The Tremont
vas decked with flags.
luties of your priestly life, yet are they
aot most honorable wounds, and do they
vill lay off and be refitted this week.
One of the party rescued from drown- lot endear you more to Bishop, to priests
ind to the people?
ng by Mr. Ted Farr last week in Back
It has been said that the cathedral is
1 love
a
handsome
him
silver
presented
frequently the funeral monnment of the
Much more is
nedal Saturday appropriately inscribed. Bishop who erected it.
;his true of the hard
priests of
The
monthly
meeting ihese United States. working
regular
But what of it?
Indian
Association rhe
>f
the Women’s
pioneers of the West give their lives
held
at
the vestry
of
will be
so that a new continent may be for the
lse of their fellow men.
afternoon
1 State street church tomorrow
The speaker closed with the hope that
: it 3 o’clock.
Father Murphy may be spared tc- his
Mr. Thomas H. Randall states that
for manv years.
jeople
ml.1 f..1.„.e
_V
here is no truth in the report published
•esterday to the effect that he is to as- presented by Mr. William Henry. In it
ie spoke of the great love the parish has
1 iume
management of the West End ho- "or their pastor and tlie incalculable serel and stables.
vices Father Murphy has rendered the
Two electric cars will be completed in jarisli. Concluding the brief address,
le presented a casket decked with flow* ime for the Westbrook extension of the
;rs and containing testimonials from the
J Portland
Railroad Company in June,
parish and the clergy.
ind three cars will be built at once for
The gift from the clergy was a solid
1 he fleering line.
;old chalice. The gifts from the laity
omprised purses of gold and silver
of the Great
At the
Edward A. Fowler has been elected
president, and Stillman Dyer secretary
and treasurer of the Caulkers’ Associa-

and women, young men and maidens—
the children. We must all grasp
the rope and haul together.
In this
work, not only the dollars and the dimes,
but the nickels and the pennies must be
mighty. The plan I am asked to present
to you provides for just this, that everybody shall have the opportuni ty to lay
hold and help.”
Deocon Davis then outlined the plan,
exemplification
calling attention to the printed state- 1
noney from the parish, the Sunday
Council degree, I. O. R. M., tomorrow
ment and the pledge cards and envelopes
ichool, the Children of Mercy Sodality,
from out
1 vening there will be visitors
lie Married Men's Sodality and other orwhich were then distributed in the conserved at ganizations of the church.
1 if town, and a supper will be
matter
The
was
gregation.
again proRev. Father Murphy occupied a seat
1 he Chase House.
sented by Deacon Davis to the large
nside the chancel rail, and rose and
were 36 arrests last week, of
There
nade a brief response to the address
There is a most
evening congregation.
Sarah
vhich 21 were for drunkenness.
rom the laity.
He expressed his thanks
hopeful spirit of enthusiasm on this
indegee, an old offender, was arrested n feeling terms, speaking briefly and
work among all olasses of the St LawThen the congregation still
1
for trying to rob a man ; leartily.
renco street people.
They realize that iaturday night
handing, the priests and choir chanted
in Exchange street.
he
Te
Deum, after which the congregathey have entered upon a long, hard
ion was dismissed with the benediction
struggle, but by pulling altogether it is : Mr. Foxton’s family on Mayo street j Vicar General
>y
Barry.
hoped that a fund of at least $10,000 may j 1 vas poisoned by eating oyster stew, but
Blessing the Bell.
be realized within three years’ time tow- ! 1 )r. Sullivan soon bad them out of danThe ceremony of blessing the new bell
ards the amount needful for the new edi- f ;er. The oysters were probably the
ook place at 4 p. m. and was conducted
lice. Any aid that may be offered by the I ( ause of the mischief.
outside friends of the St. Lawrence street
>y Rt. Rev. Bishop Healy, assisted by
The Camera Club has received a fine
church will serve to encourage the vigoririests and acolytes.
Tiie church was
ous prosecution of tho work and will be
s et of European slides which they will
crowded:
lensely
One
is
certhing
gratefully appreciated.
6 oon exhibit, and have been invited to
The bell is said to be the largest in the
tain, sooner or later, the new church edi- 1
ttend the third annual exhibition of the
fice must come.
:ity and weighs 4,100 pounds. It was
fystic Camera Club of Medford, Mass.
nade at the McShane foundry, Baltimore,
PERSONAL.
Teams from Westbrook and the steamfesterday it was wreathed with flowers
c r Oregon had a game of foot ball at Sacud white satin. It bears an inscription
Miss Murina Schlotterbeck of this city,
c arappa Saturday.
The Westbrooks won j n
Latin, of which this is a translation:
will be oue of Mrs. Crosley’s European
y five goals to one. Messrs. Bloomfield
pai tv.
5 ud Johnson were umpires and Mr. WilMiss Alberta Wolhaupter will sail for
:
Janies Augustine Healy consecrated :
: me to God by the name of J ohn the Evan- :
s on was referee.
and
remain a year for
Europe in Ji:nc
: gelist, that I may sing •■Little children, :
The big cable for tlie conduits of the
: love one another.”
study.
John W. Murphy, V. G., ordained :
:
J 'clephone Company has
arrived and
Mrs. C. 'ft. Milliken and Miss Beth
: priest, 12th of April, 18G7, on the same :
the year 1892, donated me in memo- :
:
•ill
be
laid
in
about
two
day.
comMilliken will sail on the Labrador for
weeks,
: rinm to God, and to the Church of St. :
1 lencing in a day or two.
It
is about
5th.
:
Dominic.
Europe, May
Kev. John E. George has accepted the a n inch and a half in diameter, contains
..
..
rectorship of St. Paul’s and will assume 5 0 wires and will he connected with the
A short address upon the significance
c flice wires.
the duties April 24th.
( f bells and their use by the church, and
Mr. and Mrs. J. X. Lord, Mr. and Mrs.
The Democratic members of the City t he significance of the inscription upon
his bell, was given by the Bishop at the
G. I), Loring, and Mr. and Mrs. A. \V. ( buncil held a caucus Saturday aftereginning of the service. He spoke of
Smith, have gone on the Raymond party y oon to select assistant engineers for the t lie
bell as the gift of Father Murphy and
to Washington.
f re department to bo voted on at the s aid that to future generations it will
Mr. J. P. Baxter lias been appointed r
leeting of the City Council tonight. s peak as his substitute when his mice
s hall be heard no more on earth.
one of the Board of the World's Cons ainuei M. I’eed, now fourth assistant,
Following the address, a procession of
gress Auxiliary of the Columbia Ex- v ill be made first; George C. Barrows, j riests and
acolytes was formed and esin
historical
literature.
t rird, and Edward E. Rogers fourth.
yojufJon,
| c orted the bishop from the altar to the

land, and studied

for the

Ire-

priesthood

at

He came
All Hallow College, Dublin.
He
to Troy, N. Y., before he was 21.
was ordained a priest at Portsmouth, N.
H., the first ordination of a priest in that
state. Then he came to Portland and,
in connection with Bishop Bacon, he
built the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception.
For five years Father
Murphy ministered to the Portland parishes, and then went to New Hampshire,
from whence he was assigned to Bangor
in 1S72.
There he built St. Mary’s
church. In 18S0 he came to Portland
and became rector of the Cathedral, and
afterwards went to Europe.
Returning

assigned to Augusta and HalloIn 1884 ho was made vicar general
of the diocese and rector of St. Dominic’s, whose new church is almost comhe wras

well.

The monthly meeting of the Woman’s
Christian Association occurred Friday
afternoon, at the Home, 26 Spring street,
Rev. Mr. Wilson, the society missionary,
was present and gave a report of his
work, showing that 224 calls had been
made, 2418 pages of religious reading
distributed, children gathered into the
Sunday school, non-churchgoers invited
to places of worship, and relief afforded
in oases of sickness and destitution. The

Portland Typographical Union.
The special meeting of the Portland
Typographical Union, which was held

were

Gospel Mission
deeply interesting

the

at
of

a

character. Mr. Pearson made a statement of the financial standing, and as the
fourteenth anniversary will be observed
in four weeks an effort will he made to
raise the necessary amount to pay the
indebtedness. Mr. Pearson will leave the
city this morning for Boston and Pliila
delphia where lie has received very flattering calls.

Representatives

of

delegate

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Saturday

organization

an

eve-

President—J. D. Nichols.
President—L. P. Paee.
Treasurer—D. N. Hardaclter.
Secretary—J. J. L^ne.
The object of the association is to build
an industrial building to he presented to
Vice

the Good Will Farm at East Fairfield,
Me., a homo for needy and deserving
boys, conducted by Rev. G. W. Hinckley.
The following were added to the standing committee:

MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.
ap4cod&wlynrm

Exchange.

to an

most

THEworthy

exchange, an effort will be made

to add a branch of all kinds of women’s
work to the dpmestic department al-

store

todav is

ready established,.; To this effect an exhibition and sale will he held on the 8th
and 9th of this month at the rooms, 119
The interest of all is
Winter street.
earnestly begged in this direction.

25 Cents Yard.

Regular

retail

One of the first
Asa P. Potter’s

junction

Boston,

the 13th

a

note

There are several lots of very stylish
soft finish Dress Goods, in the line
qualities, also the wide wale and brocade effects, retailed from 75 cents to
$1.00, bur price at this sale

49 Cents Yard.
All Wool De Beiges, in Gray and
Brown Mixtures, 40 inches wide,

A large variety of styles in Black
Ground, Figured Cotton Surahs, guaranteed perfectly Fast Black and retaining the silk finish,

33 Cents Yard.

re-

in

mantel

goods are
perfect.

pieces
drapes,

and

the

in every

way

etc.,

pillowSj

some

and

waists,

skirts,

for

Purify Your Blood

and

Underwear and
for men, women

children

likely grade
sible

Spring

in

every

at every pos-

price.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Medicine

FACTS
IpjLAIJN Save
Time.

I
I

Ladles’, Misses and Children’s New
Spring Garments now on sale at our

6 1-4 Cents Yard.
10,000 yards Wool Finished Challies, new designs,
4 Cents Yard.
50C0 yards of White Ground, Cambric Finish Prines,

4 Cents Yard.
Such Dress Ginghams as are being
sold elsewhere at 12 1-2 cents, Middle
street Popular Price
ii beius

i aru.

Regular 10 cent Ginghams,
8 Cents Yard.
Hotels and Cottagers, take notice of
jur great Sale of Sheetings,
(guilts,
Comforters, Linens and Blankets.
Ready Made Sheets and Pillow Cases.
Bleached and Unbleached Cottons,
from 1 to 2 1-2 yards wide, at wholesale prices during this week.
100 pieces of Bleached and Unbleached Twill Crash, 18 inches wide,

3 Cents Yard.
2000 yards 18 inch Glass Linen
Crash, every thread pure linen,

Middle Street Prices.

Never before in our experience could
this quality and width of pure linen
■rash be sold at 6 1-4 cents.
Thousands of yards of Remnants of
Bleached and Unbieachee Cottons at
Slitidle Street Remnant Prices.
Great Bargains in Bleached, Unbleached and Turkey Bed Table Damask.

GREAT BARGAINS
fn Surah

Silks, China Silks, Faille
Francaise, also some very choice dein
signs
Figured China Silks, changeible grounds, and the Changeable
Silks, Brocades, &c.
A fine line of Trimmings in Gimps,
ret Trim filings, Featheriue. Fringes
ind Nail Heads.

MANSON

G.

Street.

LARRABEE.

1865.

■

ANNUAL OPENING

-

1892.

GARRIAGESandllARNESSES,
ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO.,
Elm St., Cor. Cumberland.
Everybyody knows that we arc the largest manufacturers of
and dealers In Carriages in Maine and we have only to say that we
are now ready with our Spring Stock of SEASONABLE VEHICLES
adapted

to town or

country

use.

We also want EVERYBODY TO KNOW that
line of

we

carry

a

large

Single and Double, Riding and Express Harnesses of the very' Best
Custom make. Made expressly for us by PORTLAND’S BEST Me.
chanics during tbe dull months of the Winter Season and are unequalled in quality for the price. Our “DIRIGO” DRIVING EAR.
MESS is the acknowledged leader at a moderate price. Also a large
stock of Plush and Wool Robes, MViiips, Blankets, Currycombs,
Brushes, Dusters, Hitch Weights, Sponges and all goods needed
for stable use. Prices always the lowest, quality considered.
eod2m

apr4

In buying Paint you want

1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.

"t.

SALE TO COMMENCE MONDAY MORNING.

etc.

weight
Hosiery

general tonic to cleanse the blood and
It is the best antisharpen tho appetite.
malaria remedy,” he says, “that I know
of.” Certainly the cordial endorsement of
so prominent a man should convince you that
Ilood’s Sarsaparilla is worthy your confidence.
Mr. Charles F. Drexel, a well known former

75 Cents Yard.

blouse

We shall also open a
superb line of Spring

as a

A regular $1.00 48 inch Henrietta ,
very fine and brilliant finish, never
has been sold less than $1.00. At this
sale you can buy a Dress Pattern for

Popular

12 1-2 Cents Yard.

One lot 121-2 cent Crinkley Seersucker, Middle street price

in

Taffeta Silks

black Taffetas

costumes,

A prominent lawyer of Poughkeepsie, N. T.,
who was in the famous “Fighting Jersey
Brigade” under Gen. Phil Kearney, has
used Hood'3 Sarsaparilla with great benefit

today

things

new

changeable

we feel that too much praise cannot bg
given Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
Try Hood’s Pills for Biliousness this spring

figures.

S246 Middle

We shall open

and

12 1-2 Cents Yard.
Bastiste
Yard wide, Satin Stripe
Cloth, in white ground with colored

for sash

long enough

curtains,

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

ROODS

Specials For Tills Week.

out of

The

more.

no

are

are

and of which there’ll

print
be

short

the ends of

patterns which

papers.

..

DRESS

BLACK

40 inch Henrietta, worth 50 cents,

They are
pieces mostly,

to come up will be
application for an in-

resident of Baltimore, Md., now Deputy City
Treasurer of Omaha, Neb., writes that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla has effected a Phenomenal
Care in the case of his son, who when two
years old became afflicted with Malignant
Eczema. It first developed In his right

3000 Yards genuine imported Ginghams in Flaids and Lace Stripes, very
fine qualities,

6 t-4 Cents Yard.

39 Cents Yard.

ceiver of the Maverick hank, from opening a trunk alleged to contain Potter's

privato

100 pieces Llama Cloth, cashmere
finish, light and dark ground, at

9 Cents Yard.

for

doingfe

quality.

inst.

Beal,

Washable Dress Fabrics of the rery
latest productions.

45 cents.

mark down of

printed Florentine silks
at 50c.—the regular $i

cases

to restrain Thomas P.

price

There are about 5 different lots of
All Wool and Worsted Spring Dress
Novelties that were made by the manufacturer to retail at 50 and 62 1-2 cts.,
88 and 40 inches wide, the very latest
styies. Sale to commence Monday at
the ridiculous low price of

Putnam will hold his first ses-

sion of court in

■

j

The over production of the manufacturers makes the prices.
86 inch all wool wide wale Cheviot,

of all the

__

even

Net Spring Dress Goods.

Judge Putnam’s First Term.

Judge

LABRABEE,

6.

MANSON

Regular 50 cent quality.

Portland, April 4, 1892.

Street.

Middle

39 Cents Yard.
The weather today
is likely to be
fair.

In response to appeals from women in
the state who desire to become consignors

246

50 Cents Yard.
Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having tho
NONE SUCH brand.

Frank Grover, Boston; F. C. Bushneli, New
Haven; George Comstock. Bridgepbrt, Conn.;
Henry C, Armstrong, Providence, It, I.
Women’s

Council Is Morning for One Week.

An elegant line of New Spring Shades
in Bedford Cords, all woof. S6 inches
wide, regular retail price 60 cents. At
this great sale, commencing Monday
morning, Middle street price

to he

called the Good Will Farm Industrial
Building Association, and elected the following officers:

DRESS GOODS SALE

of medium and
Over 5000 yards
light colored English Serges iu Stripes
and Piaids, cost the importer 52 cents,
40 inches wide. The quantity being
large we have actually divided the
price,
29 Cents Yard.

Travellers' Association of New England,

ning and formed

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CRE?AT

39 Cents Yard.

tlie Commercial

met at the Preble House

NEW

to

Whole number of votes.62
Necessary to a choice.32
Frank K. Barnes had.32
Franklin H. Hatch had.29
Frank L. Elder had. 1

the Gospel Mission.

The services

yesterday

to elect a

the International Typographical Union
Convention at Philadelphia in June next,
was the largest gathering at a meeting
outside of the “annual,” ever held.
There were three candidates in the field,
Frank K. Barnes, Franklin H. Hatch and
George W. St. John. The contest was a
most interesting one, it requiring three
ballots to decide it. Mr. Frank K. Barnes
was elected on the third ballot as follows :

pleted.
At

THE

Home committee reported the rooms
filled with young women.
While the
Home is self-supporting, the managers
are anxious to increase their membership
in order to extend their evangelistic
work.

Saturday evening

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Woman’s Christian Association.

rear

AT ST. DOMINIC'S.

*

Durability.
Covering Property.
Right Price.

Suitable Colors.
Assortment for Selection.
Courteous Attention.

These points we keep conin mind in pursuiug
our Paint business.

stantly

H. H, HAY & SOM
Middle Street.
lstorSthpdtf
apr4

HOSE!

TO CONTRACTORS.

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzies; best
quality, lowest prices.

C< EAI.ED proposals will be received by the
►3 selectmen of Thomas ton for an Iron Bridge
to be bnilt across the Georges Itiver. The right
to reject any or all bids reserved.
S. J. STAItliETT, Chairman Selectmen.
Thomaston, March 31,1892.
apr4eod8t

BASE & SONS & CO.,
57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
•OKTEAND,
jania

MAINE.
(iUm

EXHIBITION AND

SALE

-of-

Fancy, Useful and Domestic Articles
n connection with the “'Woman’s
Exchange”
ivill he held on the afternoons and evenings of
A.pril 8th and 9th, at the rooms 110 Winter
street.
ap4diw

r

